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Abstract

This thesis studies financial stability and cascading defaults within financial networks with

multiple central counterparties. We propose a multiple-CCP framework, which incorporates the

cyclical interdependent nature of interbank payments and enables the evaluation of systemic risk

in different network structures. As part of the framework we propose an algorithm, similar to

the fictitious default algorithm of Eisenberg and Noe [2001], which simulates cascading defaults

of CCPs and yields a unique clearing vector of interbank payments. Recent legislation of over-

the-counter derivatives markets has incentivized the existence of multiple CCPs. In order to

illustrate the use of the proposed framework we apply it to the market for single-name OTC

credit default swaps, illustrating the trade-off between bilateral and multilateral netting. We

show that the network with a single CCP outperforms the network without central clearing as

well as those of multiple CCPs in terms of the chosen systemic risk measure. We find that

introducing an additional CCP to a network where central clearing already applies increases

systemic risk.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The collapse of Lehman Brothers in 2008 stressed the importance of a procedure for handling

the outstanding contracts of major financial institutions in a global economy in distress. This

large-scale default also highligthed the fact that the interlinked nature of today’s financial mar-

kets leaves the network of financial institutions very vulnerable to contagion in the event of a

single default. It sparked the interest in the general phenomenon of the spread of bank failure

through a network of interbank obligations. Since the financial crisis, the view that the archi-

tecture of the financial system plays a central role in shaping systemic risk has been predominate.

As counterparty risk increasingly became a major concern, central counterparties (CCPs), and

their subsequent default management processes, emerged as the unlikely heroes of the financial

crisis. One CCP in particular, namely LCH.Clearnet, which managed a significant share of

Lehman Brothers’ interest rate swaps (USD 9 trillion), showed the advantages of a joint de-

fault management effort. All open positions of Lehman Brothers which were cleared through

LCH.Clearnet were netted, hedged, and auctioned off within a period of 3 weeks with all asso-

ciated costs covered by the posted collateral of Lehman Brothers themselves.

While many market participants were unprepared for a systemic event of these proportions,

LCH.Clearnet was, in fact, very well prepared. They had envisioned such a scenario and were

able to handle the default of Lehman Brothers in a way that made centrally cleared OTC

derivatives seem more efficient and much safer than their bilateral equivalents. This caught the

attention of regulators and, along with awareness of the intertwined nature of financial markets,

it played a central role in the motivation of political action. For example, in the reform of the

function of the market for over-the-counter (OTC) derivatives by the Dodd-Frank Wall Street
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Reform and Consumer Protection Act of 2010, it is stated that, to ensure financial stability, the

majority of OTC derivatives should be cleared centrally at CCPs.

By introducing a central counterparty (CCP) the intermediation structure of financial network

is significantly altered. Financial obligations between two members of the CCP are now inter-

mediated by the CCP, which in turn guarantees the fulfillment of the transaction, even in the

event of the default of an original counterparty.

While central clearing is well known in the market for exchange-traded products, it is a rather

new phenomenon in the market for OTC derivatives, a market with notional amounts outstand-

ing USD 630,150 billion at the end of 2014, according to BIS [2015]. Imposing mandatory

clearing on the majority of such a substantial market is certainly going to affect the interbank

environment. As a result, we saw a rise in the demand for central clearing, which naturally led

to a significant increase in the number of CCPs.

Recent financial literature, such as Glasserman, Moallemi, and Yuan [2015] and Risk.net [2015],

points to some of the potentially adverse implications of the increase in the number of CCPs.

For example, today there are at least 15 swaps CCPs in operation, all sharing the same core

of members. A default of one core member would initiate 15 simultaneous default management

processes, requiring solvent members to take part in all of these1.

Furthermore, the existence of multiple CCPs would intuitively imply that the clearing of OTC

derivatives becomes less central, despite the fact that centrality is one of the leading arguments

for introducing CCPs in the first place. We see this as a peculiar and very interesting devel-

opment. As the central clearing mandate takes effect, we find the need for an analysis of the

effects of central clearing by multiple CCPs as important as ever.

Forcing the establishment of a single CCP may concentrate the systemic risks as a result of the

monopolistic position of the CCP. At the same time, if there are too many CCPs, regulators

might in fact be increasing the systemic risk posed by OTC derivatives as trading becomes

more fragmented and thereby diminishing the effect of centrality. The architecture of interbank

1Most CCPs require their clearing members to send senior traders to participate in the default management

process (Norman [2011] & Gregory [2014]).
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networks is therefore a focal point in the spread of financial contagion and how the existence of

multiple CCPs affects systemic risk. It is this point exactly that this thesis seeks to examine.

1.1 Statement of purpose

It is in light of the development described above that we wish to develop a framework with the

purpose of analyzing financial networks with multiple CCPs. We wish to compare the stability

of a financial network with multiple CCPs to that of a network with a single CCP and a system

without central clearing. We wish to do this in terms of the mitigation of systemic risk and

financial contagion among financial institutions.

In a general sense, the purpose of this thesis is to evaluate the stability of financial networks

with multiple central counterparties. In more specific terms, we wish to make an assessment of

the following question:

How does the introduction of more than one central counterparty affect systemic

risk in a financial network?

In order to answer this question we will use the framework proposed in Eisenberg and Noe

[2001]. This enables us to simulate and quantify the effects of cascading defaults in the inter-

bank market. Using this setup, it is possible to evaluate the effect of introducing a single CCP,

as in Amini, Filipović, and Minca [2014]. They investigate wheter the introduction of a single

CCP reduces systemic risk in a financial network, and suggest conditions under which central

clearing improves the network. We wish to extend these frameworks to be able to analyse the

effects of introducing multiple CCPs to a financial network.

For the purpose of illutrating how this framework can be applied in practice we wish to include

numerical examples of the single-name over-the-counter credit default swap market.

1.2 Delimitation

In order to be precise about the content of this thesis, we begin with four definitions of key

concepts. These definitions are meant to provide the more precise interpretation implied in this
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thesis of concepts that could in principle have a more general meaning.

Economic state. The economic state of a financial entity will, in this thesis, indicate the

entity’s economic health in terms of its real economic value, and relatedly, its ability to

meet its financial obligations.

Systemic risk. In this thesis we will define the term systemic risk as the risk of economic losses

incurred as a consequence of being part of a financial system. We will consider networks

of financial entities where each entity is described by its economic state. Systemic risk will

be thought of as the effect of a shock to an individual entity’s state on the economic value

of the system as a whole.

Central clearing. The term central clearing will be used to mean novation of multiple trades,

where novation is the act of a centrally positioned financial entity to place itself as the

buyer to the seller and the seller to the buyer of a specific trade. The central entity will,

in doing so, guarantee the fulfillment of the trade from each party in each trade.

Central Counterparty (CCP). A central counterparty (or clearing house) is here defined as

a financial entity that applies central clearing to one or several financial markets or market

segments.

As we have chosen to focus on the interplay between CCPs and financial institutions (such as

dealer banks), which for most readers is unknown territory, there will be a great deal of emphasis

on the practical aspects of central clearing and how we choose to model such networks. As a

consequence, less weight will be given to the empirical investigation of the financial stability of

interbank networks. This choice of emphasis is further motivated by the fact that the interbank

liability structure is not available to us. Our master’s thesis should be regarded as a proposal

of a method for the evaluation of financial stability in networks with multiple CCPs. Keeping

this in mind, this section walks through some of our major decisions and, consequently, their

attached delimitations.

With the purpose of evaluating systemic risk in CCP networks, it is inevitable not to address

the topic of counterparty risk. This thesis will introduce the major points of the institutional

setting of the CCP business, but will not provide the reader with a thorough in-depth analysis

of the modelling of counterparty risk. This includes, but is not limited to, the modelling of

exposure, optimization of collateral mangement and capital charges. Furthermore, our thesis
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does not include a discussion of credit value adjustment (CVA), the pricing of counterparty risk,

in bilaterally or centrally cleared OTC derivatives. For the aspects of modelling exposure and

CVA, we refer the reader to literature such as Gregory [2012] and Pykhtin and Zhu [2007].

Throughout this thesis, we choose to model financial networks where banks and CCPs are dis-

tinct enitities, i.e. the CCP do not operate as a bank and vice versa. In practice, many CCPs

actually hold banking licenses and are therefore subject to banking regulation, while at the same

time benefitting from the services of the local central bank. For example, JP Morgan operates

one of the biggest and most influential clearing houses in the REPO market, while at the same

time being one of the biggest banks in the U.S. It is clear that this choice limits the applica-

bility of the model proposed. However, in the case of OTC derivatives markets clearing houses

are mainly owned by exchanges and a large number of banks without controlling interest. As

we present our model in relation to central clearing on these market we do not consider this a

significant limitation.

The networks modelled in this thesis are assumed to be closed. Closed in the sense that no

value can be transferred from any entity outside the network, and no value transferred to an

entity outside the network can be observed. This omits the obvious case of client clearing, in

which clearing members clear trades on behalf of non-clearing members. Including client clearing

would add to the complexity of the networks by adding an additional layer of entities. However,

from the perspective of the CCP, the ultimate counterparty of the client-cleared trades still is

the clearing member and so we do not see this as a major limitation.

In the numerical examples, we assume all central counterparties to be identical, where the only

distinction is the fact that they operate on different parts of the market. This assumption

prevents us from modelling competitions among CCPs, an aspect which is of great importance

when banks are faced with choice of where to clear a trade. In fact, we prevent this choice all

together. These assumptions disregards the entire competition aspect of central clearing, which

is very relevant when comparing multiple-CCP network to a single-CCP network. However,

since we are analysing systemic risk we consider this limitation to be acceptable.
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1.3 Structure

This thesis is structured in three different parts. The first part, The Financial Background, has

the purpose of providing insight in the institutional setting of central clearing. This includes

a historical introduction to central clearing and a description central clearing in practice. The

second part, Model setup, turns to a general framework that enables us to evaluate systemic risk

in interbank networks with different number of central counterparties. The third part, Appli-

cations, displays the implementations of the suggested framework derived in the second part of

this thesis to the market of single-name OTC credit default swaps.

Each part is divided into several chapters. Part I consists of two chapters. Chapter 2 intro-

duces central clearing from a historical perspective. The particular focus will be on central

clearing prior to, during, and after the 2008 default of Lehman Brothers and the subsequent

proposed legislation. Chapter 3 introduces key concepts of the current institutional setting of

central clearing, such as the business of central clearing and the relevant risk management aspect.

Part II introduces the general framework of the models used in this thesis. It is also divided into

2 chapters. Chapter 4 provides an intuitive introduction to the mechanics of network theory

and how the architecture of a financial network is altered by introducing one or more central

counterparties. Chapter 5 presents the technical framework of the models used for evaluating

systemic risk with and without central clearing. Furthermore, the chapter presents our proposed

framework for evaluating systemic risk with multiple central counterparties.

Part III consists of four chapters and presents the application of the general framework in

the chosen environment. Chapter 6 introduces the model specifications and assumptions made

in order to model multiple-CCP networks. Numerical results for the chosen environment are

presented in Chapter 7. Chapter 8 discusses the obtained results, the consequences of the as-

sumptions made, and possible intuitive extentions of the framework presented. Finally, Chapter

9 concludes upon this master’s thesis.
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Part I

The Financial Background



Chapter 2

Historical perspective of central

clearing

In order to understand the position of central counterparties in today’s financial markets, it is im-

portant to be familiar with central clearing in a historical perspective. In this section, we provide

a brief overview of central clearing through the last century, wherever it is relevant to this thesis.

The incentives for the use of central clearing prior to the regulatory requirements is an important

consideration relating to the topic of this thesis. Therefore, the following section provides a

review of the CCP history prior to the collapse of Lehman Brothers in the following section.

Section 2.2 describes the role of central clearing in dealing with the 2008 collapse of Lehman

Brothers. Section 2.3 provides details of the regulatory changes that were put into action as a

consequence of the financial crisis.

2.1 Before the collapse of Lehman Brothers - Central clearing

incentives

We know that financial contracts, such as futures and options, existed as early as in the 17th

century stock market of Amsterdan, thanks to Joseph de la Vega’s colorful descriptions in Con-

fusion de Confusiones (1688). However, it was not until November 1882 that the Caisse de

Liquiation des Affaires en Marchandises in Le Havre, France introduced the first service of cen-

tral clearing for futures contracts, according to Norman [2011]. At the time, Le Havre was a fast

growing and busy port, and the Caisse was set up to clear coffee and cotton futures contracts.
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The European market for commodity futures had recently seen a large increase in demand due

to the American Civil War, during which delivery and the price of American goods became

very unstable. The increased demand for futures contracts of cotton and coffee led to a need

for further standardization and legal certainty. Therefore, the Caisse, as the main exchange for

these contracts in Le Havre, began clearing trades centrally.

According to Norman [2011], the success of the Caisse throughout the 1880s led to the startup

of competing services in Europe’s main financial cities, including the startup of Hamburg’s

Wareliquidationskasse and London Produce Clearing House (LPCH), the forerunner of today’s

LCH (London Clearing House), both in 1888. They were set up to combat the competitive

threat from Le Havre, as a response to fears that Le Havre would become the center of trade in

American commodities. By contrast, the Magdeburger Liquidationskasse was established after

the ’Magdeburg Sugar Crash’ in the summer of 1889. This enterprise was set up as a conse-

quence of the town’s surviving brokers seeking greater security.

It is important to note that, although there were multiple central counterparties at this point in

time, the structure of international financial markets were quite different than they are today.

The situation depicted above, with different clearing houses in different cities across Europe, is

more similar to a present day single-CCP network. This is due to the less intertwined nature

of the financial markets at that point in time and so the multiple CCPs actually operated on

geographically segregated markets.

2.1.1 The 20th century

The story told in Norman [2011] continues through the two world wars, in which continental

trade in Europe was hit hard, and yet central clearing houses remained intact. In the 1960s the

central clearing houses began to use computerized punch card systems to improve the efficiency

of their processes (Norman [2011] p. 116). This boosted trading for many clearing houses,

and the punch card system was the first significant advance to the manual processes which had

existed at LCPH since 1888.

In 1973, LPCH evolved into the International Commodities Clearing House (ICPH), after having

set up an account at the Caisse des Liquidation des Affaires en Marchandises in Paris for regis-

tering the trades of LPCH members on the Paris sugar and cocoa markets. By extending their
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reach they hoped to gain advantages from single payments and offsetting margins. This was

in line with the general sentiment of the 1970s of furthering the commercial and the industrial

unification of Western Europe.

In the 1980s, central clearing was still seen as a back-office operation, but regulators began to

find interest in CCPs as more mishaps came about. For example, in the 1987 Wall Street Crash,

the Chicago Mercantile Exchange (CME) had 90 clearing members. The National Securities

Clearing Corporation (NSCC) experiencd a loss of $400,000 when one member firm defaulted,

but this was easily covered by retained earnings. At the time of the Crash, most American-based

CCPs operated in a single market because these CCPs were set up by exchanges that specialized

in certain types of contracts. This meant that many, in fact one fifth, of member firms operated

on more than one exchange. Following the crash, NSCC set up Securities Clearing Group, which

formalized arrangements to share information on margins, positions, and settlements.

During the 1990s and the early 2000s, where there was a rise in the demand for international

clearing structures, there were some successful and some failed attempts to merge CCPs. In

2003 the London Clearing House and the Paris-based Clearnet joined forces to become the

large clearing house today known as LCH.Clearnet. There was even an attempt in 2008 of

merging LCH.Clearnet and the Depository Trust & Clearing Corporation (DTCC) to create a

transatlantic CCP, but this failed, in part due to issues with the alignment of their business

models (different business models will be discussed in section 3.1.3).

2.2 The collapse of Lehman Brothers - Central clearing during

the crisis

Norman [2011] provide a description of how the collapse of Lehman Brothers was handled by

CCPs in 2008. The following quote gives an insight into what we see as one of the major

reasons why there are multiple CCPs in operation today, and why there are issues in terms of

cooperation among them. It refers to the default of Lehman Brothers in 2008.

An overarching problem [...] was the way a group like Lehman Brothers, which

consisted of 2985 entities globally, with a vast number of intercompany bal-

ances, was multinational in life but national in death. Different bankruptcy

regimes in the jurisdictions where Lehman operated meant the group’s sub-
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sidiaries fell into the hands of different administrators working to different

rules and regulations with the aim, first and foremost, of satisfying the needs

of the local creditors.

- Norman, page 43

Norman goes on to quote Christopher Jones, head of risk management at LCH.Clearnet Ltd.,

the London branch of the CCP at the time of the Lehman collapse, in a comparison of the

handling of Lehman Brothers in the UK and in the US. Regarding the bankruptcy laws of the

UK, Jones observes:

’Factories shut down production and when the administrators are ready, they

reopen production. But you can’t do that with investment banks. The mere

fact of doing that would mean any hope of salvaging the thing is gone.’

- Christopher Jones, head of risk management, LCH.Clearnet Ltd.

Reflecting on the Lehman default process in the US (handled mainly by CME Group, not

LCH.Clearnet), Jones says:

’The US clearers were able to manage down their risk [and] transfer clients in

a much more orderly fashion than we did.’

- Christopher Jones, head of risk management, LCH.Clearnet Ltd.

Both of these quotes relate to the fact that different bankruptcy laws across the world can make it

difficult for CCPs to handle systemic events. While the US Chapter 11 legal framework enables

the administrators to keep the defaulted firm in operation until suitable buyers of the open

positions have been found, UK bankruptcy law requires the appointment of an administrator

and the immediate (albeit temporary) shutdown of operation, until the administrator has gained

an oversight of the situation. For example, Lehman Brothers’ London-based operations were

put under the administration of PriceWaterhouseCoopers (PwC). This caused an initially delay

in the default management process of LCH.Clearnet becuase the contradictory aims of PwC

and LCH.Clearnet. While PwC wanted to gain oversight in the vacuum of the temporarily

shutdown business, LCH.Clearnet wished to speed up the hedging and auctioning process of

Lehman’s open positions.

The story of success

Some three weeks after putting Lehman Brothers Special Financing into default, LCH.Clearnet

announced that, along with OTCDerivNet, it had successfully wound down Lehman Brothers’
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OTC interest rate swap portfolio (Norman [2011] p. 35). In fact, many authors refer to the

handling of Lehman Brothers’ centrally cleared derivatives by LCH.Clearnet as a very successful

process (e.g Gregory [2014], Risk.net [2015]).

According to Gregory [2014] (p. 44) there was little interest in central clearing from regulators

prior to the global financial crisis. After the rescue of Bear Stearns in the spring of 2008, reports

from regulators in both Europe and the US began to stress the importance of central clearing

procedures. Both the Federal Reserve Bank of New York (June 9th 2008) and the European

Commission (October 17th 2008) expressed the need for a central clearing procedure for credit

default swaps.

2.3 After the collapse of Lehman Brothers - Central clearing

regulations

Following the crash of Lehman Brothers governments were faced with the problem that some

financial institutions had become not only ”too big to fail” but also ”too interconnected to fail”.

This interconnectedness was largely blamed on the over-the-counter (OTC) derivatives market,

which, at the time, was mainly traded bilaterally (with the exception of the interest rate swap

market). It also convinced the regulators that there was an obvious need for a clear regulatory

framework to efficiently manage the systemic risk posed by the OTC markets and its participants.

As a consequence of the financial crisis CCPs became the ”must-have” accessory of treasury

ministers and policy makers on both sides of the Atlantic. In particular, the successful closing

out of trillions of dollars worth of OTC interest rate swaps by LCH.Clearnet’s SwapClear showed

how effectively CCPs could operate in an off-exchange environment during an emergency, espe-

cially when they harnessed the expertise of market players.

In their efforts to learn from the financial crisis, the success of the LCH.Clearnet Group and

other clearing houses in the interest rate swap market acted as a catalyst, which made central

clearing of OTC dervatives a high priority among policy makers. During the 2009 G-20 summit

in Pittsburg1, participating leaders agreed to require:

• All standardized OTC derivatives should be traded on exchanges or electronic platforms.

1http://www.g20.utoronto.ca/2009/2009communique0925.html
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• Central clearing of standardized OTC derivatives.

• Reporting of OTC derivatives to trade repositories.

• Higher capital requirements for non-centrally-cleared OTC derivatives.

The G-20 proposal covered the entire OTC derivatives market and all its participants. This

was decided, in spite of the fact that the success of central clearing had only been observed for

a share of the OTC derivates market, namely the market for interest rate swaps. The interim

proposal covered such a wide range of products, due to the fact that CCPs were being seen as

an efficient ”shock absorber” of the OTC derivatives market. In the event of the default of one

or more participants, a CCP would stem the shock and thereby manage such an event to be

managed with the least possible disruption.

Although the main outline of the proposal above was maintained, the subsequent initiatives

included significant modifications as to whom and what should be subject to the clearing re-

quirement. The most prominent of such initiatives was the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and

Consumer Protection Act of 2010 (Dodd-Frank) in the US and the European Market Infras-

tructure Regulation (EMIR) in the EU. Both legislations addressed clearing requirements of the

OTC derivatives market and are quite similar in terms of reducing systemic risk and improving

transparency. Both regimes aim to impose central clearing and reporting on a broadly defined

class of OTC derivatives, but exempts non-financial end-user transactions, which have the pur-

pose of hedging risk directly related to commercial activities. Even though the exact details

regarding the clearing requirements remained to be resolved, the mandatory clearing mandate

imposed by the Dodd-Frank act and EMIR would yield a significant increase in the number of

trades that are subject to central clearing.

The capital requirements of Basel II, which were in force during the financial crisis, had banks

dramatically undercapitalized and promoted high risk behaviour such as regulatory arbitrage.

The Basel Committee on Banking Supervision addressed these issues in Basel III, which in par-

ticular focused on the counterparty risk aspects of OTC derivatives by re-paramaterization of

existing methods and additional new requirements. A notable new requirement was the addition

of a credit value adjustment (CVA) capital charge, meant to cover the variation in default risk of

a counterparty. This component would capture the potential mark to market losses when credit

spreads widden, even in the absence of an actual default. This capital charge affects all OTC
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derivatives with one important exemption, namely those cleared at a CCP. Another important

change proposed by Basel III was to assign CCP related exposure a risk weight of 2% (under

Basel II this risk weight was 0%). This reflects the fact that CCPs are not completely risk-free

(capital requirements of banks are discussed in more detail in section 3.2.7).

The overall effect of Basel III, the Dodd-Frank act, and the EMIR is a significant increase in a

bank’s capital requirements related to counterparty risk and a significant increase in the number

subject to mandatory central clearing. These regulatory frameworks clearly incentivize a move

towards central clearing of a wide range of OTC derivatives.
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Chapter 3

Central clearing in practice

This chapter provides an introduction to the practical aspects of this thesis as well as some

relevant definitions. Recall that, throughout this thesis, we will use the term clearing to mean

the procedure by which an organization acts as an intermediary and assumes the role of a buyer

and seller for transactions in order to reconcile orders between transacting parties. A financial

institution that interposes itself in this way will guarantee the fulfillment of the trade, even

in the case of a counterparty default. The original counterparties of the cleared trade will be

referred to as clearing members. The institution that applies clearing to a set of multiple trades

on the market for a specific financial instrument, thereby becoming the buyer to every seller and

the seller to every buyer in that set of trades is refered to as a central counterparty (CCP) or a

clearing house, and the action itself is what we define as central clearing.

3.1 The central counterparty

The process of central clearing occurs after a trade has been executed in which a CCP steps

in between the counterparties to guarantee the performance of the trade. The ultimate coun-

terparty with respect to the cleared trade will no longer be the entity with whom you traded,

but rather the clearing house through which the transaction was cleared. By centrally clearing

a trade, the clearing member (e.g. an investment bank) is no longer directly exposed to the

potential default of the original counterparty. Since they both hold memberships at the same

CCP, indirect exposure is prevalent stemming from two potential sources. First, the potential

loss that a CCP might endure in the case of the default by one of its members may cause the

CCP itself to defualt, which would make it unable to honor its obligations to solvent clearing

members. Second, even if the CCP does not defualt, the clearing members have posted common
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collateral, which is now at risk (the collateral of clearing members is described in section 3.2.4).

The main purpose of a CCP is to mitigate individual counterparty credit risk, stemming the

potential losses associated with the default of a clearing member. Naturally, there is significant

risk associated with taking responsibility of a financial transaction through central clearing.

Therefore, it is a necessity that CCPs themselves are extremely robust. Methods ensuring this,

such as managing counterparty risk and allocation of losses caused by a clearing member’s de-

fault, are covered in section 3.2.

Besides guaranteeing the fulfillment of financial transactions, the CCP serves additional pur-

poses. These include the increase of trade transparency by centralized trading, simplifying

operational processes, and optimizing the default management process by centrally auctioning

off a defaulted clearing member’s positions to other members.

The purpose of this thesis is to make an assessment of the effect of central clearing by multiple

CCPs on financial stability. There are two main intuitive reasons as to why there should exist

multiple CCPs in today’s financial markets. First, there are CCPs that operate within differ-

ent regions. This is the case for LCH.Clearnet, based in London and Paris, clearing mainly in

Europe, CME Clearing, based in Chicago, clearing mainly in the US, and Singapore Exhange

Derivatives Clearing (SGX-DC), based in Singapore, operating mainly in the Asian markets. As

already pointed out, legislation in different regions has made it difficult to clear trades centrally

across regions, and naturally creates a need for multiple CCPs.

Second, there are different types of financial markets on which central clearing can be applied.

Most CCPs specialize in the clearing of a single or few financial instruments, due to the tendency

that CCPs are often established by exchanges for specific products. The following gives a brief

introduction to the different markets on which CCPs operate today.

3.1.1 The market of the CCP

A CCP operating in Europe will need to apply to the European Securities and Markets Authority

(ESMA) for approval to clear trades on a specific market (e.g. the market for credit default

swaps). To illustrate the wide range of financial markets on which CCPs operate, a list of

the financial instruments covered in ESMA’s List of Central Counterparties Authorised to Offer

Services and Activities in the [European] Union (February 2015) is provided below:
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• Securities - equity

• Securities - debt

• Derivatives - equity

• Derivatives - debt

• Derivatives - interest rate

• Derivatives - inflation rate

• Derivatives - credit

• Derivatives - currencies

• Derivatives - commodities

• Derivatives - emission/climate

• Derivatives - freight

• Repo

• Securities lending

• Collateralized Euro deposits

• Derivatives that are not MiFID financial instruments

• Assets that are not MiFID financial instruments

The list goes to show that central clearing can be applied to many different financial markets,

including those of securities and derivatives. The risk associated with the potential default of

a counterparty is relevant when trading in any of the financial instruments listed above. Even

the purchase of equities on day t will, in standard practice, be settled on day t + 3, and so

there is a possibility that the party selling the equities can default in the time interval between

receiving payment on day t and delivering the equities on day t + 3. The relative risk differs

significantly between instruments, seeing as the period between the agreement and settlement of

trades varies, and at the same time, the volatility of the value of a trade over time differs across

financial instruments. While this period usually has a lenght of three day for equities, derivatives

contracts will typically have a period of months, years or even decades between agreement and

settlement.

In order to clear any type of product, a CCP will require a certain level of liquidity and standard-

ization of the product, and so the it cannot be too exotic. This is due to the fact that the value

of a trade has to be relatively straightforward to determine and the contract easily replaced.

Exchange-traded products possess these traits, but are often short-dated and not subject to the

recent legislation of mandatory clearing. Therefore, the focus of this thesis is on non-exchange

traded products, also known as over-the-counter (OTC) derivatives. This product category

contains some very customized derivatives, which do not satisfy the conditions of liquidity and

standardization. This subset of OTC derivatives cannot be cleared centrally and for this reason

will be not considered in the rest of the thesis. Throughout the thesis, we will use the term

over-the-counter derivatives to refer products that can be cleared centrally.

As noted, this thesis will present numerical examples based on the market for single-name over-

the-counter credit default swaps (CDS). This thesis does not include numerical examples of other
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financial instruments, since the choice of financial instrument does not alter the underlying

mechanism that we are modelling. The practical details surrounding the process of central

clearing may vary, but most financial instruments can be nested within the framework of our

analysis.

The credit default swap

As the numerical examples will be based on a specific market, this and the following section

considers a simple example of a single transaction of an OTC CDS contract using central clear-

ing. We begin by recalling the basic aspects of the credit default swap.

A credit default swap is in essence an insurance contract on debt. A financial institution lending

money to a company can purchase a CDS contract, with the company as the underlying entity,

in order to protect itself against losses it would endure in the event of a default. The two coun-

terparties of the swap agreement will be referred to as the protection buyer and the protection

seller. They agree to a notional amount to be paid from the seller to the buyer in the event

that the underlying reference entity should default prior to the maturity of the CDS. In return,

the protection buyer agrees to pay the protection seller premium payments. Such a premium is

usually specified as a number of basis points of the notional amount and is paid out quarterly.

The expected present value of the notional amount, taking the probability of default into ac-

count, represents what we call the contingent leg of the credit default swap. This will only be

paid out in the event of a default prior to maturity of the agreement. The expected present

value of the set of premium payments represents what we call the fixed leg of the contract. These

payments will terminate in the event of a default. The value of the CDS contract to the buyer

of protection is given by the value of the contingent leg, which it receives, minus the value of

the fixed leg, which it pays out. This is illustrated in Figure 3.1, which plots an example of

the value over the first four years of a single-name CDS with five years to maturity. For the

protection seller, the value is similarly given as the fixed leg minus the contingent leg.

One important aspect of derivatives contracts such as the CDS, is the property that the value

of the contract can become both positive or negative to either counterparty of the trade during

the time to maturity. This means that both counterparties are exposed to the risk of losing

value in the event of the other counterparty defaulting at a time where the contract is in-the-
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of the expected present value of the fixed and contingent legs and the value of a

CDS for the first 4 years of the contract.

money, a property that will be more explicitly expressed in section 3.2.1. It is also important

to keep in mind that the default of an underlying reference entity is not of great importance

in the discussion of counterparty risk related to credit default swaps. The more direct concern,

whether centrally cleared or bilaterally traded, is the actual default of one of the counterparties

of the trade.

3.1.2 The ownership of the CCP

Typically, throughout history, CCPs have typically been established by groups of potential clear-

ing members and the exchanges on which the clearing members traded. Consequently, many

CCPs today are mainly owned by exchanges and partly owned by stakeholders, such as clearing

members.

One example is LCH.Clearnet, in which, according to their website1, the London Stock Ex-

change Group has a 57% ownership with the remainder being owned by its clearing members.

Another example is the CME Clearing, which is operated and owned by the Chicago Mercantile

Exchange (CME) Group.

An example of a different governance structure is that of the Depository Trust & Clearing

1http://www.lchclearnet.com/about-us (April 2015)
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Corporation (DTCC). The Mission Statement of the Board of Directors of DTCC states that

The majority of Board members are representatives of financial institutions

which are users of DTCCs services (participant directors).

At the time of writing, 12 of the 19 members of the Board of Directors are representatives of

clearing participants, including broker/dealers, custodian and clearing banks, and investment

institutions2.

The ownership structure will naturally be a vital factor in determining the end goals and the

business strategy of a CCP. Although CCPs are highly regulated and dependent on authorization

from the relevant regulator in order to operate in a specific region, every CCP that these authors

have heard of are private businesses. Therefore, they will seek to optimize the profitability of

their owners. As we will see, this does not necessarily mean pure profit-maximizing behavior of

the CCP’s operations.

3.1.3 The CCP as a business

Norman [2011] points out that a CCP owned by an exchange will tend to apply a for-profit

model. This strategy would imply that the CCP seeks to keep the price of clearing, charged

to its clearing members, above the costs of its operation. On the other hand, a CCP owned

mainly by its clearing members will have an incentive to apply an at-cost model, where the

CCP charges the clearing members the price corresponding to the costs of clearing, leaving the

member-owners satisfied. The difficulties prevalent in the potential merger of LCH.Clearnet and

DTCC in 2008 stemmed from the issue of aligning their for-profit and at-cost business models.

The merged CCP was to have an at-cost model, but this presented problems for LCH.Clearnet

in terms of convincing the exchange-owners to accept a much smaller revenue, and thereby a

reduction in the CCP’s market value.

Today, as well as throughout history, central clearing of financial markets has been a profitable

business. Norman [2011] (p. 275), notes that the fruits of central clearing are partly reflected

in the rise in the share price of CME’s CCP, which from the time of its IPO in December 2002

at $35 to its peak in January 2008 at $750. Seeing as central clearing has been, and still is, a

2http://www.dtcc.com/about/leadership.aspx (April 2015)
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very profitable business, it is relevant to look at how the CCPs can generate revenue.

A CCP can generate revenue related to clearing activities from two main sources. First, CCPs

will levy a fee on each cleared transaction, and so a for-profit CCP could charge a higher fee

than the costs of its operation. The second source of income is through a return on the collateral

posted by its clearing members.

Fee structure

The collection of fees will provide the CCP with a means to cover the costs of its clearing

operations. The relative importance of this source of income depends on the type of instrument

that it clears. One can imagine that a CCP clearing securities experiences a higher frequency

of trades to clear relative to that of a CCP clearing derivatives. Therefore, a securities CCP

might rely more on this source of income. Furthermore, the clearing period for securities are

often relatively short, which limits the possibility of reinvestement of collateral received.

Interest rate spread on collateral accounts

Let us for now assume that a CCP requires a single amount of liquid assets as posted collateral

in order to reduce the potential losses from a clearing member’s default (collateral management

of a CCP is described in more detail in section 3.2.4). Depending on the horizon of the trade

agreement, the CCP could make use of the received collateral by investing it in relatively liquid

assets (such as REPOs), which can provide the CCP with a return on the collateral funds. The

CCP could choose to give the clearing member an interest on its posted collateral that is lower

than the return that the CCP itself obtains. Again, this source of income also depends on the

type of instrument that it clears, seeing as derivatives transactions tend to have a longer clear-

ing period than equities, yielding a longer holding period during which the received collateral

can generate returns. Therefore, this source of income will be relatively more important to a

derivatives CCP than for a CCP clearing securities.

Both types of income are sensitive to changes in the economic environment of the CCP. Ac-

cording to Norman [2011] (p. 15) fees can come under pressure if markets are made more open

to competition. This is what happened in Europe in 2008-2010 when deregulation through

implementation of the Markets for Financial Instruments Directive (MiFID) triggered drastic

reductions in trading and clearing fees. Meanwhile, the income from the interest rate spread is
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sensitive to macroeconomic changes, because it becomes more difficult to justify a lager spread

in periods when the expected return on posted collateral is low. This has been the case since the

world’s leading economies loosened their monetary policy in response to the financial crisis of

2008. This second source of income is relatively less sensitive to competition among CCPs, but

rather to changes in the wider economy. This is a relevant point to the purpose of this thesis,

seeing as competition is an important aspect when deciding on an optimal number of CCPs.

This point is further discussed later in the thesis.

Economies of scale

It seems natural to relate the business of central clearing to a certain degree of economies of

scale. One clear benefit of clearing trades for a large number of dealers, is that the number

of settlement transactions does not necessarily increase proportionally to the number of trades

cleared. The reason is that a CCP can offset the amounts due to a clearing member with the

amount it is owed, arriving at a single net payment.

The netting out of cash-flows concentrated in the clearing house is the most commercially signif-

icant of the benefits that a CCP provides for its clearing members (Norman [2011] p. 15). There

are many attractive features of netting, including safer and more efficient markets, which we

will look at in more detail in section 3.2.3. Netting also concentrates liquidity, reduces complex-

ity and lowers the required collateral posted by clearing members. If the beneficial features of

netting stemming from a marginal increase in the number of trades cleared by a CCP outweigh

the costs of the additional trades cleared, we see that the CCP will have an advantage from

clearing additional trades. Therefore, economies of scale would be present on the market for

central clearing, and each CCP has an incentive to gain a larger market fraction.

An example of the extent of economies of scale in the market for central clearing, is the predicted

cost savings by the much enlarged transatlantic CCP that would have come into operation, had

the merger of LCH.Clearnet and DTCC succeeded in 2008. They predicted that a merger would

leave them with a 7-8% reduction in the costs of operation, according to Norman [2011] (p.

303).
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3.2 Risk management of the CCP

This section explains how CCPs and banks quantify, reduce, and manage their risk related to

central clearing. It also introduces the current capital rules of CCP clearing members. We begin

with some definitions that will help us discuss risk management in this context.

3.2.1 Counterparty credit risk

Similar to traditional credit risk, which can generally be thought of as lending risk, counterparty

credit risk (CCR), or simply counterparty risk, is the risk that the counterparty with whom one

has entered into a financial contract, will fail to fulfill its contractual agreements. What distin-

guishes CCR from regular credit risk is the fact that both counterparties of a financial contract

are exposed to the default of the other, seeing as the future value of a derivatives contract is

typically highly uncertain and can be either positive or negative. This property, which was men-

tioned in relation to the CDS contract, is referred to as bilateral exposure, while the exposure of

traditional credit risk is referred to as unilateral exposure.

As stated in the definition of CCR by the Bank of International Settlements (BIS [2005a]), an

economic loss would only occur if the transactions, or portfolio of transactions, with the coun-

terparty, has a positive economic (replacement) value at the time of default. In the case of

negative market value of the transaction, the undefaulted counterparty is still fully obligated to

fulfill its contractual obligations. Similar to credit risk the potential loss is caused by an obligor

being unable or unwilling to meet its obligations, such as in the case of a default of the obligor.

CCR arises in financial contracts such as exchange-traded derivatives, (e.g. futures and options),

and securities financing (e.g. repurchase agreements and securities lending). However, according

to Gregory [2014] (p. 106), CCR is mainly relevant in transactions of OTC derivatives such as

interest rate swaps and credit default swaps. This is due to their relatively illiquid nature, as

opposed to exchange-traded derivatives, and the fact that OTC derivatives are often long-dated,

as opposed to securities financing transactions.

An OTC derivative consists of either a number of settlements throughout the lifetime of the

contract - as is the case for interest rate swaps, where cash flows are exchanged periodically, or

there is a single settlement at maturity of the contract - as is the case with foreign exchange
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(FX) forwards. Either way, the risk associated with an OTC derivative can be divided into a

pre-settlement component and a settlement component. This division is illustrated in Figure

3.2, where the length of the pre-settlement period has been shortened for illustration purposes

- the pre-settlement period is usually much longer than the settlement period.
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Figure 3.2: Illustration of pre-settlement and settlement risk in terms of the value of a single-name CDS

contract.

Following the earlier example of a five-year CDS contract, the graph shows the value to the

protection buyer. One can think of the settlement as the payment in the event of default of the

reference entity. In this case the payment is no longer contingent on the default of the underlying

entity (market risk) in the settlement period, yet it is still uncertain due to the risk that the

seller of protection might be unable to meet its obligations (counterparty risk).

Settlement risk is the risk of default of the counterparty during the settlement process. Although

the final settlement often gives rise to much larger exposure, the settlement period is, in most

cases, relatively short (e.g. hours) which reduces the likelihood of a default substantially. Still,

settlement risk is a major consideration in markets, such at the FX market, where the settlement

of a contract involves a payment in one currency against receiving another. As a way of reduc-

ing the settlement risk, most FX trades are now settled through the likes of Continuous Linked

Settlement3. This can be seen as a third-party system offering safe settlement by receiving and

ensuring payments from both counterparties prior to delivering the payments to the respective

counterparties.

3http://www.cls-group.com/
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Pre-settlement risk refers to the risk of default of the counterparty prior to maturity of the

contract. Many OTC derivatives are long-dated and are therefore substantially exposed to the

default of a counterparty during the relatively long pre-settlement period (e.g. years). The main

argument for mandatory central clearing of OTC derivatives is centered on mitigating the risk

associated with the pre-settlement period in particular.

Default prior to maturity of an OTC derivative is substantially more likely than the counterparty

defaulting during the settlement process, due to the difference in the timespan of the pre-

settlement and the settlement period. Furthermore, settlement risk can be further mitigated

by alternative methods to central clearing. Therefore, the pre-settlement risk of a derivatives

contract is often the component mainly considered when discussing and modelling counterparty

risk. This will also be the case in the onwards discussion of counterparty risk in this thesis, seeing

as the main example used in this thesis is that of CDS contracts, where the pre-settlement period

is significantly longer than the settlement period.

3.2.2 Exposure

In order to manage any type of financial risk, it is necessary to measure and quantify the asso-

ciated risk accurately. In the discussion of counterparty risk, we seek to quantify counterparty

exposure, or simply exposure. We define exposure as the economic loss that a financial institution

(CCP or clearing member) will incur in the event of a default by its counterparty. Counterparty

exposure is characterized by the fact that a positive value corresponds to a claim, whereas a

negative value corresponds to an obligation to honor the contractual payments, even to a coun-

terparty in default. This means that if a bank is owed money by a counterparty in default,

they will incur a loss. In the reverse scenario, the institution owing money to the defaulted

counterparty will not be released from their liabilities.

Exposure is a non-trivial component of the analysis of counterparty risk, seeing as, for many

financial intruments (notably derivatives), the creditor is not at risk for the full principal amount

of the trade, but only the cost of replacing the trade. Hence, the economic loss mentioned above

is in fact the replacement cost of the contract. This is due to the fact that banks often act as

mediators to the end-users of financial intruments (e.g. pension funds), where one trade is offset

by another. If one of the counterparties were to default, the bank would still be obligated to
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honor the contractual payments to the non-defaulted counterparty. As banks usually are not

risk-taking entities (in terms of market risk), they will replace the ”defaulted” trade with a new

similar trade, which now constitutes as the hedge of the ”non-defaulted” trade. Such a trade

is executed at the current market price, so the bank may be faced with a premium payment

(compared to the ”defaulted” trade) to enter it, hence the term replacement cost. It is obvious

that the magnitude of such replacement costs depends on size of the ”defaulted” position and

the current market conditions in particular. This point is elaborated upon in the discussion of

margining in section 3.2.4.

Exposure (or replacement cost) is broadly comprised of two components: current exposure (CE),

which is the exposure at the present time, representing the current market value of a financial

instrument, and potential future exposure (PFE), which represents the possible future value of

a financial instrument. As the name suggests, the PFE component is associated with much un-

certainty, seeing as the future value of a financial instrument depends on movements in market

factors, such as interest rates and market volatility, which are inherently difficult to predict.

The asymmetric nature of potential losses is a defining feature of counterparty risk and it is

reflected in counterparty exposure as well. A financial institution is only exposed to the CE

component if the contract has a positive market value, corresponding to the contract being in-

the-money. In the same way, if one were to simulate potential future exposure, the resulting

negative market values of the contract would correspond to an exposure of 0, and only in-the-

money simulation paths would have positive exposure. This feature of counterparty risk leads to

the definition of each exposure component as max(mv, 0), where mv is either the actual market

value when considering CE, or simulated future market value when considering PFE. This fea-

ture and the general concepts of current and potential future exposure are illustrated in Figure

3.3.

While the CE is known with certainty (assuming that the instrument is fairly liquid), the

simulation-based PFE is defined probabilistically by what may happen during the lifetime of

the transaction, in terms of uncertain movements in market factors and contractual features.

This clear difference is reflected in the way that margining is determined, which is the topic of

section 3.2.4.
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Figure 3.3: Illustration of the current exposure and the potential future exposure related to a credit

default swap without netting or collateral agreements.

Central clearing of a particular trade (such as the five-year CDS contract from the earlier ex-

ample) transfers the direct exposure of counterparty risk to the CCP, since the CCP is now

responsible for replacing the trade. Recall that the solvent counterparty is still indirectly ex-

posed to the defaulted counterparty, as discussed in section 3.1. Even if the direct exposure is

transferred to the CCP, the replacement costs of covering the default of the original counterparty

can, in theory, be so large that the CCP will need to use common collateral, or it may even

default itself. This indirect exposure is an important consideration later in this thesis, in the

analysis of systemic risk with multiple central counterparties. In a network with mulitple CCPs,

each CCP is, in fact, indirectly exposed to the default of the other CCPs when they share the

same set of clearing members.

Exposure modelling methods

As stated in Basel II (BIS [2005a]), a financial institution can quantify its counterparty exposure

by a non-internal model method, such as the current exposure method (CEM), or by gaining

approval to apply an internal model method (IMM). A combination of the two is often used

in practice, seeing as a financial institution can gain approval to apply IMM to a subset of its

portfolio.

Using the CEM, exposure is calculated as the current market value of the instrument and a
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PFE add-on component. At trade level, the PFE add-on is calculated by multiplying the finan-

cial instrument’s notional amount by a supervisory specified add-on factor based on the asset

class and remaining maturity of the trade. For an interest rate swap (IRS) with maturities less

than one year, between one and five years, and more than five years the add-ons are 0%, 0.5%,

and 1.5%, respectively. Contrary to a IRS, the add-ons for credit default swaps do not depend

on maturity, but on whether the reference debt is ”qualifying” or not, as specified in BIS [2005b].

The IMM is a more sophisticated and trade-specific approach to quantifying the PFE component

of counterparty exposure. This method takes the stochastic nature of derivatives into account

and requires a financial institution to develop a simulation-based setup. Such a setup has to

include all relevant risk factors and stochastic processes, which enables accurate calculations of

expected exposure at future points in time. The developement of such a model is a complex task

and is subject to approval of the local financial service authority (FSA), but yields a potentially

significant discount in the capital charge related to counterparty risk.

3.2.3 Netting

It is not uncommon for an investment bank to have hundreds, or even thousands, of seperate

derivatives transactions with an indivudual counterparty or a CCP. As derivatives markets are

notoriously fast-moving and have participants that regularly change positions, where many of

these changes constitute hedges or partial hedges, the default of a counterparty is potentially

a major issue. Not only is it an issue in terms of incurring potential losses, there is also the

daunting and complex task of settling such a large number of transactions. Netting is a function

that provides help with resolving these difficulties.

The two major mechanisms of netting are payment netting and close-out netting. Payment net-

ting enables an institution to net cash flows due on the same day - even if they are denominated

in different currencies - potentially reducing hundreds of cash flows to one single net cash flow.

As payment netting arises in settlement of cash flows, it is related to settlement risk, and as

the focus of this thesis is on the pre-settlement component of counterperty risk, it will not be

discussed further.

Close-out netting (or simply netting in the onwards discussion) enables the termination of all

contracts between an insolvent and a solvent counterparty. This allows for a timely termination
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and permits an institution to offset its in-the-money positions against its out-of-the-money

positions, in order to arrive at one net position. Note that close-out netting is completely

general since it only depends on mark-to-market (MTM) values at the time of default and not

matching cash flows.

Bilateral netting

The most predominant netting agreement in OTC markets is bilateral netting agreements such

as a master agreement published by the International Swaps and Derivatives Association (ISDA).

Bilateral netting agreements enable two counterparties to net MTM values of all covered trades,

whether the transactions can be cleared centrally or not. The definition of such bilateral netting

agreements can vary quite a lot, but the major benefit is the fact that bilateral netting agree-

ments typically enable two counterparties to net across multiple asset classes. From an exposure

point of view this is equivalent to dealing with all the covered transactions as a single portfolio,

where only the sign (and size) of the net position determines current exposure.

The benefit of a bilateral netting agreement, where potentially offsetting MTM values reduce

exposure at default, is illustrated with the example in Figure 3.4. The nodes in the figure repre-

sent a set of banks, A, B, and C. The edges represent amounts owed between them, with dashed

lies indicating positions at risk in the case that B defaults. Assuming no netting (Figure 3.4a),

a default by B would leave A with the full 20 owed at risk, while still being obligated to pay

40 to B. Similarly, C would have to pay 30 to B, while possibly not receiving the full 50 owed.

With a bilateral netting agreement (Figure 3.4b), A would simply pay 20 to B and suffer no loss

and C would only have 20 at risk.
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(a) No netting (b) Bilateral netting

Figure 3.4: Impact of bilateral netting in a hypothetical market consisting of 3 counterparties and 6 CDSs

with corresponding MTM values.
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It is important to note that netting (whether bilateral or multilateral) does not increase the value

in default of the financial market in general, it merely redistributes value from other creditors

to the counterparty with whom the netting agreement has been made.

Multilateral netting

Financial institutions often execute a trade with one counterparty, while hedging it with another

counterparty, as illustrated in Figure 3.5. If the trade is covered by a bilateral netting agreement,

the institution is only able to net bilaterally across individual counterparties, which, despite

being completely market risk neutral, exposes the institution to the counterparty risk related

to both the original trade and to the hedging trade. This is a typical issue that arises in the

discussion of counterparty risk, and highlights a scenario where a bilateral netting agreement is

simply insufficient.

C BA
Trade Hedge

Figure 3.5: Typical trading scenario in which C trades with A and hedges the trade with B. Despite

being completely hedged (in terms of market risk) C is still exposed to the counterparty risk of both A

and B.

Multilateral netting enables institutions to net exposure across a pool of transactions with dif-

ferent counterparties. By doing so, the trade and hedge scenario illustrated in Figure 3.5 has

zero net counterparty exposure. Because it is associated with additional operational costs and

gives rise to the question of how losses will be allocated between counterparties in case of a

default, the implementation of multilateral clearing is not trivial.

By clearing both the trade and the hedge at the same CCP, multilateral netting becomes possi-

ble. This is due to the fact that the CCP replaces the original counterparties and becomes the

counterparty to both trades, thereby enabling ”artificial” bilateral netting across multiple coun-

terparties. As the multilateral netting benefit is an incorporated feature of central clearing it is

not associated with significant additional costs and is generally covered by the cost of clearing

discussed in section 3.1.3. Furthermore, CCPs have clearly defined processes for loss allocation

in the event of default of a clearing member. Continuing the hypothetical market scenario of

Figure 3.4a, the potential beneficial effect of multilateral netting through a CCP is illustrated
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in Figure 3.6. As depicted, multilateral netting between all three banks leaves C owing a net

amount of 10 to the CCP, while the CCP owes A 10. This leaves the potential default of B less

crucial, since the CCP has an exposure to B of 0. This example also illustrates a key feature

of central clearing, namely the fact that the CCP has a ”matched” book. This means that,

assuming no clearing member defaults, the sum of the CCP’s net current exposure is always

zero.

CCP

BA C

10 10
0

Figure 3.6: Impact of multilateral netting by applying central clearing to the hypothetical market scenario

depicted in Figure 3.4a.

Although multilateral netting certainly has the potential to alleviate systemic risk by increasing

netting efficiency, the existence of multiple CCPs may in fact lead to the adverse effect of

decreasing the netting benefit compared to that of full bilateral netting. If we consider a set

of CCPs where each one clears transactions for a different asset class, then this will fragment

clearing and might reduce netting efficiency compared to that of bilateral netting agreements

which often cover multiple asset classes. For example, many dealer banks clear interest rate

swaps through SwapClear, while, at the same time, clearing their credit default swaps at ICE

Clear Europe. If bank A and bank B both have portfolios consisting of both IRSs and CDSs,

and only deal with each other, then a bilateral agreement that covered both asset classes would

be more efficient than using the clearing services of both SwapClear and ICE Clear Europe.

Netting with multiple CCPs

Following the mandatory clearing mandate in the market for OTC derivatives, recent financial

research has turned its focus towards the impact of central clearing on netting efficiency. In

the discussion of central clearing, the trade-off between multilateral netting across dealers and

bilateral netting across asset classes is an important consideration.

The widely recognized paper of Duffie and Zhu [2011] is of special interest in this context, seeing

as it is one of the first to analyze the presence of multiple CCPs in OTC markets. They argue
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that if only a subset of OTC transactions (such as credit default swaps) is cleared by a CCP,

then the gains from multilateral netting across market participants exceeds the loss of netting

across asset classes only if the market has an unrealistically high number of participants. They

further argue that if the majority of OTC derivatives, such as interest rate contracts4, is already

cleared, then the effect of clearing an additional asset class at a designated CCP is negligible; the

increased multilateral netting benefit is roughly offset by the decreased bilateral netting benfit.

In addition, Duffie and Zhu goes on to show that the presence of multiple CCPs clearing the same

asset class never increases netting efficiency compared to that of a single CCP. This conclusion

does not come as a surprise, seeing as the presence of multiple CCPs within a single asset

class will fragment clearing, which reduces multilateral netting without the benefit of improving

bilateral netting. Figure 3.7 illustrates the hypothetical market scenario of Figure 3.4a with the

addition of two CCPs, where the straight edges are cleared at CCP1 and the curved edges are

cleared at CCP2.

CCP1

BA C

CCP2

5060
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4050
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Figure 3.7: Impact of multilateral netting by clearing the same asset class via multiple CCPs. All MTM

values stem from the hypothetical market scenario of Figure 3.4a.

Duffie and Zhu conclude that, in order for the multilateral netting benefit to outweigh the reduc-

tion in bilateral netting, there needs to be an unrealisticly high number of market participants.

This is largely due to the assumption that exposures across asset classes are independent and

homogeneous. In response to this, Cont and Kokholm [2014] propose modelling exposures, in a

way that incorporates heterogeneity of an asset class in terms of ”riskyness” as well as correla-

tion of exposures across asset classes. They show that the impact of central clearing on netting

4Interest rate contracts accounted for approx. 80% of the total notional outstanding at year end 2014 (BIS

[2015])
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efficiency is highly sensitive to these assumptions and in fact, reach the opposite conclusion of

Duffie and Zhu [2011] if the difference in riskyness across asset classes are realistically taken

into account. They further show that if the majority of the OTC market (again interest rate

contracts) is already cleared, then adding a CDS CCP does in fact improve netting efficiency

slightly. It should be noted that in line with Duffie and Zhu [2011], Cont and Kokholm show

that netting efficiency is indeed increased if multiple asset classes are cleared at a joint CCP.

Duffie and Zhu [2011] and Cont and Kokholm [2014] arrive at opposing conclusions in the analysis

of the existence of multiple CCPs in the OTC market, which further motivates the analysis of this

topic. Furthermore, both papers consider counterparty risk in terms of netting efficiency, and

do not include other systemic risk aspects, such as financial contagion within a network. This

thesis proposes a model that considers the netting, margining, default management, financial

contagion, and systemic risk aspects of the presence of multiple clearing houses in OTC markets.

3.2.4 Margining

In order to reduce the risk of central clearing on a specific market beyond the benefit achieved

through netting, a CCP will require its clearing members to post collateral in the form of

margins and a contribution to its default fund. The fundamental idea of margin is that cash or

securities are transferred or pledged from one counterparty to another as security for exposure.

The margin associated with central clearing is usually posted in three parts; variation margin

(VM), initial margin (IM), and a contribution to the default fund (DF). It is important to note

that many bilateral netting agreements also include a collateral management agreement, but

these are almost always limited to the exchange of VM. In the discussion of counterparty risk,

the securities posted as collateral is of great importance as it is subject to wrong way risk. This

fact will not be discussed further in this thesis, but a brief introduction is found in Appendix

A.1.

Variation margin

The uncertain nature of derivatives is such that the size and strict positivity of exposure between

counterparties vary over time. Therfore, the CCP will require adjustments of margin account

holdings during the clearing period. VM is relatively simple, seeing as it is the adjustment

corresponding to the change in the MTM value of the relevant positions. Asuming that the un-

derlying trades are fairly standardized and liquid, the valuation of the relevant positions should
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be straightforward. As VM is directly related to the MTM value of the relevant positions, it is a

bilateral margin in the sense that the counterparty (clearing member or CCP) with out-of-the-

money positions will post VM to the in-the-money counterparty. Therefore, given a minimum

transfer amount of zero, it ensures that the MTM value of the portfolio including VM is zero,

as illustrared in Figure 3.8.

Again, we can think of the graph as representing the hypothetical value of a five-year CDS from

the protection buyer’s point of view. If the MTM value of the protection buyer’s position is

positive, then the CCP has an corresponding negative position from the protection seller. It

would therefore require the seller of protection to post VM, while at the same time it would

an equal VM to the protection buyer. In the reverse event, the CCP is instead exposed to

protection buyer, and so it would require VM to be posted by the buyer of protection and post

VM to the protection seller.

V
al

ue

Time of 
default

Close−out 
completed

0

Variation margin

Bid−ask spread

Initial margin

Figure 3.8: Hypothetical evol ution of the realized value of five-year CDS around default (from protection

buyers point of view), illustrating the purpose of VM and IM.

Initial margin

The effectiveness of central clearing is closely related to the aspect of IM, seeing as it represents

an additional margin that a clearing member is required to post with the purpose of covering

the largest projected loss on its portfolio. As IM is a margin requirement that comes in addition

to VM, it represents the trade-off between potential under-margining, which would increase the

level of risk, and potential over-margining, which would increase the cost of clearing. The risk
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of over- or under-margining is due to the complex nature of determining IM; IM is related to

the potential future exposure (PFE), discussed in section 3.2.2, and therefore it is subject to the

uncertain future value of the underlying portfolio.

Figure 3.8 illustrates the concept of initial margin. The purpose of IM is to ensure that the

CCP is able to withstand the largest projected losses of a clearing member’s position that can

occur during the close-out period (discussed in section 3.2.5). Therefore, the determination of

sufficient IM is highly dependent on the length of the so-called margin period of risk (MPR),

which represents the time period during which the CCP is fully exposed (in terms of market

risk) to a clearing member’s position. Seeing as the determination of sufficient IM, in terms of

the potential future losses (including PFE, hedging costs and auction costs), cannot be made

with certainty, it needs to be quantified explicitly at some confidence level. This level is typically

set relatively high (e.g. at 99%). Naturally, the quantification of initial margin is complex, since

it depends on the underlying market volatility, the size of the position (both affecting the size

of the bid-ask spread), the tail risk, and interdependence of the trades in the clearing member’s

portfolio.

The specific methodology applied in the quantification of IM varies across CCPs and product

types, but according to Gregory [2014] (p. 158), many CCPs have moved towards a value-at-risk

(VAR) approach. This is due to the fact that cleared derivatives portfolios are often complex

and multi-dimensional and due to the familiarity of VAR models from its appications in market

risk modelling. The simple and intuitive nature of VAR, defined as the worst loss over a target

horizon to a certain confidence level, makes it an ideal approach5 when supplied with an estimate

of the length of the MPR and the specified confidence level explicitly.

Default fund

By definition, one would expect (rare) events where losses are in excess of posted IM. This issue

is addressed by LCH.Clearnet SA in the following statement6:

The individual initial margin and margin calls paid by members only cover part of

5It should be noted that VAR only quantifies what losses will not be exceeded for a given confidence level and

time horizon, but it does not capture tail risk which is of special interest in the pursuit of providing coverage

of extreme losses. Methods such as expected shortfall or c-VAR captures this aspect, but are not yet common

practice at CCPs.
6http://www.lchclearnet.com/risk-collateral-management/default-fund-summary
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the risk. Indeed, they are based on a scenario of normal market fluctuations, which

does not take into account more extreme market movements generating losses that

would not be covered.

This need for an addtional form of collateral is addressed by requiring a contribution from

each clearing member to the CCP’s default fund (DF). The default fund works as a joint de-

fault resource and provides coverage of improbable yet possible losses at amounts exceeding the

posted IM. Because loss distributions tend to be tail heavy, the total default fund (the sum of all

clearing members’ contributions) is designed to capture the majority of potential tail risk events.

It is worth noting that a loss propagating to the DF is an extremely rare event, and so the

potential exposure in excess of IM is very difficult to quantify. Furthermore, such events will

only occur due to the default of one or more clearing members combined with extreme market

movements and illiquidity. Due to these reasons, the size of a CCP’s total DF is typically cal-

ibrated to be able to cover the default of one or more of its largest clearing members and the

determination of each member’s contribution is relatively simple. For example, LCH Clearnet

SA determines the size of the total DF to be sufficient to cover the potential failure of its largest

clearing member and each member’s contribution is adjusted monthly based on the uncovered

risk of its portfolio relative to the uncovered risk of all members6.

Though the size of the individual contribution to the DF can be relatively insignificant compared

to IM requirements, the total DF works as a joint default resource, which is often quite sizeable,

and suits the purpose of covering extremely severe loss scenarios.

Since IM and the DF are designed to provide coverage at a high confidence level, it is likely that

any sizeable loss in excess of this would only arise due to an adverse combination of a number

of underlying factors. Even though such a scenario is unlikely by construction, there must be

well-defined plans for the allocation of losses and/or the recapitalization of the CCP as part of

the CCP ”rule book”. This is described in more detail in section 3.2.6.

The margin period of risk

The contractual frequency of margin calls is an important aspect of margin. If the calls are made

more frequently the reduction in risk is maximized, as the collateral held reflects the point-in-

time exposure (both current and potential future) at a more frequent basis. In centrally cleared
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markets variation margin is posted on a relatively frequent basis, typically daily, and in some

special cases even multiple times per day. The initial margin and the contribution to the default

fund are initially posted when a financial institution’s membership of a CCP is initiated. In

addition, they are generally adjusted on a less frequent basis (typically with weekly IM calls and

monthly adjustments of the contributions to the default fund).

The margin period of risk (MPR) refers to the time period during which a CCP is fully ex-

posed to the risk of the portfolio of a defaulted counterparty. The MPR is estimated based

on the liquidity of the product and the length of the close-out period. Despite having margin

agreements in place, a CCP will still be exposed to market risk during the MPR. It is due to

this fact exactly that the MPR is a key concept in the methodology of determining initial margin.

Losses within the relative short MPR (10 business days for standard OTC derivatives while a

20 business days for illiquid OTC derivatives) can be quite sizeable, seeing as a clearing member

ceasing to post margin is usually related to an abnormal market situation. This feature is

especially present when dealing with single-name credit default swaps due to their inherent

jump-to-default risk.

The cost of margining

Posting margin is costly. Whenever a clearing member receives a margin call it has to ensure

sufficient funding. They do this either by entering the money market and paying interest, or

by foregoing the potential return on the amount called for. As already pointed out in section

3.1.3, the CCP will pay an interest rate to the clearing member as compensation for this, but

this interest rate is typically lower than that of the money market. In addition, the potential

variation margin received from the CCP cannot be rehypothecated, and so the clearing members

are not able to use it to generate a return.

As IM and contributions to the DF are margins in excess of current exposure they essentially

represents “capital requirements” of a CCP. This fact, combined with the capital requirements of

Basel III related to CCP exposure, makes IM and contributions to the DF extremely expensive

types of collateral, a point that will be further discussed in section 3.2.7.

A dealer bank with multiple CCP memberships will have to post initial margin and make a
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contribution to the default fund at all CCPs where it holds membership. Considering the fact

that the contributions to the different default funds and posted IM will all be held by the

CCPs for the entire duration of each membership, the spread charged on collateral by the CCPs

could become very costly. Furthermore, during periods of market stress, collateral calls from

derivatives counterparties could exacerbate the liquidity problem of an already weakened dealer

bank and in some severe cases cause an ailing bank to default.

Margin with central clearing

In adddition to the costs of posting IM and contributions to the DF to multiple CCPs, recent

papers have focused on other margin issues related of multiple CCP memberships. The paper

of Glasserman et al. [2015] is of particular interest, as it focuses on the hidden illiquidity of

posting IM at multiple CCPs. They argue that IM requirements are superlinear in the size of

the portfolio, seeing as the bid-ask spread per dollar traded tends to widen as transactions grow

in size (this bid-ask spread is also illustrated in figure 3.8). By clearing its portfolio at multiple

CCPs, a clearing member can lower its costs by posting, in aggregate, less IM compared to that

required by a single CCP clearing the entire portfolio. If this clearing member defaults, its entire

portfolio, spread across multiple CCPs, will be auctioned off simultaneously, thereby widening

the bid-ask spread by the effect of the entire portfolio. Naturally, the default now concerns all

CCPs involved with the clearing member’s portfolio, but they may now all be under-margined,

not having taken the positions held with other CCPs into account.

According to Koeppl and Monnet [2012], there is little evidence suggesting that a CCP can gather

more information about the quality of a counterparty relative to what is available under bilateral

clearing. Furthermore, Koeppl [2012] argues that market participants have an informational

advantage over the CCP, in terms of judging the incentives for a counterparty to take on risk.

One possible extension into the setting of multiple CCPs would be an assumption that individual

CCPs for each region or for each specific financial instrument, would have an informational

advantage over a single interregional multi-asset CCP in terms of clearing members’ risk taking

incentives. This could in turn lead to a single CCP over-margining in some markets, and under-

margining in others, compared to the more precise margining set by the multiple CCPs.
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3.2.5 Default management process

After an introduction to the initial risk management techniques, we turn to focus on how CCPs

deal with the deafult of one of its clearing members, namely the CCP’s default management

process. In the event of a clearing member’s default the CCP, as the direct counterparty, takes

on the task of managing the defaulted counterparty’s portfolio. The ultimate purpose is to

provide a smooth default management process, thereby limiting the losses that other clearing

members and the CCP itself will endure. This section gives a brief introduction to the default

management process and highlights some of the issues related to multiple counterparties holding

memberships at the same CCPs.

Prior to any default management process can be initiated, a clearing member has to be declared

default. A CCP will deem a clearing member default if it is insolvent, fails to make a margin

payment, or misses contractual payments. In theory, this should happen instantaneously, but in

reality it might take of time. During this time the CCP is completely exposed to market risk,

thereby extending the margin period of risk discussed in section 3.2.4. This is due to the fact

that the CCP no longer holds a matched book, and so an increase in the market value of a trade

with a solvent clearing memeber, is no longer offset by a decrease in the market value of the

reverse “defaulted” trade.

Macro hedging

As soon as a default has been declared, the CCP will engage in the process of managing the

market risk associated with the defaulted clearing member’s portfolio, with the aim of returning

to a matched book. To do this, the CCP assembles a default management committee, consisting

of CCP officials and clearing member individuals with senior trading expertise. The market risk

is managed by macro-hedging, close-out, and transferring positions of the defaulted member

without any required consent. By decreasing the market risk in the portfolio, the CCP itself is

less exposed to change in market risk factors and further increases the possibility of a succesful

auction. These benefits has to be balanced with the cost of hedging, which can be quite sizeable,

as bid-ask spreads tend to widen during periods of financial distress.

Auction

When the default management committee is satisfied with the level of market risk in the de-

faulted portfolio, the CCP will initiate an auction. In order to make the auction run as smoothly
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as possible, the defaulted member’s portfolio is typically auctioned off by currency. Auctioning

off multiple subportfolios should increase the competitiveness of the auction, as it enables smaller

clearing members to participate actively without the risk of taking on the entire portfolio, and

allows clearing members to bid on the currencies within their business area.

Many CCPs require their members to participate actively in the auction process, and in the case

of Eurex Clearing even apply financial penalties of up to e5 million if the clearing member is

bidding defensively (Eurex Clearing [2015] p. 58). In general, CCPs try to incentivize active and

competitive bidding, rather than issuing fines by allocating losses according to auction incentive

pools, discussed in section 3.2.6.

As a measure to ensure that clearing members are able to perform a timely and the accurate

valuation of a portfolio, each clearing member has to partake in periodic fire drills (EMIR and

Dodd-Frank require these to take place at least twice a year). This ensures that all clearing

members have the sufficient operational capacity and the valuation expertise, in order to deliver

a competitive bid within a very short period of time, thereby making the auction process more

efficient.

As meantioned earlier, the entire close-out process of Lehman Brothers, including macro hedging

and the auctioning off an interest rate swap portfolio of $9 trillion notional, was completed in

just 3 weeks, with all related costs were covered by Lehman Brothers’ initial margin. This rather

smooth default management process only involved a single CCP and 19 members. With more

than 15 IRS CCPs currently operating worldwide, and a significant increase in the number of

clearing members, the process might not be as smooth in the future.

Default management of multiple CCPs

The unified and centralized default management effort and the privileged position with respect

to bankruptcy law, are some of the leading arguments in the discussion for central clearing.

Others argue that the fact that clearing members are required to participate actively in the

macro-hedging process might actually make the default management process less efficient, as

large financial institutions tend to hold memberships at the same CCPs.

If a large and very interconnected bank were to fail, it is very likely that the defaulted bank
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would have held memberships at multiple CCPs, hence initiating multiple simultaneous default

management processes. This would force multiple CCPs to call upon the same clearing mem-

bers, to provide senior expertise in assisting the CCP in the hedging and auction process of the

defaulted portfolio. Recent articles, such as Risk.net [2015], question whether banks, even the

largest ones, have the capacity to supply the large number of CCPs with senior expertise. Fur-

thermore, the Commodity Futures Trading Commission rule established in 2011 made central

clearing more widely accessible, which in turn increased the number of smaller clearing members.

This further questions the ability of every bank to provide the CCPs with sufficient expertise.

Despite the fact that the periodical fire drills are set in place to prepare clearing members for

a worst-case scenario, recent literature, such as Risk.net [2014], has questioned their real world

relevance. They argue that the CCP-conducted fire drills do not reflect the conditions of a

real default scenario, as they are run by clearing houses on an individual basis, without taking

multiple memberships into account. A bank might be perfectly able to pass each individual test,

but the ability to partake actively in multiple auctions at the same time, while being obligated

to provide expertise to the CCPs is nowhere near certain.

3.2.6 The default waterfall and allocation of losses

In order to become, or maintain status as, a clearing member, financial institutions have to

comply with strict membership criteria. One criteria is that clearing members are obligated

to post collateral in the form of margin and contributions to the default fund, as discussed in

section 3.2.4. Following the default of a clearing member, and the ensuing default management

process, the CCP may need to tap into the posted collateral to cover its losses. Therefore, it is

important to have clearly defined loss allocation methods. This section introduces and discusses

the structure of the CCP default waterfall, and considers the methods for loss allocation in cases

where the default resources within the waterfall are insufficient.

The default waterfall

As CCP insolvency would represent a highly contagious event, it is important that the mecha-

nism handling a clearing member’s default is robust. Following the default of a clearing member,

the potential losses are allocated according to the CCP’s predefined default waterfall. These

may vary slightly, but that of LCH.Clearnet SA in Figure 3.9 is a good representation of the

typical structure of a default waterfall.
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Figure 3.9: The default waterfall of LCH.Clearnet SA as of 30 June 2015.

Source: http://www.lchclearnet.com/risk-collateral-management/risk-management-overview

In order not to promote moral hazard behavior in relation to the joint default fund, it is im-

portant that a “defaulter-pays” structure is adopted. This means that the posted margin of the

defaulted clearing member is the first default resource to be used to cover potential losses. Any

losses in excess of the defaulted clearing member’s variation and initial margin is to be mutu-

alized by the defaulted clearing member’s contribution to the default fund. A portion of the

CCP’s own capital will be used next to absorb losses when the collateral posted by the cefaulted

clearing member is depleted. This structure ensures that the CCP itself has some ”skin in the

game” and is incentivized to set sufficient requirements for initial margin and contributions to

the default fund.

If in fact the losses are so severe that they exceed the default resources posted by the defaulted

clearing member and the share of CCP equity, the surviving members’ contributions to the

default fund are next in line to absorb losses. This reflects the point made earlier, that it is

possible for a clearing member to lose some, or potentially all of its contribution to the default

fund, even if the CCP itself does not default.

A more sophisticated way of allocating losses across the DF is to divide members into various

tranches according to the clearing member’s activity in auctioning off the defaulted clearing
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member’s portfolio (also called auction incentive pools - AIP). These tranches could be the

winning bidder, participating bidders, and non-bidders. Losses are allocated, first to the non-

bidders, then to the participating bidders, and finally the winning bidder. By adopting this ap-

proach, clearing members are incentivized to participate actively in the auction process, which

will reduce the discount at which the portfolio is sold and essentially reduce the total losses

associated with a clearing member’s default.

This concludes the pre-funded default resources of the default waterfall. If losses are substantial

enough to exceed this part of the default waterfall, the CCP will call upon its members to

contribute additionally to the default fund. This right of assessment and other unfunded loss

allocation methods are discussed in the following section.

Loss allocation methods

If the losses due to a clearing member’s default exhausts the pre-funded part of the default

waterfall, a CCP is essentially insolvent. A potential CCP default would be a major systemic

event, which would jeopardize global financial stability significantly. For the sake of protection

against such an event, the CCP’s default waterfall typically includes unfunded default resources.

Clearing members will be obligated to post these resources if losses are severe enough to reach

this stage of the default waterfall. An overview of the loss allocation methods used by some of

the major OTC derivatives CCPs is given in Table 3.1.

In the case of LCH.Clearnet SA in Figure 3.9, and many other clearing houses, the first action

of a CCP would be to exercise its right of assessment by asking its members to commit addi-

tional collateral in the form of contribution to the default fund. This right of assessment could

in theory be unlimited, which would ensure that the CCP itself never would face insolvency,

at least not until every single clearing member has defaulted. In practice, it is very unlikely

that anybody would commit to such a loss allocation technique, where the amount at risk is

potentially infinite. Therefore, this additional contribution to default fund is typically capped

by the amount with which the clearing member has previously contributed to the joint default

fund prior to default. This is exactly the case of LCH.Clearnet SA and other LCH subsidiaries7.

In line with the pre-funded contribution to the DF, losses are often allocated to the additional

DF contributions by applying AIP.

7http://www.lchclearnet.com/risk-collateral-management/risk-management-overview
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CCP Product Methods

CME Clearing Interest-rate swaps Complete tear-up

CME Clearing Europe Interest-rate swaps VMGH and complete tear-up

LCH.Clearnet Ltd

LCH.Clearnet SA

Interest-rate swaps

Credit default swaps

VMGH (capped at 100 million), 100% of

DF contribution and complete tear-up

Table 3.1: Most common loss allocation methods used by major OTC derivatives CCPs. Table 1A in

Elliot [2013].

In addition to the right of assessment, CCPs can allocate losses by methods such as variation

margin gains haircutting (VMGH) and/or a trade tear-up. Both methods stem from the idea

that defaulting clearing members, with out-of-the-money positions, will be unable to pay vari-

ation margin. The CCP can offset this by some reduction in the VM claims of the surviving

members with in-the-money positions. As a complete introduction and discussion of loss allo-

cation methods are beyond the scope of this thesis, we do not elaborate further on this topic.

A brief introduction to the loss allocation methods mentioned in Table 3.1 are provided in Ap-

pendix A.2. It is important to note that every CCP has a unique default waterfall and apply

different methods to allocate losses, which further complicates the matter of modelling this in

general.

3.2.7 Capital requirements

Despite being deemed extremely safe, CCPs represent some default risk. Furthermore, as dis-

cussed in section 3.2.6, a clearing member can incur a loss even if the CCP itself does not

default. It is therefore important for clearing members to capitalize its CCP-related exposure

appropriately. This section introduces and discusses the current capital requirements that clear-

ing members have to abide by. As the subject of this thesis is the effect of mandatory central

clearing with multiple CCPs, this section will focus on the capital charge related to qualifying

CCPs. A qualifying CCP is an entity licensed to operate as a CCP by the appropriate regulator

(a more detailed definition is given in Appendix A.3).

Capital charge of clearing members

Since central clearing of OTC derivatives has become mandatory the need for formal capital

requirements for CCP-related exposure is pressing. Any capital charge methodology has to be
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applicable in general, and therefore needs to be relatively simple and transparent. It should

also reflect the individual risk of exposure. As the default waterfall of CCPs are complex and

generally vary a great deal, this in not a straightforward task.

According to BIS [2012] CCP capital charge exposure is comprised of two fundamentally differ-

ent components. The first and most obvious component is the exposure at risk in the case of

CCP failure, which is referred to as trade exposure. This arises in the form of current exposure

(partially or fully offset by variation margin) and potential future exposure (partially or fully

offset by initial margin) both discussed in section 3.2.2.

The second component is the exposure at risk related to the default of a fellow clearing mem-

ber. This is related to the exposure via the contribution to the default fund. This default fund

exposure is difficult to quantify, seeing as a bank can potentially lose a fraction or all of its

contribution to the DF. Furthermore, it may be neccesary to contribute additionally to the DF

via rights of assesment and the loss allocation methods discussed in section 3.2.6.

In an attempt to encompass all of the above, the credit requirements directive (CRD) IV states

that whenever a bank is required to capitalize the exposure arising from adefault fund contribu-

tion, clearing members may apply one of two approaches in the calculation of the risk weighted

assets (RWA) related to CCP exposure. The second method of RWA calculation related to

CCP exposure resembles that of standard bilateral OTC transactions. This method is presented

below.

Method 2

The second approach to calculating RWA related to CCP exposure is a hybrid of trade exposure

and default fund exposure. The capital charge is capped so as not to exceed the capital charge

of an identical non-cleared portfolio. It is determined as the smallest of a risk weighted combi-

nation of trade exposure and default fund exposure (a 2% risk weight and 1250% risk weight,

respectively) or pure trade exposure (20% risk weight), i.e.

RWA = min((2% · TE + 1250% ·DF ), (20% · TE))

where TE represent the sum of the exposure and the component max(−(VM + IM), 0)8 and

8Negative values of IM and VM corresponds to posted collateral.
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DF equals the pre-funded default fund contribution.

It is worth noting that the current, rather unsophisticated, capital requirement methods of BIS

[2012] are interim capital requirements set in place by Basel III to assign some risk weight to CCP

exposure. These are valid until January 1st 2017, when The final standard of BIS [2014] will take

effect, which adopts a more risk-sensitive approach to calculating RWA related to CCP exposure.

As a comparison, a standard non-cleared bilateral trade is assigned a risk weight of at least 20%,

but could be as high as 100%. Furthermore, non-cleared trades are subject to a credit value

adjustment (CVA) risk charge (centrally cleared trades are exempt of CVA risk charges), which

further increases the total capital charge.

It is obvious that the capital charge (in terms of pure exposure RWA) of a centrally cleared

portfolio will never exceed the capital charge of an identical bilaterally traded portfolio. Though,

one could agrue that a capital charge on default fund exposure is essentially a capital-on-capital

charge further increasing the cost of clearing. Taking both the CVA risk charge of non-cleared

trades and the additional indirect capital charges of CCP membership into account, it is not

possible to determine which way of trading is the most efficient, as it depends on the individual

financial instrument, netting agreements and margining requirements of the CCP.
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Part II

Model setup



Chapter 4

The theoretical framework of the

model

This chapter introduces the model used in this thesis. The main intention of this chapter is

to provide insight into the mechanics of central clearing, especially in the presence of multiple

CCPs. In order to better understand the impact of increasing the number of interlinked central

counterparties in a financial system, we will need to analyze the interaction of the agents in

the network. Therefore, this chapter includes a brief review of the literature regarding network

theory and its application in the specific case of financial networks.

4.1 Network models in economics and finance

The application of network models to economic and financial theory has been a growing trend

as a consequence of the financial crisis of 2008-2010. In particular, the framework presented in

the seminal paper of Eisenberg and Noe [2001] has gained much attention in later years. This

thesis will introduce a network model which is based on this very framework. Therefore, we

find it useful to present the framework of Eisenberg and Noe in more detail in section 4.1.2. We

begin this section with an introduction to network models in general.

A very early version of the network approach to economic modelling is found in Frisch [1934].

In this article, Frisch presents the incapsulating phenomenom as a possible explanation to the

economic crisis that the world was in at his time of writing, starting with the stock market crash

of 1929. The incapsulating phenomenon is described using the much simplified example of an

economy consisting of a bootmaker and a tailor. In a crisis scenario, the bootmaker finds that
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he cannot afford a new suit because he is unable to sell any shoes. At the same time, the tailor

finds that he is unable to buy new shoes, as he is unable to sell any suits. Even in a world of

plenty, this phenomenon will lead to poverty because the potentially enormous available pro-

ductive power is not let loose.

This simplified example of the incapsulating phenomenon can of course be expanded and ap-

propriated to more complex economic systems. In more general terms, Frisch suggests that

there may be intrinsic tendencies towards contraction and expansion in an exchange system.

The network models of today’s economic and financial literature are very relevant to Frisch’s

incapsulating phenomenon and intrinsic tendencies in exchange systems, but this thesis will not

consider it in more detail. However, the relevant point to make here is that it seems as though

the Great Depression of 1929 and the early 1930s inspired economists to think in terms of in-

terlinkage between economic agents in order to explain the paradox of poverty in the midst of

technical and physical abundance. Some 80 years later, economists again analyze the interlinked

structure of the economy in order to better understand the impact of the recent financial crisis.

4.1.1 Network models in general

Network theory can be used to analyse the impact on the welfare of a financial system from

changes in the way that economic and financial agents interact. It is exactly this point that this

thesis aims to explore by analyzing the impact of central clearing with one or more CCPs.

Whether denser interconnections in a financial network provide stability or fragility, is a question

that many seek to answer using network models. Even though such models are quite similar,

the conclusions often differ. For example, in the models of Allen and Gale [2000] and Freixas

et al. [2000], denser interconnections will mitigate systemic risk. On the other hand, Vivier-

Lirimont [2006] and Blume et al. [2011] arrive at the conclusion that denser interconnections

can propagate systemic risk. This contradiction is also pointed out in Acemoglu et al. [2015],

and as a consequnece they provide a general framework for networks and explain why such

similar models arrive at different conclusions. In what follows, the analyses of Allen and Gale

[2000] and Vivier-Lirimont [2006] are briefly discussed. They are of interest because their con-

clusions differ, even though both articles were published prior to the financial crisis, and they are

based on the model of Diamond and Dybvig [1983]. In addition, we will briefly introduce Ace-

moglu et al.’s generalization of financial networks, of which our proposed model is a specific case.
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Allen and Gale propose a model based on Diamond and Dybvig’s bank run model of liquid-

ity preference and technology, and conclude that denser interconnections in a financial system

will mitigate systemic risk. The model includes consumers with an unknown future liquidity

preference and banks that invest the consumers’ deposits in either a short-term or a long-term

investment, depending on the expectation of when the consumers will withdraw their deposits.

The extension of Allen and Gale is the introduction of different regions in which different banks

operate. The liquidity preferences of consumers are not perfectly correlated across regions, and

so the banks have interregional claims with each other in order to insure themselves against a

liquidity shock in their own region. The main intuitive reason as to why their model generally

leads to systemic risk mitigation when the interregional banks become more interconnected, is

that their model includes a natural pecking order among different sources of liquidity. A bank

will meet its withdrawals, starting with the short-term investment, then the interregional hold-

ings, and will only liquidate the long-term investment if these two other sources of liquidity are

inadequate. Allen and Gale assume, as is intuitive and very common in financial literature, that

early liquidation is costly. In this way, the pecking order among liquidity sources leaves a system

with a higher density of regional interbank claims less likely to include the costly alternative of

liquidation.

Vivier-Lirimont bases his model on that of Diamond and Dybvig as well, and his extension is

also in the form of the introduction of different regions in which different banks operate. The

difference compared to the model of Allen and Gale is the fact that he analyzes the interregional

spread of financial distress in the event of an initial liquidity shock in one region. The interaction

among banks is modelled as in Eisenberg and Noe [2001], which lets him investigate the speed of

contagion, a property of the Eisenberg and Noe framework that we will address later. Now, in

contrast to Allen and Gale, Vivier-Lirimont concludes that network interconnectedness worsens

the contagion effect in a financial system. Both models are based on the bank run model of Dia-

mond and Dybvig with time periods t = 0, 1, 2, where long-term assets can be liquidated early at

time t = 1 at a discount. The main property leading to the result of Vivier-Lirimont is the way

in which contagion effects are measured. He uses two measures: the speed of contagion and the

number of insolvent banks. They can be measured already at time t = 1, when the interlinked

banks make their calls to each other in order to meet a specific liquidity shock. Therefore, the

full effect of the loss due to early liquidation by the banks, is not taken into account in the same
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way as in Allen and Gale, where the contagion process is evaluated based on the total value of

the financial system, including the value of the long-term assets that were not liquidated early.

This precise value can be increased substantially for certain model parameters by increasing the

density network interconnection.

Having taken an intuition-based look at these two network model examples, the more technical

generalized network model framework of Acemoglu et al. [2015] is the natural next step. In or-

der to explain the contradictory results and make sense of a great many economic and financial

network models, Acemoglu et al. define a framework consisting of three parts. (i) an interaction

function that specifies the effect of other economic agents’ states on that of each individual

agent. (ii) an interaction network that specifies the nature of interactions between all agents.

(iii) an aggregation function that specifies the way in which the state of all agents affect the

macroeconomic or financial variable of interest.

What we are dealing with in this thesis, which is also the aim of the examples above, is the

evaluation of financial stability by changes in the interaction network. As we will specify in more

detail below, the development towards central clearing of financial markets, either from zero to

one, or simply an increase in the number of CCPs, represents changes in the architecture of

financial networks and the structure of interactions between financial entities. Acemoglu et al.’s

division into these three network specifications is therefore a great starting point. They show

how the effect on the variable of interest from changing the interaction network depends on

whether the interaction function and the aggregation function of the specified model, are linear,

convex, concave, or any combination of these. The intuition above, as to why the models of

Allen and Gale and Vivier-Lirimont yield contradictory results, is that the aggregation function,

or even the variable of interest, differ in these two models. The fact that they measure the sta-

bility of networks differently explains why they reach contradictory conclusions regarding how

network interconnectedness affects contagion.

The evaluation of the specific changes in the interaction network that this thesis deals with is

not as straightforward in terms of the division of Acemoglu et al.. This is due to the fact that

introducing a new CCP does not only alter the interaction network. In fact, the interaction

function of a dealer bank in the proposed model is not the same as that of a CCP. The gener-

alization of defining the interaction function, interaction network, and aggregation function of
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the proposed model is very helpful as a way of thinking about how the introduction of multiple

CCPs alters the network. The general framework of Acemoglu et al. is impressive in that it

nests a great many network models in economics and finance. In doing so it reveals the strength

of network modelling that lies in its ability to model many different mechanisms that are present

in economic and financial networks in practice.

The results of their paper are mainly based on the analysis of changes in the interaction network.

The specific evaluation of the effects of an increase in the number of CCPs cannot be directly

answered by investigation into the properties of the interaction and aggregation functions. This

is due to the fact that including additional CCPs introduces new agents in the network with

a separate type of interaction function than that of the dealer banks. The general result of

expanding the system in this way is not as straightforward as in the analysis in Vivier-Lirimont

[2006]. For example, Vivier-Lirimont concludes that the star network is very fragile in number

(of defaulted banks) and speed (of the contagion process), when the central entity in the star

is a creditor being hit with the initial shock. At the same time, he concludes that the same

star-shaped network exhibits high robustness when the center of the star is a debtor being hit

with the initial shock. These results are very interesting to this thesis, but they are not directly

appliccable to the proposed model, as the center of the star-shaped structure with a single CCP

defines the central agent as neither a debtor nor a creditor. In fact, the CCP is assumed to be

independent of all initial liabilities and it has a net sum of zero in receivables and payables to

all banks in the system, assuming that there are no defaults.

Immediately, the question of whether the development towards multiple interconnected CCPs

makes the financial system more dense or less dense is not perfectly clear. Even the step of going

from a network with bilateral clearing to introducing a single CCP can make the system both

more dense and less dense, depending on the initial interaction network between the dealer banks.

If network density is considered in terms of netting efficiency, we can think of a network as

becoming more densely interconnected when netting efficiency increases. Deciding whether

the introduction or an increase in the number of CCPs increases the network density becomes

parallell to the trade-off between multilateral and bilateral netting, discussed in section 3.2.4.

As pointed out in Cont and Kokholm [2014], there is no general way to determine whether

the multilateral netting benefit outweighs the reduced bilateral netting efficiency from central
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clearing. This is parallell to the question of network density.

4.1.2 Network models in finance

The model presented in this thesis is based in large part on those of Eisenberg and Noe [2001]

and Amini et al. [2014]. The model considers financial interactions between dealer banks, which

will simply be referred to as banks in what follows, and a single or multiple CCPs. As explained

at the beginning of this thesis, we will not seek to model interactions between dealer banks

and CCPs who themselves function as banks. Furthermore, the network of banks and CCPs is

assumed to be closed, so that no value is transferred to or from any entities outside the network.

Therefore, the networks considered in the proposed framework are populated by two distinct

types of nodes, a set of banks, and a set of CCPs, which is consistent with the model of Amini

et al. [2014].

Eisenberg and Noe [2001]

One major contribution to the literature of financial networks is the paper of Eisenberg and

Noe [2001]. They provide a technique for obtaining a unique vector of interbank payments

between a set of firms involved in a single clearing mechanism, taking potential defaults within

the network into account. They define the clearing payment vector as the set of total individual

interdependent payments that satisfy the following assumptions:

i Limited liability - Each bank will pay no more than its available cash flow to cover its

liabilities.

ii Priority of debt over equity - The payment of liabilities has priority over equity, even if it

means early liquidation of investments intended for a longer horizon.

Under these assumptions, which are standard in the financial literature of bankruptcy law,

Eisenberg and Noe [2001] prove that such a clearing vector always exists. The intuitive reason

as to why these assumptions guarantee the existence of a clearing vector is that they provide an

upper and a lower bound for the interdependent interbank payments.

In order to prove the uniqueness of the clearing vector, a third assumption must hold, namely

that of regularity. Eisenberg and Noe [2001] propose a general definition of regularity constituting

a mild assumption about the value in the financial system. For simplicity, this thesis applies a

more specific definition of regularity, accepting a loss of generality. In the words of Eisenberg
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and Noe, regularity rules out cases where a part of the network lacks any value, in the form of

operating cash flows, to distribute. In essence, regularity boils down to the existence of some

value, somewhere in the system, that can reach all points in the system. Thus, a system in

which every node has some initial positive value to distribute is regular by the definition in

Eisenberg and Noe. This fact is what makes up our more specific definition of regularity, and

we can present the following assumption that will guarantee uniqueness of the clearing vector.

iii The system is regular - The more specific regularity assumption requires that every node

in the system has some initial positive value to distribute. Thus, there exists some positive

value in the system that can reach every single node in the system.

The assumption of regularity is used to establish uniqueness of the clearing vector. In the case of

financial entities interlinked by liabilities, the assumption that all banks have some initial cash

holdings of positive value is more than sufficient. Under these three assumptions they prove the

existence and uniqueness of a clearing vector. The clearing vector consists of the total payment

from each bank in equilibrium, a steady state in which the cascade of defaults has ceased. In the

following, we will simply use the term clearing vector to refer to the clearing vector of payments

of financial entities in a system.

The proofs of existence and uniqueness of a clearing vector in the model of this thesis are very

similar to those of Eisenberg and Noe, and they will be presented in Chapter 5. Therefore, there

is little emphasis on the proofs from Eisenberg and Noe [2001] in the current chapter.

In addition to these three assumptions that together lead to the existence and uniqueness of the

clearing vector, an assumption about the distribution of remaining assets of a defaulted bank

has to be made. Therefore, Eisenberg and Noe assume that all interbank claims have equal

seniority, i.e.

iv Equal seniority - In the case of default, the realized value of a defaulted entity’s assets will

be distributed proportionately among its creditors.

Figure 4.1 illustrates the possible payments between the banks in this type of network. The

illustration shows a complex web of interbank payments, but the assumptions above ensure

that the clearing vector exists and is in fact unique. Each bank’s payment is contingent on the

realized payments of other banks in the system.
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Figure 4.1: Illustration of a network with bilateral settlement of liabilities. The nodes can be thought

of as banks and the edges can be thought of as respresenting unidirectional possible net payments that

depend on the interbank liability structure.

Having proved the existence and uniqueness of the clearing vector, Eisenberg and Noe provide

an algorithm that simulates a potential cascade of defaults through the system. This algorithm

incorporates the cyclical interdependent nature of interbank payments it must arrive at a steady

state in at most m steps, where m is the number of banks in the system. The Eisenberg and

Noe [2001] algorithm, also referred to as the fictitious default algorithm, simulates a cascade of

defaults and provides the vector of equilibrium payments between a set of banks for a given set

of interbank liabilities. Each bank is assumed to be defined in the network by an amount of

operational cash flow, and an outstanding position with each of the other banks in the network

that can either be net positive or net negative. In relation to the market of OTC derivatives,

this corresponds to a net in-the-money position, and a net out-of-the-money position. If a bank

in the network is unable to fully cover the sum of its net liabilities to the other banks in the

system, it is in default. Such an event might trigger further defaults within the system, and it

is this contagion effect that the Eisenberg and Noe algorithm captures.

Let us consider an example of how this contagion effect is modelled. If we have a set of m = 10

banks, and one bank defaults in the initial stage, then the shortfall of the defaulted bank could

cause the default of two additional banks. In this way, the second stage of the contagion is

characterized by two additional defaults. If it turns out that the remaining seven solvent banks

are able to meet their obligations, even taking the shortfall of the two additional defaulters into

account, the cascade has stopped. If this is not the case, the cascade continues and at least one

additional stage of the algorithm is required. It is obvious that the algorithm simulating the

cascade of defaults must terminate after at most m = 10 steps, as an additional stage of the
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algorithm is only initiated if an additional default occurs. If exactly one default occurs in each

stage then there can be no more than m = 10 defaults.

This stepwise procedure is exactly what Vivier-Lirimont uses to measure the speed of contagion.

If one specific interaction network yields the same number of defualts as another, then the

number of iterations of the Eisenberg and Noe algorithm can be used as a measure of the

contagion speed (i.e how many banks default at each stage of the algorithm). This makes sense,

seeing as Vivier-Lirimont’s purpose is to analyze different network structures in terms of financial

stability for use in policy-making. One can imagine that, in the analysis of cascading defaults,

a network structure that yields a lower contagion speed is preferable to one that arrives at its

equilibrium outcome faster. The slower contagion process gives the policy-makers more time to

react to the contagion and intervene by saving the next set of defaulters.

Amini, Filipović, and Minca [2014]

The model of Amini et al. [2014] extends the framework of Eisenberg and Noe [2001] by intro-

ducing a single CCP to the financial network. They compare a network with m banks applying

bilateral settlement with that of a network of m banks and a single CCP that centrally clears

every trade. They further extend the model by incorporating a price impact associated with

early liquidation of a long-term investment. In this way, the banks in the network can now have

one of three states. Whereas the banks in the Eisenberg and Noe [2001] model either has a

status as solvent or insolvent, they can now have a third status: illiquid. An illiquid bank is

able to meet its obligations in full, but only after liquidating some or all of its long-term assets.

In addition, they provide the means to evaluate systemic risk in a network.

Amini et al. [2014] show that the clearing vector of a system without central clearing, including

the price impact of early liquidation, exists and is unique, in in line with Eisenberg and Noe

[2001]. Moreover, they provide the insight that determining the clearing vector under central

clearing of all trades by a single CCP boils down to solving the first step of the Eisenberg and

Noe algorithm, and so the cascade of defaults is mitigated by the CCP. Such a system must

yield a unique clearing vector, seeing as the first step of the algorithm amounts to a set of equa-

tions that explicitly to give the set of equilibrium payments. Figure 4.2 illustrates the financial

network with a single CCP that clears all trades. The more simple layout of the figure reflects

the fact that the clearing vector is determined more easily in this setup.
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Figure 4.2: Illustration of a network with multilateral settlement of liabilities using a single CCP. The

nodes {1, 2, . . . } can be thought of as banks, the node c as the CCP, and the edges are unidirectional

possible net payments that depend on the interbank liability structure.

The main difference between networks with zero and one CCP, causing us to need an m-step

iterative procedure while the other is solvable explicitly, lies in the assumption of full multilateral

netting with one CCP. In the zero-CCP network, with full bilateral netting, each bank has a

set of net receivables and a set of net payables, which means that each payment is contingent

on the realized receivable from all other banks. Therefore, there will be a need to update a

bank’s receivables every time a bank within the network defaults, yielding a smaller payment

to the others. In the single-CCP model, with full multilateral netting, each bank has either a

net receivable or a net payable, payed to or received from the CCP, never both. Knowing the

initial cash holdings and the interbank liabilities of all banks in the network lets us calculate

explicitly the realized payments of all banks. These payments are the clearing vector entries for

all banks. Taking these into account, we can find the clearing payment of the CCP, whether in

default or not. The fact that each bank either has a net receivable or a net payable does not

depend directly on the default of other banks in the network lets us solve for the clearing vector

explicitly.

4.1.3 The network model of this thesis - The multiple-CCP model

The main purpose of the model proposed in this thesis is to provide a framework for the evalu-

ation of central clearing with multiple central counterparties. This framework is meant to give

an insight into the mechanisms and issues related to systemic risk in networks with multiple

CCPs.
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Much in line with Eisenberg and Noe, we prove the existence and uniqueness of the clearing

vector in a network with multiple CCPs. We also provide an alogrithm that yields the clearing

vector after at most n steps, where n is the number of CCPs. In addition to the assumptions

regarding bankruptcy law and regularity of the network, we now need to make an assumption

about the way in which the total market is divided between the different CCPs. This can be

specified in many ways, and as long as the liability structure does not interfere with the regu-

larity of the network (i.e. the fact that some value exists that can be reached by every entity

in the system), there still exists a unique clearing vector with multiple CCPs. This statement

corresponds to theorems 5.4.1 and 5.4.2 which are provided with proof in section 5.4.1.

As illustrated in Figure 4.3, the liability structure quickly becomes more intricate when the

number of CCPs increases. Again, we find ourselves in a situation where each bank can have

both net liabilities and net receivables, and so it is no longer possible to find the clearing vector

explicitly. We need an alogrithm that is quite similar to the fictitious default algorithm of Eisen-

berg and Noe, only this time it will be concerned with a cascade of defaults of CCPs. This is

due to the fact that the receivables of the CCPs directly depend on the possibility of default by

a bank, and therefore also indirectly on the default of other CCPs in the network. This indirect

exposure is prevalent when banks use the clearing facilities of multiple CCPs, as discussed in

section 3.2.2. A more technical description is given in section 5.4.

c1 c2

c3

1

2 3

4

5
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Figure 4.3: Illustration of a network with multilateral settlement of liabilities using a multiple CCPs.

Equipped with the means to find a unique clearing vector in a network like that of Figure 4.3

and, in fact, with any number of CCPs, we are able to evaluate systemic risk in such networks.

Since the intention of this part of this thesis is to provide a framework that enables the analysis
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of the effect of increasing the number of CCPs, we must realize that the results are contingent

on the model specifications that are outside the scope of the proposed framework. The reason

for keeping the specifications at a minimum in this part of the thesis is that we wish to present

the framework in its most general form.

Let us be more precise about this point. We do not need to specify how the interbank liabilities

between banks are drawn, nor do we need to specify the requirements for margin and default fund

contributions. A precise specification of the price impact of early liquidation is not necessary.

The only specification as to the division of transactions to be cleared on different CCPs, is

that all CCPs in the network has some positive value to clear. Even so, for simplicity, the

technical framework of the model in the following chapter will include a specific form of the price

impact and margin requirements. These specifications will be discussed in Chapter 6 - Model

specifications. For now, we can remain reassured that the multiple-CCP model is capable of

testing and anayzing different scenarios and changes in the architecture of the financial network

with central clearing. The framework takes a set of interbank liabilities between any number of

banks, m, cleared through any number of CCPs, n, and gives a clearing vector of payments.
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Chapter 5

The technical framework of the

model

This chapter presents the frameworks introduced above from a more technical point of view. We

present the fictitious default algorithm of Eisenberg and Noe, the systemic risk evaluation setup

with a single CCP of Amini et al., and the proposed model with multiple CCPs. The presented

version of Eisenberg and Noe includes minor changes such as choice of notation, wording and

the addition of a price impact from early liquidation of an long-term investment held by the

banks in the financial network. These changes are only made to the extent that it makes their

framework directly comparable to the single CCP framework of Amini et al. [2014] and to the

proposed model with multiple CCPs. Prior to the technical introduction of the Eisenberg and

Noe framework, we present the general outline of the market considered throughout this part of

the thesis.

5.1 General market setup

This section introduces the general setup of our model. There will be two significant alterations

to the original Eisenberg and Noe [2001] setup. As in Amini et al. [2014], the long-term asset

(denoted operating cash flow by Eisenberg and Noe) is subject to a price impact of early liq-

uidation, which is most easily modelled using different time periods, and so we will introduce

two time periods. This is done solely in order to model the loss due to early liquidation of

the long-term asset. Second, the interbank liabilities in the financial system will be drawn in a

simulation-based framework in a manner that reflects the nature of today’s interbank obligations

of the over-the-counter derivatives markets. Both alterations are described below.
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5.1.1 The two time periods and the early liquidation impact

We will consider a two-period setup with t = 1, 2, where values at time t = 0 are deterministic,

indicated by small letters. Values at time t = 1 are state-contingent random variables, repre-

sented as functions on a sample space Ω, indicated by capital letters, such as Lij = Lij(ω) for

state ω ∈ Ω. Values at time t = 2 are dependent on the realizations at time t = 1, and so they

are also contingent on ω. The two periods are used only in order to model the cost of early

liquidation, so this is not a significant alteration of the original Eisenberg and Noe model.

At time t = 0, we assume that the financial network is populated by a set of m interlinked

financial entities. For simplicity, we will refer to them as banks, and we assume that all banks

are initially solvent, i.e. they have a non-negative equity. We denote the value of bank i’s cash

holdings by γi ≥ 0.

At time t = 1 we assume that all banks have to settle their liabilities. As the purpose of the

setup is to model the interdependence of a financial network, we assume that the banks all have

some non-negative bilateral interbank liability. In addition to its cash holdings, γi, each bank

i holds a non-pledgeable external long-term asset, which has a fundamental value of qi, which

can only be realized at time t = 2. If necessary, bank i can liquidate this asset early at time

t = 1, and receive the liquidation value of pi ≥ 0. The early liquidation value is lower than the

fundamental value for all banks, i.e. pi < qi for all i.

At time t = 2 we evaluate the terminal net worth of each bank in the network, taking the fraction

of liquidated long-term assets into account and the ability of each bank to meet its liabilities

in full. Note that we evaluate the networks in terms of systemic risk from a regulating entity’s

point of view and will therefore be interested in the terminal net worth of the entire network.

In section 6.4, we will argue that, in line with the views of Shleifer and Vishny [2011], the as-

sumption of value loss due to early liquidation is very plausible. In addition to being a common

and natural assumption, it is a key mechanism in terms of making the effects of introducing

CCPs on systemic risk more clear-cut.

This price impact of early liquidation will be discussed further in section 6.4. For now, we take

notice of the fact that the potential loss in value of each bank in the system makes the entire net-
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work non-conservative in terms of the value of cash and long-term asset holdings of the banks.

By non-conservative, we mean the property that economic value can leave the system. This

property constitutes a clear distinction from the original setup of Eisenberg and Noe, in which

the aggregate initial value of the banks’ operating cash flows is simply reallocated via interbank

liabilities. The fact that pi < qi for all i leaves us with the possibility of losing value in the system.

The system’s non-conservative nature, due to the early liquidation impact, is an important

property of our model, because of its clear linkage with our measure of systemic risk. This

connection is a natural consequence of the definition of systemic risk applied in this thesis. As

initially stated, systemic risk is thought of as the disposition of bank failure or a worsening of

a bank’s state to propagate through a set of interlinked banks. The introduction of an early

liquidation impact will amplify the loss in value for banks with little or no means to meet its

interbank obligations. This will be more clearly formulated in section 6.1 in which a technical

representation of the systemic risk measure is presented.

5.1.2 Modelling the interbank liabilities

We consider the following situation: A set of m banks in a financial network are engaged in

transactions of over-the-counter derivatives. At time t = 0 every bank is solvent and all open

derivatives transactions are fully collateralized, such that the mark-to-market value of every

bank is zero. We further assume that it is not possible to adjust margins between time t = 0

and t = 1, and one can therefore think of the length of this period as the margin period of risk

discussed in section 3.2.4. During this period the market value of all transactions are subject

to uncertainty and so the banks are left with open derivatives positions that can have non-zero

values. At time t = 1, we assume that all interbank obligations due to these derivatives trans-

actions have to be settled.

These obligations could for example represent the mark-to-market adjustment of variation mar-

gin and we can assume that the derivatives contracts specifically state that adjustments have

to be made at time t = 1. Other plausible examples of what interbank obligations represent

will be discussed in section 6.2. The most relevant property of the interbank liabilities at this

point is that they come as a consequence of market volatility on the derivatives market, and

that they have to be settled or require adjustment of margins at a specific point in time. The

actual settlement of interbank obligations originating from variation margin adjustments is an
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important source of risk in the market for OTC derivatives. Since the end goal of our model is

to evaluate the systemic risk on this market, we feel that the variation margin adjustment is an

appropriate example.

For now, we assume that a random m×m matrix is drawn representing interbank liabilities at

time t = 1. This matrix is used to evaluate each bank’s financial strength through its ability to

meet its financial obligations from the market shock.

5.1.3 Further definitions

Throughout this thesis we will denote both vectors and matrices with bold letters, and matrices

will have an underline in order to separate them. For example, the vector of length m containing

the fundamental values of each bank’s long-term assets will be represented as q, and the m×m

matrix of interbank liabilities will be denoted by L.

We will also use a superscript +, superscript −, and the wedge ∧ to mean the following:

x+ = max(x, 0)

x− = −min(x, 0)

x ∧ y = min(x, y).

5.2 Financial networks without central clearing

In this section we present the details of obtaining the equilibrium clearing vector in financial

networks such as the one depicted in Figure 4.1, i.e. the results of Eisenberg and Noe [2001].

While doing this, we also incorporate the mechanics of the long-term asset with an early liqui-

dation option at a reduced price. In fact, the inclusion of this long-term asset is not explicitly

considered in their paper, and yet it can be nested as a special case of their general framework.

They assume that each bank is initially endowed with some operating cash flow, which we can

think of in our setup as the sum of the cash holdings and the long-term asset. In this way, the

results of Eisenberg and Noe [2001] still hold, despite this alteration. The key difference lies in

the fact that this system is non-conservative, as discussed in section 5.1.

In addition to an initial endowment of cash holdings, γi, and an long-term asset with funda-

mental value qi, each bank will observe a set of m − 1 interbank liabilities at time t = 1. The
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nominal liabilities due to be paid to other banks in the network represents an out-of-the-money

position in the discussion of counterparty risk for OTC derivatives. These interbank liabilities

are represented by a random matrix L of state-contingent liabilities, where Lij represents the

nominal liability of bank i to bank j. It is assumed that all liabilities are non-negative (Lij ≥ 0

for all i 6= j) and that no bank can hold a liability against itself (Lii = 0 for all i). The matrix

in (5.1) corresponds to the interbank liabilities illustrated in Figure 4.1.

L =



0 L12 L13 · · · L1m

L21 0 L23 · · · L2m

L31 L32 0 · · · L3m

...
...

...
. . .

...

Lm1 Lm2 Lm3 · · · 0


(5.1)

For a set of interbank liabilities, as defined above, the total nominal liability of bank i is found

as

Li =
m∑
j=1

Lij , (5.2)

where L = (L1, L2, · · · , Lm) represents the vector of total liabilities of the system.

Let us be very clear about the role of the early liquidation impact plays in the clearing process.

The entire clearing mechanism is settled at time t = 1, and so the relevant value of the long-

term asset is the liquidation value, pi for bank i. The fundamental value, qi, of the long-term

investment is entirely irrelevant at this point as it is only obtainable at time t = 2. This fact

lets us see the plain resemblence of the proposed model, and that of Amini et al. [2014], to that

of Eisenberg and Noe [2001]. At the time of the clearing process, time t = 1, each bank i only

has the value γi + pi available and so we can consider this as its equivalent of what Eisenberg

and Noe call operating cash flow. In fact, the model of Eisenberg and Noe only considers what

we see as time t = 1 in this two-period model. This will let us use their proof of existence later

in this thesis, but for now we will simply take note of the fact that each bank i has the following

nominal cash balance at the time of settlement:

γi + pi︸ ︷︷ ︸
operating cash flow

+

m∑
j=1

Lji − Li. (5.3)

Note that (5.3) represents the entire value available to bank i, accepting full liquidation of the

long-term asset. If no liquidation of the long-term asset takes place, bank i’s available nominal
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cash balance at time t = 1 has value

γi +
m∑
j=1

Lji − Li. (5.4)

It is clear that the value of bank i depends on the payment it receives from its claims on other

banks. In turn, each bank j 6= i is dependent on the payoff that it receives from other banks,

including that from bank i. This cyclical interdependence is exactly the reason why we need the

fictitious default algorithm of Eisenberg and Noe in order to obtain the clearing vector. The

technical details regarding this procedure are described below.

5.2.1 The clearing vector

If (5.4) is negative for any bank i, then it is forced to liquidate a fraction (potentially all) of

its holdings of the long-term asset at price pi < qi. If the proceeds from the liquidation of the

long-term invesment do not enable a banks to cover its outstanding positions, i.e.

γi + pi +
m∑
j=1

Lji − Li < 0, (5.5)

then bank i defaults on its interbank liabilities.

Since we assume equal seniority of all banks, the realized value of the total assets of a bank in

default will be distributed among the creditors according to the proportionality rule. We denote

the proportion of the realized value of banks i’s assets paid out to bank j as

Πij =

 Lij/Li if Li > 0

0 otherwise
(5.6)

and so Π represents the corresponding m×m relative liability matrix.

In terms of the clearing mechanism of any financial network, the vector representing the fun-

damental value of the long-term asset, qi, is not of relevance, as it is only obtainable at time

t = 2. Therefore, a financial network at time t = 1 is given by the total liability vector, L, the

relative liability matrix, Π, the vector representing each banks’ cash holdings, γ, and the vector

representing the liquidation value of each banks’ long-term asset, p. The clearing vector of such

a network defined in 5.2.1.
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Definition 5.2.1. A clearing vector, L∗ = (L∗i , ..., L
∗
m), for the financial network given

by (L,Π,γ,p) is a vector of payments that statisfy:

i Limited liability: For all banks i, the total payment made cannot exceed the available

cash flow from assets, i.e.

L∗i ≤ γi +
m∑
j=1

L∗jΠji + pi, and

ii Absolute priority of debt over equity: For every bank i, either all obligations are paid

in full, or all value is distributed to creditors, i.e.

L∗i =

γi +
m∑
j=1

L∗jΠji + pi

 ∧ Li

This clearing vector can be determined state-wise as a fixed point, Φ(L∗) = (L∗), of the mapping

Φ on [0, (L1, ..., Lm)], namely

Φ(X)i = Li ∧

γi +
m∑
j=1

XjΠji + pi

 , i = 1, 2, ...,m (5.7)

where Xj represents the realized sum of payments of bank j, contingent upon the realized sum

of payments of all other banks in the network.

Under the assumptions of limited liability and priority of debt over equity, the mapping Φ is

monotone, continuous and bounded. This, along with the Lattice-theoretical fixpoint theorem

of Tarski [1955], implies the existence of a greatest and least clearing vector, as formalized in

Theorem 1 of Eisenberg and Noe [2001].

Furthermore, Eisenberg and Noe’s Theorem 2 states the uniqueness of the clearing vector un-

der the assumption of regularity, i.e. assuming that there exists some value somewhere in the

financial system that can reach every node. Later in this thesis, we will present and prove very

similar theorems (5.4.1 and 5.4.2) that state the existence and the uniqueness of a clearing vec-

tor in regular financial networks with central clearing by multiple CCPs. Therefore, we will not

formalize the proofs of existence and uniqueness of the clearing vector without central clearing

further at this point. We go on to consider the means to obtain the vector of payments that
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clears the system.

Because of the network’s cyclical interdependence, the fictitious default algorithm is needed

in order to determine the clearing vector. A version of this algorithm that incorporates the

long-term asset with potential early liquidation is presented in Table 5.1.

5.2.2 Equilibrium market value

The algorithm in Table 5.1 will terminate after at most m steps. At termination, k = T , we

have the unique clearing vector given by L∗ = (L∗1, L
∗
2, . . . , L

∗
m) where L∗i = Xi(T ) for all i.

Because the realized payment that each bank receives from its claims on other banks is given by

the clearing vector, the realized fraction of the long-term asset that bank i will have to liquidate

at time t = 1 can be found as

Zi =

(
γi +

∑m
j=1 L

∗
j ·Πji − Li

)−
pi

∧ 1, i = 1, 2, ...,m. (5.13)

Using the liquidated fraction, the realized value of bank i’s assets at t = 2 can be determined as

Ai = γi + Zipi + (1− Zi)qi +

m∑
j=1

L∗j ·Πji (5.14)

= γi + qi − Zi(qi − pi) +
m∑
j=1

L∗j ·Πji. (5.15)

5.2.3 Terminal net worth of the system without central clearing

The terminal net worth of bank i at time t = 2 is now defined as

Wi = Ai − Li = γi + qi − Zi(qi − pi) +
m∑
j=1

L∗jΠji − Li, (5.16)

which accounts for the shortfall caused by bank i in case of default, as it can take on negative

values. This is due to the fact that the nominal value of a bank’s total liability, Li, is subtracted.

It is important to note a few key aspects of (5.16). First, the terminal net worth of each bank

is upwards bounded, seeing as the settlement of the network cannot add value. The maximum

terminal net worth of bank i is achieved if no fraction of the long-term asset is liquidated (that

is, Zi = 0) at time t = 1 and every other bank is able to meet its liabilities in full.
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In the initial state, k = 0, set Xi(0) = Li for all i.

Repeat:

1. Set k = k + 1

2. Evaluate each bank’s available cash balance, Bi at time t = 1

(Note that we assume full liquidation of the long-term asset, Z = 1, to obtain the

maximum available cash balance at time t = 1)

Bi(k) = pi︸︷︷︸
liquidation of

long-term assets

+ γi︸︷︷︸
cash

+
m∑
j=1

Xj(k − 1) ·Πji︸ ︷︷ ︸
payment from bank j

at state k − 1

− Li︸︷︷︸
liabilities

, (5.8)

and set

i ∈

 D if Bi(k) < 0

L if Bi(k) ≥ 0.
(5.9)

3. Terminate algorithm if

D(k) = D(k − 1) or D = ∅. (5.10)

4. The total payment from each solvent bank (i ∈ L) is equal to their total nominal

liability, Li. The total payment from each insolvent bank (i ∈ D) is equal to their

available cash at time t = 1, which is given by

xi = pi + γi +
∑

j∈L(k)

Lj ·Πji +
∑

j∈D(k)

xj ·Πji, i ∈ D(k). (5.11)

Solve this system, and set

Xi(k) =

 Li ∀i ∈ L

xi ∀i ∈ D.
(5.12)

Table 5.1: Algorithm 1 - Fictitious defaults of banks. This algorithm determines the clearing vector of

a network without central clearing.
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This points us to the second aspect, which is that a decline in the terminal net worth of bank i

stems from two possible sources, namely

1. through losses due to early liquidation of the long-term asset. This will be referred to as

the liquidation loss.

2. by being unable to meet its financial obligations. This will be referred to as the liability

shortfall.

The roles of these sources of loss will be made clear later when we see how the measure of

terminal net worth relates to systemic risk.

Bank i is in default if Wi < 0, which is equivalent to L∗i < Li and hence, we can define the

liability shortfall imposed by bank i on the financial network as

W sf
i = Li − L∗i . (5.17)

Given the terminal net worth of each individual bank in the network in (5.16), the aggregate

terminal net worth of the system without central clearing is given by

m∑
i=1

Wi =
m∑
i=1

γi +
m∑
i=1

qi −
m∑
i=1

Zi(qi − pi) +
m∑
i=1

m∑
j=1

L∗jΠji −
m∑
i=1

Li (5.18)

=

m∑
i=1

γi +

m∑
i=1

qi −
m∑
i=1

Zi(qi − pi)−
m∑
i=1

(Li − L∗i ). (5.19)

The last equation follows from the fact that
∑m

i=1 Πji = 1. Hence, by (5.17) the aggregate

terminal net worth can be described as a relation between the aggregate fundamental value of

assets, the liquidation loss, and the aggregate liability shortfall as follows

Vn=0 ≡
m∑
i=1

Wi =
m∑
i=1

γi +
m∑
i=1

qi︸ ︷︷ ︸
fundamental value of assets

−
m∑
i=1

Zi(qi − pi)︸ ︷︷ ︸
liquidation loss

−
m∑
i=1

W sf
i︸ ︷︷ ︸

liability shortfall

. (5.20)

By decomposing the terminal net worth of the financial system into two sources of losses in

economic value, (5.20) gives us an insight into what the measure of terminal net worth captures

in terms of the economic state of banks and the system as a whole. Recall that we use the term

economic state to refer to a financial entity’s economic health in terms of real economic value

and, relatedly, its ability to meet financial obligations. The decomposition above shows us how

the measure of the entire network’s terminal net worth captures both losses in real economic

value through early liquidation, and each entitiy’s abilitiy to meet its obligations through the
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liability shortfall.

The liquidation loss in the system, i.e. the decrease in terminal net worth caused by early

liquidation of the long-term asset, is bounded. This is due to the fact that no bank can liquidate

more than its entire holdings of the long-term asset, which means that Zi in (5.20) is bounded

between zero and one. The liability shortfall, on the other hand, is potentially very large for

bank i, depending on the size of its nominal liabilities.

5.3 Financial networks with central clearing

As an alternative to dealing bilaterally with the other banks in system, banks can become a

clearing members of a CCP, and centrally clear their OTC derivatives. This way, the CCP

becomes the intermediate between the two original counterparties, acting as the seller to the

original buyer and buyer to the original seller. This results in a significantly modified interme-

diation stucture as illustrated by the star-network in Figure 4.2.

The model without central clearing presented in section 5.2 and the model for central clearing

with a single CCP presented in this section are based on those of Amini et al. [2014]. They

start by introducing the Eisenberg and Noe model with a price impact and present the following

framework that enables the comparison of systemic risk between networks with and without

central clearing with one CCP.

5.3.1 Introducing the CCP

We now introduce a single central counterparty to the financial network, which is denoted as

entity c. The CCP is initially endowed with non-negative capital of value γc. The set of m

banks will now be denoted as B. In exchange for putting its own equity at risk through the

service of centrally clearing the banks’ OTC derivatives, the CCP charges a fee. This could for

example be proportional to the size of a bank’s liabilities, f ∈ [0, 1[, excluding the unrealistic

case in which the fee is 100%.

In addition to the fee charged by the CCP, it will require each member to post an initial

contribution to the guarantee fund, which acts as a joint default resource. This resembles the

default fnd discussed in section 3.2.4. The CCP is therefore initially endowed (at time t = 0)
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with a guarantee fund of size

g =
m∑
i=1

gi, (5.21)

where gi is the initial contribution to the guarantee fund of bank i. We assume that gi cannot

exceed the initial cash holdings of bank i, i.e. gi < γi for all i in the set B.

We assume that all liabilities are cleared through the CCP. This is without loss of generality, if

we think of the cash holdings and long-term assets as a non-cleared part of a bank’s portfolio.

When all liabilities are cleared through the CCP, the exposure of bank i to the CCP after netting

for all nominal interbank liabilities can be denoted by

Λi =

m∑
j=1

Lji −
m∑
j=1

Lij , (5.22)

where a positive value of Λi corresponds to a net liability of the CCP to bank i and a negative

value corresponds to a net liability of bank i to the CCP.

The net liability of bank i to the CCP, taking the upfront payment, gi, into account, is then

given by

Lic = (Λi + gi)
−. (5.23)

If we assume that f is a fee charged proportionally to the exposure of the CCP, the net liability

of the CCP to bank i is given by

Lci = (1− f)Λ+
i . (5.24)

If all interbank liabilities in the network are cleared through a single CCP, then each bank either

has a net liability to the CCP or a net receivable from the CCP, never both. The liability, Lic,

or receivable, Lci, is the only non-deterministic input from bank i into the mapping Φ, and so

the clearing vector can be found explicitly in this case.

5.3.2 Equilibrium market value of the CCP

We begin by determining the CCP’s receivables. Again, if bank i’s liabiltity to the CCP, Lic, is

positive, and the cash balance given by γi − gi − Lic is negative, then bank i needs to liquidate

parts or all of its long-term investment. The fraction of liquidated assets by bank i at time t = 1

is therefore given by

Zi =
(γi − gi − Lic)

−

pi
∧ 1 . (5.25)
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Banks with Zi < 1 will pay their total liabilities in full. Any bank with a net payable to the

CCP will pay the minimum of what it has and what it owes. Any bank with a net receivable

from the CCP will have Lic = 0, and its entry in the clearing vector will be zero. The entry

corresponding to each bank in the clearing vector is given by

L∗i = Lic ∧ (γi + pi − gi) . (5.26)

Thus, L∗i is bank i’s component in the equilibrium clearing vector, L∗, of the system. The

equilibrium total value of the CCP’s assets can now be found as

Ac = γc +

m∑
i=1

gi +

m∑
i=1

L∗i . (5.27)

5.3.3 Equilibrium market value of the banks

We need to consider the case in which that the CCP does not have sufficient liquidity to meet

all of its liabilities. As we assume equal seniority among all banks, we can define the relative

liability weights of the CCP to each bank as

Πci =

 Lci/Lc, if Lc > 0, where Lc ≡
∑m

i=1 Lci

0 otherwise.
(5.28)

Following the proportionality rule, the CCP pays the amount L∗c ·Πci to bank i, where

L∗c = Ac ∧ Lc . (5.29)

If the CCP does not default, it will need to redistribute any remaining value of the guarantee

fund, in addition to paying L∗c . Bank i’s initial share in the guarantee fund will amount to

Gi = (Λi + gi)
+ − Λ+

i . (5.30)

Equation (5.30) corresponds to the portion of bank i’s guarantee fund contribution which is not

used to pay its liability to the CCP. It has maximum value, gi, for bank i, and will be zero if

bank i’s liability to the CCP exceeds gi, i.e. if Λi < −gi. If we assume that the CCP has limited

liability on this fund1, the realized value of bank i’s share in the guarantee fund is given by

G∗i =
Gi

Gtot
·G∗tot (5.31)

1Bank i’s initial shares in the margin and default fund represents hybrid debt of the CCP and, when transformed

into equity, they have equal senority and are all junior with respect to the CCP’s own capital and they absorb

any losses proportionally.
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where

Gtot =
m∑
j=1

Gj and G∗tot = Gtot ∧

Ac − γc − L∗c −
m∑
j=1

fΛ+
j

+

. (5.32)

The equilibrium market value of bank i’s assets, after the shares in the guarantee fund have

been liquidated at time t = 2, becomes

Ai = γi + qi − Zi(qi − pi) + L∗c ·Πci +G∗i − gi . (5.33)

5.3.4 Terminal net worth of the financial system with a single CCP

Given the value of the CCP’s assets in (5.27) and the banks’ total claim on their contribution

to the guarantee fund, the terminal net worth of the CCP at time t = 2 is given by

Wc = Ac − Lc −G∗tot . (5.34)

In a similar way, the terminal net worth of bank i can be described as

Wi = Ai − Lic = γi + qi − Zi(qi − pi) + L∗c ·Πci +G∗i − gi − Lic . (5.35)

As in the network without the presence of a CCP, we subtract the nominal liabilities in (5.34)

and (5.35). This way, we fully account for the possible liability shortfall caused by the default

of a bank or the CCP itself.

The terminal net worth of the financial network can thus be described as the aggregate terminal

net worth of all entities in the system

Vn=1 = Wc +
m∑
i=1

Wi = Ac − Lc −G∗tot +
m∑
i=1

[Ai − Lic]. (5.36)

By inserting the asset value of each entity in the system, given by (5.27) and (5.33), the terminal

net worth of the system can be expressed as a relation between the aggregate fundamental value

of assets, the aggregate liquidation loss, and the aggregate imposed liquidity shortfall of all

entities, i.e.

Vn=1 = γc +

m∑
i=1

γi +

m∑
i=1

qi︸ ︷︷ ︸
fundamental value of assets

−
m∑
i=1

Zi(qi − pi)︸ ︷︷ ︸
liquidation loss

−

(
W sf

c +

m∑
i=1

W sf
i

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

liability shortfall

(5.37)

where

W sf
c = (Ac − Lc)

− = Lc − L∗c and

W sf
i = (Ai − Lic)

− = Lic − L∗i .
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This follows from

W sf
i = (Ai − Lic)

− = (Lic −Ai)
+

= (Lic − γi − pi + gi − L∗c ·Πci)
+

= (Lic − γi − pi + gi)
+

and that fact that, by definition of bank i’s payment in equilibrium in (5.26), we have

W−i = Lic − L∗i .

5.4 Financial networks with multiple CCPs

We now introduce the proposed framework of this thesis. It enables us to analyze the effect on

systemic risk of central clearing through multiple CCPs2. We do this by expanding the setup in

section 5.3 to be able to model a network with more than one CCP.

We consider a network populated by a set ofm banks, B, and a set of n CCPs, {c1, c2, . . . , cn} ∈ C.

Whenever subscripts i or j appear, we are referring to the set of banks, B, and wherever sub-

script ch appears, we are referring to a CCP. As in the single CCP case, none of the CCPs have

any interbank liabilities of their own. Furthermore, we assume that all liabilities of the financial

system are cleared through the CCPs in C. Lch
ij will be used to denote bank i’s liability to bank

j cleared through CCP ch. Hence, for all ch ∈ C, bank i’s total liability to bank j is given by

Lij = Lc1
ij +Lc2

ij + · · ·+Lcn
ij . The structure of this financial network corresponds to that of Figure

4.3, where an example of three CCPs is illustrated.

As in the single CCP case, we assume that each CCP, ch ∈ C, has an initial endowment of capital

of size γch . In addition, at time t = 0, they receive an upfront guarantee fund contribution by

bank i of gchi , and they charge the same fee, f ∈ [0, 1[, proportional to their interbank liabilities

in exchange for putting their equity, γch , at risk. Each CCP will receive up-front contributions

yielding a guarantee fund of size

gch =

m∑
i=1

gchi . (5.38)

2One can imagine a market in which multiple CCPs clear the same asset class as a result of operating in

different regions.
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In line with the framework of section 5.3, we will assume that the total contribution to guarantee

funds by bank i cannot exceed its initial cash holdings, i.e.

n∑
h=1

gchi ≤ γi.

We assume that all liabilities are cleared through the CCPs. The net exposure of bank i to the

CCP ch at time t = 1 is given by

Λch
i =

m∑
j=1

Lch
ji −

m∑
j=1

Lch
ij . (5.39)

A positive value of Λch
i corresponds to a net liability of CCP ch to bank i and a negative value

corresponds to a net liability of bank i to CCP ch.

For each CCP we will have one such vector, Λch of length m, representing the exposure of

each bank to that CCP. Using these, we can represent the liability net of the guarantee fund

contribution of bank i to each CCP as

Lich = (Λch
i + gchi )−. (5.40)

The total liabilities of bank i can then be represented as

LiC =
n∑

h=1

Lich . (5.41)

In turn, the liabilities of each CCP to bank i and their total liabilites are given by

Lchi = (1− f)Λch
i

+ (5.42)

Lch = (1− f)
m∑
i=1

Λch
i

+. (5.43)

In line with the single CCP network, defaulted banks and CCPs distribute the value of their

assets among their creditors according to the proportionality rule. We define this distribution

of value by the relative liability weights of each bank i, ΠiC , and the relative liability weights of

each CCP, ΠCi, where

Πich =

 Lich/(Lic1 + Lic2 + · · ·+ Licn) if Lic1 + Lic2 + · · ·+ Licn > 0

0 otherwise
(5.44)

Πchi =

 (1− f)Λch
i

+/Lch if Lch > 0

0 otherwise.
(5.45)

Equipped with these definitions and expressions, let us take a look at the clearing vector in a

financial network with multiple CCPs.
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5.4.1 Clearing vector of a financial system with multiple CCPs

The clearing vector is now one of n payments from the CCPs, and m payments from the banks.

We can think of the vector as having the form

L∗ = (L∗c1 , L
∗
c2 , . . . , L

∗
cn , L

∗
1, L

∗
2, . . . , L

∗
m). (5.46)

The payment structure of liabilities in the network with a single CCP, in which a bank had

either a net liability or a net receivable, enabled us to find the clearing liability vector explicitly.

This is not possible in the case of multiple CCPs, seeing as a bank can have a net liability to at

least one CCP, and a net receivable from at least one other CCP at the same time. Therefore,

we will need an algorithm, just slightly different from the fictitious default algorithm in Table

5.1. Such an algorithm would enable the determination of the equilibrium clearing vector of a

financial system with multiple CCPs. This section introduces such an algorithm, which can be

applied under Theorem 5.4.1 and Theorem 5.4.2 stated below:

Theorem 5.4.1. For every financial network with multiple CCPs there exists a greatest and

a least clearing vector.

Theorem 5.4.2. For every regular financial network with multiple CCPs, the greatest and

least clearing vectors are the same, implying that the clearing vector is unique.

Existence of the clearing vector - Proof of Theorem 5.4.1

In equilibrium, the above characterization of the actual cash flow yields a clearing vector con-

sisting of clearing payments from the CCPs, L∗C = (L∗c1 , L
∗
c2 , . . . , L

∗
cn), and clearing payments of

the banks, L∗B = (L∗1, L
∗
2, . . . , L

∗
m). Both of these can be state-wise determined as a fixed point,

Φ(L∗C ,L
∗
B) = (L∗C ,L

∗
B), of the non-linear map Φ on [0, (Lc1 , Lc2 , . . . , Lch)]×[0, (L1C , L2C , . . . , LmC)]

given by


Φ(XC , XB)ch = (γch +

∑m
i=1 [gchi +Xi(k) ·Πich ]) ∧

∑m
i=1 (1− f)Λch

i
+ ∀ch ∈ C

Φ(XC , XB)i =
(
γi + pi +

∑
ch∈C [Xch(k) ·Πchi − g

ch
i ]
)
∧
∑

ch∈C Lich ∀i ∈ B
(5.47)
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which is similar to that of Eisenberg and Noe [2001] and the mapping in the network without

the presence of a CCP in (5.7). In line with the notation without central clearing, we have

defined Xi ∈ XB as the realized sum of payments from bank i to all CCPs, and Xch ∈ XC as

the realized sum of payments from each CCP ch ∈ C distributed to all banks.

Note that, for all ch ∈ C, the clearing payment of CCP ch, Φ(XC , XB)ch , is a non-decreasing

continuous function of XB, as it is the composition of the non-decreasing continuous affine

map XC → γch +
∑m

i=1[gchi + Xi(k) · Πich ] and the non-decreasing continuous concave map

XC → XC ∧ LC .

Similarly, for all banks, i ∈ B, the clearing payment of bank i, Φ(XC ,XB)i, is a non-decreasing

continuous function of XC , as it is the composition of the non-decreasing affine map XB →

γi + pi +
∑

ch∈C [Xch(k) ·Πchi − g
ch
i ] and the non-decreasing concave map XB → XB ∧ LiC .

To show that the map is bounded, note that, Φ(0,0) ≥ (0,0) and Φ(XC ,XB) ≤ (XC ,XB) due

to the assumptions of limited liability and absolute priority of debt over equity.

This implies that Φ is monotone and a complete lattice. By the Lattice-theoretical fixpoint

theorem of Tarski [1955], this implies the existence of a greatest and least clearing vector, which

concludes the proof of Theorem 5.4.1.

Uniqueness of the clearing vector - Proof of Theorem 5.4.2

In order to prove the uniqueness of the clearing vector in a financial network with multiple

CCPs, the definition of a surplus set from Eisenberg and Noe [2001] will be useful.

Definition 5.4.1. A set S ⊂ N is a surplus set if no node in the set has any obligations to

any node outside the set and the set has positive operating cash flows, that is

Πij = 0, if ∀(i, j) ∈ S × So

Πchj = 0, if ∀(ch, j) ∈ S × So

Πich = 0, if ∀(i, ch) ∈ S × So∑
i∈S [γi + pi] +

∑
ch∈S [γch ] > 0,

where So is the set of banks outside the surplus set.
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As noted, the operating cash flow is given by γi + pi. During the clearing process at time t = 1,

the liquidated fraction, Zi, of bank i’s long-term asset is irrelevant, because bank i cannot obtain

the fundamental value at this time. Therefore, pi, the value obtained from full liquidation, is

included in the operating cash flow available in the clearing process. The fact that the value of

qi and the realized fraction Zi are irrelevant at time t = 1, makes the early liquidation impact

align perfectly with the proof of uniqueness from Eisenberg and Noe [2001]. The main issue

at hand is to show that the introduction of multiple CCPs to the system does not alter the

network’s compatibility with Theorems 1.b and 2 from Eisenberg and Noe [2001].

Using the definition of a surplus set, we can formalize the following:

Lemma 5.4.1. Every CCP is included in a surplus set with at least two banks. Thus,

summing over all the banks in the financial network, every CCP will have a strictly positive

receivable under a clearing vector L∗. That is,

m∑
i=1

L∗i ·Πich > 0. (5.48)

Lemma 5.4.1 follows from the assumption that every bank in the financial system has to clear

a fraction of its liabilities through every CCP. This ensures that every CCP will have some

strictly positive receivable from at least one bank in the system. It also ensures that every CCP

is included in every possible surplus set.

Lemma 5.4.2. Under any clearing vector, L∗, the payment from a CCP in a surplus set,

S, will be strictly positive. That is,

L∗ch > 0, ∀ch ∈ S . (5.49)

To see that Lemma 5.4.2 holds, we start by noting that, for any CCP, ch, the clearing vector

payment under absolute priority and limited liability is given by the minimum of what ch has

and what it owes, namely

L∗ch = γch +

m∑
i

gchi +
m∑
i

L∗i ·Πich ∧
m∑
i

Lchi . (5.50)
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First, we consider the left-hand side of the minimum operator. The only restriction on the

initial endowment of the CCPs, γch , and the guarantee fund contributions, g
cj
i , is that they are

non-negative for all ch ∈ C. If we set them to zero, their minimum possible value under this

restriction, then the left-hand side of the minimum operator in (5.50) reduces to

m∑
i=1

L∗i ·Πich , (5.51)

which is strictly positive by (5.48). Hence, the left-hand side of the minimum operator in (5.50)

is strictly positive.

We go on to consider the right-hand side of the minimum operator. From the definition of Lchi,

we have
m∑
i=1

Lchi = (1− f)

m∑
i=1

Λch
i

+. (5.52)

By definition the fee charged by the CCPs are proportional to exposure and f < 1. In addi-

tion,
∑m

i=1 Λch
i

+ is non-negative by definition, and therefore the expression in (5.52) cannot be

negative. Furthermore,
∑m

i=1 Λch
i

+ will be strictly positive as long as there is a single liability

between any two banks in the surplus set. To see this, we recall how Λch
i is constructed, i.e.

Λch
i =

m∑
j=1

Lch
ji −

m∑
j=1

Lch
ij .

The only way to have Λch
i

+ sum over i to zero, will be if every net liability in Lch
ij is zero. We as-

sume that every CCP ch ∈ C has some interbank liability to clear, and so this cannot be the case3.

We have seen that the term on either side of the minimum operator in (5.50) is strictly posi-

tive, which leads us to conclude that the payment from each CCP, ch, is strictly positive. This

concludes the proof of Lemma 5.4.2.

Lemma 5.4.1 and Lemma 5.4.2, along with Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 of Eisenberg and Noe [2001]

lets us state the conditions under which the clearing vector of anetwork with multiple CCPs

is unique. By Lemma 5.4.1 and Lemma 5.4.2, we can see that Theorem 5.4.2, corresponding

to Theorem 2 in Eisenberg and Noe [2001] along with its proof, can be applied to the clearing

vector with multiple CCPs. Therefore, a financial system with multiple CCPs has a unique

clearing vector as long as the system is regular.

3Even if it were the case, this would imply a unique clearing vector of zeroes.
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Recall that regularity boils down to the existence of some value somewhere in the system that

can reach all nodes in the system. This could either be acheived by strong connectivity between

all nodes in the system, or by assuming the existence of some initial value in all nodes of the

system. While the central counterparties certainly improve the connectivity of the financial

network, they do not rule out the existence of a surplus set smaller than the entire network.

Therefore, we will need to assume that every bank has some initial positive value to distribute

in order to ensure the uniqueness of the clearing vector; under Lemma 5.4.2, it is sufficient to

assume that every bank in the financial system has some positive value to distribute in order

to obtain regularity. This is due to the fact that any payment made to a CCP will trigger a

distribution of some value back into the system. In other words, a system of m banks and n

CCPs will be regular under the weak assumption that every bank i has some value to distribute,

i.e.

γi + pi > 0, ∀i ∈ B (5.53)

As long as (5.53) holds, there exists a unique clearing vector.

Determining the clearing vector

Having determined the existence and uniqueness of the clearing vector in the case of multiple

CCPs, we can go on to consider the means to obtain its values. The clearing vector can be deter-

mined using the algorithm given in Table 5.2 below. Initially, we set the vector of payments from

the banks to the CCPs equal to the minimum of what they have and what they owe, as in (5.54).

The procedure in Table 5.2 will terminate after at most h steps, where h is the number of CCPs.

In the example of two CCPs, the procedure will terminate before or at k = 2, and the vector of

payments from the last step, k = T , is the clearing vector. It consists of the bank clearing pay-

ments L∗B = (L∗1, L
∗
2, . . . , L

∗
m) where L∗i = Xi(T ) for all i in B, and the CCP clearing payments

is given by L∗C = (L∗c1 , L
∗
c2 , . . . , L

∗
cn) where L∗ch = Xch(T ) for all ch in C.

5.4.2 Equilibrium market value of the CCPs

Given the bank clearing vector, the CCPs’ equilibrium asset value at time t = 1 can be expressed

as

Ach = γch +
m∑
i=1

gchi +
m∑
i=1

L∗i ·Πich . (5.61)
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In the initial state, k = 0, set

Xi(0) =

(
γi + pi +

n∑
h=1

[
(1− f)Λch

i
+ − gchi

])
∧ LiC . (5.54)

Repeat:

1. Update k:

k = k + 1.

2. Evaluate the available cash balance of the CCPs at time t = 1:

Bch(k) = γch +

m∑
i=1

[
gchi +Xi(k − 1) ·Πich − (1− f)Λch

i
+
]

∀ch ∈ C (5.55)

and set

ch ∈

 D if Bch(k) < 0

L if Bch(k) ≥ 0.
(5.56)

3. Terminate if:

D(k) = D(k − 1) or D = ∅. (5.57)

4. Solve the system:

Xch(k) =

(
γch +

m∑
i=1

[gchi +Xi(k) ·Πich ]

)
, ∀ch ∈ D(k) (5.58)

Xch(k) =
m∑
i=1

(1− f)Λch
i

+ = Lch , ∀ch ∈ L (5.59)

Xi(k) =

(
γi + pi +

n∑
h=1

[Xch(k) ·Πchi − g
ch
i ]

)
∧ LiC . (5.60)

The system above will be one of m+ n equations with ≤ m+ n unknowns.

Table 5.2: Algorithm 2 - Fictitious defaults of CCPs. An algorithm for determining the clearing vector

of a network with central clearing by multiple CCPs.
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5.4.3 Equilibrium market value of the banks

Similar to section 5.3.3, we now start by finding the banks’ nominal share of each guarantee

fund. These represent the amount paid by bank i to a guarantee fund in excess of its liability to

the respective CCP and what has not been utilized in order to ensure the survival of the CCP.

The nominal share of bank i in the guarantee fund of CCP ch is given by

Gch
i = (Λch

i + gchi )+ − Λch
i

+, (5.62)

and the total nominal guarantee fund of CCP ch to be distributed at time t = 2 is

Gch
tot =

m∑
i=1

Gch
i . (5.63)

As in section 5.3.3, we assume that the guarantee funds are junior to the interbank liabilities,

and that the banks’ shares in these are liquidated at time t = 2. The shares will be paid out

in full, or in part, if the guarantee fund has positive value after clearing, and if the respective

CCP has the liquidity to do so at time t = 2. Each guarantee fund’s surplus in equilibrium is

therefore given by

Gch
tot
∗ = Gch

tot ∧

(
Ach − L

∗
ch
− γch −

m∑
i=1

fΛch
i

+

)+

. (5.64)

Letting the redistribution of the guarantee funds to bank i at time t = 2 follow the proportion-

ality rule, we have

Gch
i
∗ =

Gch
i

Gch
tot

·Gch
tot
∗. (5.65)

Now, the equilibrium market value of bank i’s assets at time t = 2 can be expressed by

Ai = γi + qi − Zi(qi − pi) +
n∑

h=1

[
L∗ch ·Πchi +Gch

i
∗ − gchi

]
, (5.66)

where the fraction of liquidated assets by bank i is given by

Zi =
(γi +

∑n
h=1

[
L∗ch ·Πchi − g

ch
i − Lich

]
)−

pi
∧ 1. (5.67)

5.4.4 Terminal net worth of the financial system with multiple CCPs

After the liquidation of the banks’ shares in the guarantee funds, we are able to determine the

terminal net worth of each CCPs as

Wch = Ach − Lch −G
ch
tot
∗. (5.68)
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The shortfall of each CCP equals

W sf
ch

=(Ach − Lch)− = Lch − L
∗
ch
, (5.69)

which follows from the fact that

W sf
ch

= (Ach − Lch)− = (Lch −Ach)+ =

(
Lch − (γch +

m∑
i=1

gchi +

m∑
i=1

L∗i ·Πich)

)+

, (5.70)

and by definition of the CCP clearing vector, in Table 5.2, all non-negative values of Lch −Ach

are captured by L∗ch
4.

The terminal net worth of bank i is given by

Wi = Ai −
n∑

h=1

Lich . (5.71)

The shortfall of bank i thus becomes

W sf
i =

(
Ai −

n∑
h=1

Lich

)−
=

n∑
h=1

Lich − L
∗
i . (5.72)

Again, this is due to the fact

W sf
i = (Ai −

n∑
h=1

Lich)− =

(
n∑

h=1

Lich −Ai

)+

(5.73)

=

(
n∑

h=1

Lich −

(
γi + pi +

n∑
h=1

L∗ch ·Πchi − g
ch
i

))+

(5.74)

and by definition of the bank clearing vector in Table 5.2 , all non-negative values of
∑n

h=1 Lich−

Ai are captured by L∗i , which proves (5.72).

The terminal net worth of the finanical network can be described as the aggregate terminal net

worth of each entity in the system

Vn>0 =
n∑

h=1

Wch +
m∑
i=1

Wi (5.75)

which, by (5.68) and (5.71), can be expressed as

Vn>0 =

n∑
h=1

[
Ach − Lch −G

ch
tot
∗]+

m∑
i=1

[
Ai −

n∑
h=1

Lich

]
. (5.76)

4Note that Lch =
∑m

i=1(1− f)Λ
ch+
i and L∗ch indeed never takes values larger than

∑m
i=1(1− f)Λ

ch+
i .
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By including the asset values discribed by (5.61) and (5.66) the terminal net worth of the

financial network can be expressed as

Vn>0 =

n∑
h=1

[
γch +

m∑
i=1

gchi +

m∑
i=1

L∗i ·Πich − Lch −G
ch
tot
∗
]

+

m∑
i=1

[
γi + Zipi + (1− Zi)qi +

n∑
h=1

(
L∗ch ·Πchi +Gch

i
∗ − gchi − Lich

)]
. (5.77)

Since
∑m

i=1G
ch
i
∗ = Gch

tot
∗ for all ch in C and

∑m
i=1 Πchi = 1 for all ch in C, this reduces to

Vn>0 =
n∑

h=1

γch +
m∑
i=1

L∗i ·Πich − Lch

+
m∑
i=1

[
γi + qi − Zi(qi − pi) +

n∑
h=1

(
L∗ch − Lich

)]
. (5.78)

The fact that
∑n

h=1 Πich = 1 (by definition from (5.44)) implies that
∑n

h=1 L
∗
i ·Πich = L∗i .

Therefore, we can express the terminal net worth of the financial network as a relation between

the aggregate fundamental value of initial assets, the aggregate liquidation loss, and the shortfall

induced by each entity in the network

Vn>0 =
n∑

h=1

γch +
m∑
i=1

γi +
m∑
i=1

qi︸ ︷︷ ︸
fundamental value of assets

−
m∑
i=1

Zi(qi − pi)︸ ︷︷ ︸
liquidation loss

−
n∑

h=1

(
Lch − L

∗
ch

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

loss induced by the CCPs

−
m∑
i=1

(
n∑

h=1

Lich − L
∗
i

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
loss induced by bank i

. (5.79)

By (5.69) and (5.72), the aggregate terminal net worth of the financial network can be expressed

as a relation that is directly comparable to that of (5.20) and (5.37)

Vn>0 =
n∑

h=1

γch +

m∑
i=1

γi +
m∑
i=1

qi︸ ︷︷ ︸
fundamental value of assets

−
m∑
i=1

Zi(qi − pi)︸ ︷︷ ︸
liquidation loss

−

(
n∑

h=1

W sf
ch

+
m∑
i=1

W sf
i

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

liability shortfall

. (5.80)
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Chapter 6

Model specifications

This chapter introduces the specifications that we propose for the framework presented above.

In addition, we will take a look at some of the many possible modifications of the model that

enables the analysis of different CCP architectures.

6.1 Modelling systemic risk

As the topic of this thesis is to evaluate different network structures in terms of systemic risk, we

commence this chapter by specifying how we quantify this measure of systemic risk. We do this

in a simulation-based setup, where we approximate the expected value of a network’s terminal

net worth, E[Vn], by the average over all simulations of the performance of the network. In what

follows, we will refer to this approximation for a given network by the term terminal net worth.

The fact that we are evaluating a closed financial system, in which no entity can obtain value from

outside the network, implies that the expectation (E[Vn]), has an upper bound corresponding

to the maximum value of Vn. The maximum terminal net worth of a network with n CCPs and

m banks is given by

V max
n =

m∑
i=1

[γi + qi] +

n∑
h=1

γch . (6.1)

This maximum value is obtainable only when every bank pays its obligations in full without

liquidating any of part its long-term investment.

From equation (6.1) it is obvious that, for any two systems with different numbers of CCPs, say
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n1 < n2, to be comparable, we need to ensure

n1∑
h=1

γch =

n2∑
h=1

γch . (6.2)

We do this by allocating an equal fraction, 1/n, of the total CCP capital in a single-CCP network

to all CCPs in a n-CCP network. This ensures that the maximum obtainable terminal net worth

of the networks are equal, i.e.

V max ≡ V max
n1

= V max
n2

. (6.3)

Furthermore, we must ensure that a system without central clearing is directly comparable to

the single- and multiple-CCP networks, i.e. that the addition of a CCP does not add to the

initial value of the system. This is equivalent to ensuring that the maximum obtainable terminal

net worth of all networks is the same. As we assume that CCPs are endowed with an initial

capital of γch this value has to be included in the system without central clearing. We do this

by simply adding the sum of the CCPs initial capital to the system without central clearing at

time t = 2. We can think of this as an inactive entity in the system that does not engage in the

trading activities with other banks. The capital of this inactive entity is earmarked for central

clearing purposes.

We can now define the maximum obtainable terminal net worth of any network considered in

this thesis as:

V max ≡ V max
0 = V max

n1
= · · · = V max

nh
. (6.4)

The insight that each system has a maximum obtainable total terminal net worth and the fact

that this is the same across different network structures, helps us see the link between the

expected realized terminal net worth, E[Vn], and systemic risk. The realization Vn will be less

than or equal to V max
n , with the potential reduction being due to default on interbank liabilities

and early liquidation of the long-term investment. Hence, our measure of systemic risk is defined

as:

ρ(Vn) = V max − E [Vn] . (6.5)

The systemic risk measure in (6.5) captures the severity of liquidation loss and liability shortfall

in the financial network.

Let us be very specific about the choice of allocation of the initial capital of the CCP in the

network without central clearing. We argued that in order to make all networks comparable it
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was necessary to add the value corresponding to the initial capital of all CCPs to the no-CCP

network. This value is added at time t = 2, and so it will not be used in the clearing process.

The alternative of distributing this value to the banks would represent more efficient use of the

capital, while maintaining the same maximum obtainable terminal net worth of the network.

The following example illustrates the potentially undesirable effects of distributing the initial

CCP capital among banks in the network without central clearing. In order to understand the

argument clearly, we need to dig into the very nature of our systemic risk measure.

One of the conditions for comparability in terms of systemic of networks is that they all have the

same maximum obtainable value, V max. Since a network with CCPs has a total CCP capital

of γC , this value has to be added to the network without central clearing, in order to meet this

condition. γC can be added to the no-CCP network in two ways1, namely by

1. adding the value to the terminal net worth at time t = 2, or

2. distributing the value among the banks in the network.

For a system with central clearing by any number of CCPs, the value of γC has three alternative

distributions, namely by

1. adding the value to the terminal networth at time t = 2,

2. distributing the value among the banks in the network, or

3. distributing the value among the n CCPs.

Consider a network with multiple CCPs where γC is allocated to the banks instead of to the

CCPs, i.e. alternative 2. This choice of allocation can in fact improve the terminal net worth of

the system with multiple CCPs. For example, if the interbank liabilities are small enough that

no banks default in either case (with and without central clearing), the allocation of γC to the

CCPs can yield a network in which some banks will be forced to liquidate a higher fraction of

their long-term investment than in the zero CCP case. On the other hand, the allocation of γC

to the banks can stem these very same liquidations, thereby yielding a higher terminal net worth.

Now, this is interesting, and it points to a weakness in the systemic risk measure. We can ob-

serve a change in the terminal net worth even though there are no defaults and thereby no entity

1Naturally, any combination of these allocations is possible, but we separate them here for simplicity.
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that enduces a liability shortfall loss to the system. This fact lets us see that the decrease in

terminal net worth does not stem from the cascade property of the network. Thinking in terms

of the fictitious default algorithm, we have simply altered the likelihood of early liquidation and

default at the first stage. When we wish to compare the systemic risk of any two networks,

and not simply their expected terminal net worth, it is important that the conditions off all

banks in the two networks at the first stage are the same. While an equal maximum obtainable

value across networks is a condition for comparability of terminal net worth, the equal first-stage

health of banks is an important condition for systems to be comparable in terms of systemic risk.

In any network with central clearing, it is most natural to place the capital with the CCP(s).

This is due to their systemic importance, and the reason why this value is added in the model

in the first place. The initial capital of the CCPs is an essential addition to the collateral posted

from the banks. Having seen that alternative 2 can in some cases dominate alternative 3, it

seems unfair to initially include γC . This potential advantage for the network without cen-

tral clearing makes it very difficult to compare its systemic risk measure with that of networks

of multiple CCPs. The condition of systemic risk comparability is not met when one network

distributes the initial capital, γC , to the banks, while the other notwork allocates it to the CCPs.

In the numerical examples of this thesis, we must be very careful in making sure that the

networks are not just comparable in terms of terminal net worth, but also in terms of systemic

risk.

6.2 Modelling exposure

Now that we have a means of analyzing and comparing systemic risk in a multiple-CCP en-

vironments, we continue by proposing a setup for modelling exposure. The random interbank

liabilities can be drawn in many different ways. This section presents a technique in they are

drawn as random variables based on pairs from the bivariate normal distribution, following

Amini et al. [2014]. Alternative methods, opening for more complex correlation structures are

given in Appendices B.1 and B.2.

As we will see in the numerical examples in Chapter 7, the way in which we draw the interbank

liabilities to represent interbank exposure, will greatly affect the results. We will therefore con-
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sider different assumptions under which to draw interbank liabilities with multiple CCPs. We

begin with a method for drawing liabilities between m banks within a single market.

Following Amini et al. [2014], we draw pairs from the bivariate normal distribution given by

(Yij , Yji) ∼ N


 0

0

 ,
 σ2

ij σij

σji σ2
ji


 . (6.6)

We let the absolute values of these pairs, (|Yij |, |Yji|) represent the liability between bank i and

j before netting, considering Yij as the sum of the value of all of bank i’s out-of-the-money

contracts with bank j and vice versa for Yji. We can represent all obligations before netting by

the matrix

Y =


0 |Y12| · · · |Y1m|

|Y21| 0 · · · |Y2m|
...

...
. . .

...

|Ym1| |Ym2| · · · 0

 (6.7)

As we assume full bilateral netting the interbank liability matrix, L, will be represented by the

netted liabilities, and its entries are therefore given by

Lij = (|Yij | − |Yji|)+ (6.8)

Lji = (|Yji| − |Yij |)+ . (6.9)

Drawing the interbank liabilities from the bivariate distribution in this way allows for the pos-

sibility of correlation among the amounts owed between the same banks. A higher absolute

value of correlation will yield a lower expected the net amount owed. However, this method

implies that the liability of bank i to one counterparty is independent of bank i’s liability to

other counterparties.

We can calibrate the values of σij and σji so that the interbank liabilities before netting yields

any desired gross market value, which is defined below.

6.2.1 Calibration towards gross market value

Following Amini et al. [2014] and OCC [2010], we define a bank’s gross positive fair value as the

sum of the fair values of contracts where the bank is owed money, without netting. This way,
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the gross positive fair value of bank i is the maximum losses that it is exposed to in the event

that there was no netting, no received collateral, and all its counterparties are in default. The

gross market value is now defined as the sum of gross positive fair values across every bank in

the market. This corresponds the sum over all entries in matrix Y in (6.7). For bank i the gross

positive fair value of its outstanding contracts is given by

E

∑
j 6=i

|Yij |

 , (6.10)

where |Yij | is the sum of in-the-money positions for bank i towards bank j.

As illustrated in (6.8), we let the net liability of bank i to bank j be the taken as the difference

in the absolute value of the bivariate normal pair (Yij , Yji). We draw the pair as in Duffie and

Zhu [2011], with mean [0, 0]T and covariance matrix σ2
ij σij

σji σ2
ji

 , (6.11)

where we set

σij = σ · ntl · si ·
sj∑
x 6=i sx

. (6.12)

si represents the market share of bank i, and ntl is the notional amount outstanding in the

market that one wishes to model. In the case of the numerical examples in Chapter 7 is the

market for single-name CDSs.

Now, we can calibrate σ to any given gross market value, gmv, so that each bank i has an

expected total liability to all other banks that corresponds to its share of the gross market

value, gmv · si. This reqiures

E

∑
j 6=i

|Yij |

 =
2

2π
· σ · si ·

∑
j 6=i

sj∑
h6=i sh

, (6.13)

which yields

σ =

√
2π · gmv
2 · ntl

. (6.14)

This calibration would, in expectation, provide us with the liability matrix L illustrated in (5.1)

corresponding to the specified levels of notional amount outstanding and gross market value.
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Drawing multiple liability matrices for markets that are either assumed perfectly correlated or

perfectly independent requires no alteration from the method described above. In the case of

perfectly independent markets, one would simply repeat the setup above for n fractions of the

original notional amounts, given by the vector ntl, n fractions of the original gross market

value, given by the vector gmv, and n vectors of length m specifying the market fraction of

each bank in each market. Methods for drawing interbank liabilities from the multivariate

normal distribution, introducing correlation within and across markets are described in detail

in Appendix B.

6.3 Modelling collateral

One of the key differences of trading OTC derivatives centrally as opposed to bilaterally is

the mangement of collateral. This modelling aspect is therefore an integral part of evaluating

systemic risk in financial networks. This section presents and discusses the implementation of

collateral mangement of the results presented in Chapter 7.

As mentioned in section 3.2.4 collateral management in regards to central clearing is comprised

of variation margin, initial margin, and a contribution to the default fund. As the management

of VM is no different from an ordinary bilateral collateral mangement agreement and due to the

fact that we model exposure as a shock in market value which generates VM calls at time t = 1,

this section will focus on the modelling of IM and the contribution to the DF.

Recall that both the IM and the contribution to the DF are unidirectional collateral, which are

posted by banks to a CCP prior to becoming as member, hence collateral in addition to the

current mark-to-market value of a counterparty’s portfolio. The important distinction between

IM and contribution to the DF is that posted IM works as the CCP’s insurance against the

default of each individual bank, whereas the contribution to the DF, which is a joint default

resource, has the purpose of ensuring the viability of the CCP.

6.3.1 Fixed contribution to the guarantee fund

Despite the clear distinction between IM and the contribution to the DF, we have chosen to

model a hybrid of the two, namely what we call the contribution to the guarantee fund. We

assume the CCP’s guarantee fund to be the sum of the two. Similar to IM and the DF, the
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guarantee fund contributions are posted a time t = 0, when all entities of the system are as-

sumed solvent. We choose to model collateral in this manner in order to evaluate systemic risk

of different network structures more efficiently. Although this is not the optimal way to model

collateral in CCP networks, it is still a fairly accurate approximation of the real world, which

will not alter our results significantly.

Our initial approach to model the guarantee fund contributions, is to assume that the con-

tribution of each bank is independent of its market share, thereby assuming that each bank’s

contribution to the guarantee fund is ”fixed” at the same amount. Despite the notation fixed,

we are able to vary the size of this contribution, though still assuming that every bank in the

system contributes the same amount to the guarantee fund.

This approach to modelling collateral is a fairly accurate representation of the contribution to

the DF, the total size of which is generally determined by the risk posed by the one or two

largest clearing members and the divided between all of the clearing members. Furthermore,

the fact that we model the guarantee fund as a joint default resource is exactly in line with

concept of a DF.

6.3.2 Variable contribution to guarantee fund

As opposed to the contribution to the DF, the amount of IM posted by a bank does in fact

dependent on the amount of risk that the bank’s portfolio poses. Therefore, asumming a fixed

contribution to guarantee fund, as described above, does not incorporate this defining charac-

teristic of IM. The proposed general model framework and its clearing mechanism can easily be

expanded to model IM accurately, but we choose the described setup for simplicity.

An alternitive approach to modelling the guarantee fund is to assume that each bank’s contri-

bution does in fact depend on its market share, and thereby indirectly the risk it poses to the

financial system. Recall that we model the guarantee fund as the sum of IM and contributions

to the DF, which does in fact depend on the potential future exposure of each individual bank.

Therefore, this representation of collateral mangement is more in line with the ”real world”,

as it encompasses the risk of each individual bank’s portfolio. The fact that the contribution

to guarantee fund is treated as a joint default resource does deviate from counterparty specific

nature of IM, a point which will be discussed further in Chapter 8.
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6.4 Modelling the price impact

This section discusses the modelling of the price impact of early liquidation of long-term assets

included in the presented model. Recall that we assume that each bank in the financial system

has an initial holding of a long-term asset that can be liquidated at time t = 1 or held to

maturity at time t = 2. The liquidation value at time t = 1 is lower than the fundamental value

of obtained by holding the long-term investment until maturity at time t = 2. We begin with

a motivation as to why this is a sensible aspect to include in the model, and go on to consider

different ways to implement such a price impact.

6.4.1 Fire sales

Shleifer and Vishny [2011] that fire sales exist in finance and macroeconomics. They relate much

of the paper to the recent financial crisis. Their mechanism for modelling a decrease in prices

during fire sales includes two types of buyers. The first type is the natural or high value buyer,

a buyer that will use the product in such a way as to utilize the entire real potential economic

value of the good. The other buyer is a low value buyer, a buyer that does not necessarliy have

the means to utilize the full real value of the good. The decrease in price is due to a situation

that pressures the high value buyers out of the market, leaving only the low value buyers.

The situation depicted by Shleifer and Vishny [2011] is very similar to the situation of an ailing

financial institution in desperate need of liquidity. Such an institution will be forced to take

all nessecary means in order to try to ensure survival. This will include obtaining liquidity by

selling its assets, possibly at a very unfavorable time and price. These fire sales are amplified

if multiple financial institutions were to default simultaneously and the general markets are in

distress. Therefore, this point is highly relevant in the discussion of systemic risk and central

clearing.

6.4.2 Implementation of the price impact

Having established a firm ground for the assumption that there are costs associated with early

liquidation of assets with an otherwise longer investment horizon, we will consider two different

approaches to implement this effect. There are many different ways in which to include a price

impact of early liquidation in the presented model, but we find the following two to be the most

sufficient in the current setting. We will refer to these two distinct price impact methods as the
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inverse demand function method and the static price impact method.

Inverse demand function

In the working paper of Amini et al. [2013] the authors apply a different price impact than that

of Amini et al. [2014], presented in section 5.3. In Amini et al. [2013], it is assumed that the

long-term assets held by each bank in the network are of the same type, so that early liquidation

by a single bank will affect the market price that other banks can obtain through early liqui-

dation of their own assets. This is modelled with an inverse demand function, a function that

takes into account the total quantity of assets liquidated in the system at time t = 1 yielding a

lower price as the quantity sold increases.

In this way, the interconnectedness of the dealer banks in the network seems more present, as

the actions of a single bank affects the price that every other bank in the network can obtain for

their long-term assets and vice versa. The inverse demand function should be seen in compari-

sion to a case were the liquidation price of the long-term assets is not connected. Of course, the

assumption that the price of the clearing members’ long-term assets are perfectly independent

is an unrealistic assumption, seeing as they tend to hold large quantities of very similar financial

instruments in their respective portfolios. Thus, this inverse demand function mechanism may

very well be a more realistic way in which to model the price impact mechanism in our proposed

model. Amini et al. [2013] showed the existence and uniqueness of a clearing vector under some

very realistic assumptions about the nature of the inverse demand function, and so this price

impact method can easily be applied to our setup.

Despite the fact that the inverse demand function might be the more realistic method of mod-

elling the price impact, it requires the specification of a particular function. In addition, it adds

to the complexity of the model in terms of obtaining simulation results. Seeing as this thesis is

concerned with bank interaction with central clearing, the actual analysis of the inverse demand

function and its specification will not be directly relevant at this point. Thus, we will consider

a more simple alternative method of price impact modelling.

Static price impact

By applying a static price impact method, we simply assume that bank i’s long-term assets have

a fundamental value, qi, that can be obtained at time t = 2, and a lower early liquidation value,
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pi, which is available at time t = 1 if the bank is forced to liquidate. This is the method described

in section 5.1. It is a much more simple and straightforward price impact approach compared

to the inverse demand function, albeit probably less realistic, seeing as the early liquidation of

one banks’ assets no longer affects the obtainable price of early liquidation of other banks.

One would suspect that the static price impact model yields a setup in which systemic risk is

less pronounced when banks are illiquid and insolvent, seeing as the inverse price impact further

makes the network more interconneted through the price impact. However, this is not necessarily

the case as the difference in the effect on systemic risk from the choice of price impact methods

depends crucially on many of the parameters of the model.

6.5 Modelling entities in the network

As the purpose of this thesis is to evaluate systemic risk of networks with multilpe CCPs, it is

important to specify how the single-name OTC CDS market is divided between them. In the

onwards discussion we will simply assume that every CCP has an equal share of the market.

We do this for two particular reasons. First, we do not model the contribution to the guarantee

fund as dependent of a CCPs market share. Therefore, it would be unreasonable to assume an

equal contribution to the guarantee fund while changing the CCPs market share significantly.

Second, we want to able to evaluate systemic risk from changing the architecture of a network

i.e. changing the number of CCPs, and not necessarily the effect of the distribution of the market.

In the results presented in Chapter 7, we assume that every network is populated by 10 banks.

We choose this number of banks based on the accounts of the OTC derivatives market in the

US (OCC [2010], Table 2). The 5 largest US banks that deal OTC credit derivatives account

for more than 95% of the market. We therefore find it reasonable to assume that these 5 banks

account for the majority of the risk in the market. In addition, we assume that there exists an

equal European market for OTC credit derivatives that is distributed fairly similar and so the

total number of banks amounts to 10.

In previous chapters, we did not specify the number of banks that populate the network or the

number of CCPs offering central clearing of their OTC derivatives. We refrained from these

specifications in order to present the framework in its most general form and due to the fact
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that the framework is not limited to any specific number of banks or CCPs. As the purpose

of introducing central counterparties is to utilize their central position, the number of CCPs

is in fact subject to an intuitive upper boundary. This follows from the fact that increasing

the number of CCPs in a network will diminish the central position of each CCP, and thereby

dismiss the initial purpose of central clearing. If the number of CCPs exceeds the number banks,

the banks will have a more central position and thereby be better suited to act as the central

enitities. Therefore, we assume that the number of CCPs is lower than the number of banks that

populate the network of interest i.e. n > m, and choose to present results with n = 0, 1, ..., 5

CCPs.
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Chapter 7

Numerical examples and results

This chapter presents applications of the proposed model to the analysis of systemic risk in

financial networks with an increasing number of central counterparties. In section 7.1, the ter-

minal net worth of networks with an increasing number of CCPs will be evaluated under different

assumptions about the correlation between interbank liabilities. In section 7.2, we analyze the

network’s sensitivity to the guarantee fund policy and fee structure of the CCPs. In both sec-

tions, we are careful to ensure that the networks are comparable in terms of the systemic risk

measure, as will be specified in the beginning of section 7.1.1. To illustrate the importance of

comparability in terms of systemic risk, section 7.3 presents an example in which the liabilitity

structures are drawn differently which yields significantly different results.

The general procedure applying to all the numerical examples in this chapter begins with draw-

ing random sets of liabilities. For each simulation, these random liabilities are run through the

clearing network models corresponding to zero CCPs (the model of Eisenberg and Noe), a single

CCP (the proposed model of Amini et al. [2014]), and n = 2, 3, 4, and 5 CCPs (the model of

this thesis). For each simulation, we sum over the terminal net worth of all entities in the net-

work, and obtain the terminal net worth of the entire system for each specific network. Taking

the average over all simulations, we approximate the expected terminal net worth of each system.

All codes for the implementation of the models and the random drawing procedure that gener-

ates the results in this chapter are included in Appendix B.3. Our own model, as well as those

of Eisenberg and Noe Amini et al. [2014], have been implemented by the authors of this thesis.

In every figure (except Figure 7.7) in this chapter, the terminal net worth of a financial system
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is measured along the second axis. For the sake of illustration, we have chosen to use the

performance of the system without central clearing as a reference. In other words, we always

plot the following quantaties

E[Vn]− E[V0], for n = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5

In this way, the actual measure along the second axis can be seen as a gain in terminal net

worth due to central clearing. The notion of gain is adopted here, and yet this is not meant to

imply that centrally cleared networks always outperform networks without central clearing. In

fact, Amini et al. [2014] address this very issue for the case of a single CCP. Their Theorem 5.2

points to the fact that central clearing by a single CCP will not always reduce systemic risk,

and provides the sufficient conditions under which it does. Still, one of the main underlying mo-

tivations for the application of central clearing is the mitigation of systemic risk, which would

be represented by an increase in terminal net worth in this context. Therefore, it seems sensible

to refer to the difference in expected terminal net worth with and without central clearing by

the term gain. Even when there is a loss due to central clearing, this can be thought of as a

negative gain, since the intented outcome was not met.

In addition to the figures that plot the gain from central clearing in this chapter, we include

plots of the expected terminal net worth in each network (E[V0] through E[V5]), corresponding

to all examples in this chapter, in Appendix A.4.

Throughout this chapter, we will use the model parameters summarized on Table 7.1, changing

only the variables beneath the dashed line corresponding to the CCPs’ initial capital, guarantee

fund and fee structure in section 7.2. All the variables, except the number of banks, their market

shares, and the proportional fee charged by CCPs are given in billions of US dollars.

The total market in our numerical examples will have notional amounts outstanding and a gross

market value corresponding to the market for single-name OTC CDS at the end of June 2010,

as found in Table 19 in BIS [2010]. This is in line Amini et al. [2014]. We set

gmv = 1, 000

ntl = 18, 000

also given in billions of US dollars. However, in section 7.1 and 7.3, we will vary the gross market

value from zero to twice the size of that of June 2010 (gmv ∈ [0; 2, 000]), holding the notional
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Parameter Value

Number of banks m 10

The market share of each bank si ∀i : 1/10

The cash holdings of bank i γi ∀i: 40

The fundamental value of the external asset qi ∀i: 30

The liquidation value of the external asset pi ∀i: qi/2 = 15

The sum of the CCPs’ capital holdings
∑n

h=1 γch 300

The sum of the CCPs’ guarantee funds
∑n

h=1 g
ch 80

The proportional fee charged by CCPs f 0

Table 7.1: Parameter summary

amounts constant at ntl = 18, 000. This corresponds to CDS markets with the same number

of open contracts, in which the probability of the defaults of the underlying entities increases.

This is equivalent to increasing the volatility of credit spreads. Therefore, we are able to see

the effects on systemic risk from changing the central clearing mechanism for different volatility

scenarios.

The actual calibration towards gross market value is done as suggested in section 6.2.1. Recall

that we define notional amounts outstanding as the sum of the notional amounts of all contracts

in the market, and the gross market value as the sum of absolute positive fair value of these

contracts.

7.0.1 Systemic risk relationship

In section 6.1, we established the relationship between the expected terminal net worth, E[Vn],

of a financial network and its systemic risk. Recall that the maximum obtainable value for Vn

is given by the sum of all cash holdings, the fundamental values of long-term assets, and the

initial capital of all CCPs, which equals

V max
n>0 =

m∑
i=1

[γi + qi] +

n∑
h=1

γch = 700 + 300 = 1, 000.

In order to make the multiple-CCP networks comparable to the network without central clearing,

we will simply add γC = 300 to the terminal net worth of the system with no CCP. This allocation

of initial CCP capital was discussed in section 6.1. We imagine that there exists a regulating
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entity in all scenarios, with and without central clearing. The regulator is assumed to have

an available capital of γC , which is either distributed among the CCPs in the case of central

clearing, or remains unused until time t = 2. Under this assumption, all networks, including

that without central clearing, will have the maximum obtainable terminal net worth of

V max =
m∑
i=1

[γi + qi] + γC = 700 + 300 = 1, 000.

Equipped with the Eisenberg and Noe model, the model of Amini et al., and our own multiple-

CCP model, we can simulate random interbank liabilities in a Monte Carlo setup, and ap-

proximate the expected terminal net worth of networks corresponding to any desired number

of CCPs. In the numerical examples below, we consider networks with n = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5

CCPs, estimating the corresponding expected terminal net worth of each one, E[Vn]. Naturally,

these quantities cannot exceed V max, and the two sources that cause the decrease from V max to

E[Vn] were determined in sections 5.2.3, 5.3.4, and 5.4.4 as the liquidation loss and the liability

shortfall.

7.1 Increasing the number of CCPs

In this section, we will evaluate the performance of systems with n = 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 CCPs, using

the system with no central clearing (n = 0) as a benchmark. Intuitively, the increase of the

number of CCPs will affect the degree of bilateral and multilateral netting. The benefit from

netting efficiency is sensitive to the correlation structure of interbank liabilities. In light of this

intuition, we present the results from increasing the number of CCPs with full independence,

correlation within markets, and correlation across markets in sections 7.1.1, 7.1.2, and 7.1.3,

respectively.

7.1.1 Independent markets

We use the model parameters of Table 7.1 and draw liabilities corresponding to five different

markets for networks of all numbers of CCPs. These five markets exist in every network, and

we assume that every bank is exposed to each market. Naturally, this implies that we consider

networks with equal aggregate gross market value and aggregate notional amounts. All networks

are modelled with an aggregate gross market value in the range from zero to two thousand (bil-

lion US dollars). This way of drawing the liabilities is illustrated in (7.1).
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(7.1)

Let us consider a simple example that illustrates how we model networks with different numbers

of CCPs. Imagine that every network is populated by ten banks operating on two CDS markets,

A and B. In case 1, the network also includes two CCPs, c1 and c2. All banks are required to

clear all their type-A contracts through CCP c1 and all their type-B contracts through CCP c2.

In case 2, the network only includes a single CCP, capable of clearing both type-A and type-B

contracts. The banks are required to clear all their contracts, type A and type B, through this

CCP. Finally, in case 3, the network does not include a CCP. Every bank deals in both type-A

and type-B contracts with all other banks in the network, enabling bilateral netting of both

contract types. This example can easily be expanded to any number of CCPs and any number

of contract types. An example with five CCPs and five CDS markets is illustrated in (7.2).

We assume that there is no correlation between liability pairs across or within different markets,

i.e. obligations between the same counterparties on different markets, or between any liability

pair within the same market. This is reflected by the differently colored pairs in (7.1).

We can imagine a scenario in which policy-makers have imposed mandatory central clearing

of financial instruments traded on five different markets in an effort to mitigate systemic risk.

There is a small set of ten large banks that operate on all five markets. We can think of these five

as the markets for single-name OTC CDS in five different regions. The question now is whether

these markets should be cleared by five different CCPs, one for each market, or whether they

should all be cleared by a single CCP, in terms of financial stability. As discussed in Part I
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of this thesis, it is, in practice, common for CCPs to specialize in clearing specific financial

instruments. While most CCPs in operation today clear many types of derivatives and operate

in different regions, they usually do so through separate entities.

(7.2) illustrates how we allocate the clearing of interbank liabilities stemming from the five

different markets in networks with different numbers of CCPs. The matrices L refer to the ones

in (7.1).

Five CCPs: Lc1︸ ︷︷ ︸
CCP1

, Lc2︸ ︷︷ ︸
CCP2

, Lc3︸ ︷︷ ︸
CCP3

, Lc4︸ ︷︷ ︸
CCP4

, Lc5︸ ︷︷ ︸
CCP5

Four CCPs: Lc1 + 1/4 · Lc5︸ ︷︷ ︸
CCP1

, Lc2 + 1/4 · Lc5︸ ︷︷ ︸
CCP2

, Lc3 + 1/4 · Lc5︸ ︷︷ ︸
CCP3

, Lc4 + 1/4 · Lc5︸ ︷︷ ︸
CCP4

...

A single CCP: Lc1 + Lc2 + Lc3 + Lc4 + Lc5︸ ︷︷ ︸
CCP1

(7.2)

(7.2) illustrates an important feature of this setup, namely that the underlying economic envi-

ronment is the exact same under all systems. The banks are involved in transactions on five

markets, and we only alter the way in which the resulting interbank liabilities are cleared. This

ensures that the link between terminal net worth and systemic risk is not distorted by any under-

lying changes, which enables the sensible analysis of how the increasing number of CCPs affects

systemic risk. The effect of changing this property of the simulation setup is shown in section 7.3.

A higher value of the gain in expected terminal net worth represents a more stable financial

network, thus implying lower systemic risk. Figure 7.1 shows that a network with central clearing

by a single CCP is more stable than a network without central clearing. Note that this result

does not always hold, and that for some parameter values, the network without central clearing

is more stable than that of single CCP. Furthermore, we observe an increase in systemic risk

when we introduce additional central counterparties to a network that already applies central

clearing. This increase is a result of the reduction in multilateral netting, as predicted by Duffie

and Zhu [2011] and Cont and Kokholm [2014].
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Figure 7.1: Analysis of the gain in expected terminal net worth from central clearing with an increasing

number of CCPs for five independent markets. All model parameters are specified in Table 7.1.

7.1.2 Correlation within each market

We now relax the assumption of independence among transactions within each market, while

assuming the same market setup as above. The transactions of all banks within a specific mar-

ket now have a certain correlation, yet we still assume full independence of transactions across

markets. We wish to see how this intra-market correlation affects the gains in financial stability

from central clearing.

Following the example where each market of the CCPs represents the single-name CDS market

in different regions. In this case, a shock in credit spreads occuring in a specific region (such as

downgrade of a sovereign rating) could potentially effect all CDS contracts in this region and

thereby all contracts within a market. This would represent a situation where the correlations

modelled in this section applies.

Equation (7.4) illustrates how correlation within markets is modelled in this example. All

liabilities within the same market are now dependent with a correlation coefficient1 of ρw = 0.5,

1The level of correlation is set at this level for illustration purposes, and we do not claim that this is realistic.
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and we achieve this by drawing the interbank obligations before netting from the multivariate

normal distribution. For the technical details of how the correlation structure is set up, see

section B.1 in Appendix B.
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(7.3)

One would expect this type of correlation to affect netting efficiency when the markets are

pooled into a smaller number of CCPs. As the number of CCPs increases, each CCP becomes

more exposed to extreme liabilities, due to the introduction of correlation within each market.

When the number of CCPs decreases, this effect is mitigated, due to the fact that the number

of independent markets pooled within each CCP increases.

This correlation should further improve the advantage to the single-CCP network over the

systems with multiple CCPs. However, the single-CCP network does not necessarily have an

advantage over the network without central clearing. This is due to our assumption that the

banks apply full bilateral netting in the absence of a CCP. Recall the trade-off between bilateral

and multilateral netting discussed in section 3.2.3. The full netting efficiency from bilateral

netting is conserved when we introduce a single CCP, and it comes with the addition of the

efficiency of netting across markets. This is due to the fact that central clearing by a single

CCP enables netting across markets and banks. However, central clearing by multiple CCPs

will fragment clearing across markets, and thereby reduces netting efficiency.

The results in Figure 7.2 coincide with this intuition. In the plot, the dashed lines represent

the values obtained under the assumption of full independence, i.e. those of Figure 7.1. We see
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Figure 7.2: Modelling performance as the number of CCPs increase allowing for correlation within the

markets cleared by different CCPs. The dashed lines represents the results from 7.1.1. All model param-

eters are specified in Table 7.1.

that the introduced correlation always reduces the gain from central clearing. Furthermore, the

fragmented clearing of multiple CCPs now yields a more severe reduction in netting efficiency.

The netting across markets is more valuable when this correlation within markets is prevelant.

The reduction in netting efficiency from introducing correlation within markets is also captured

in the network without central clearing, and so the reference with and without correlation with

each market is different (see Figure A.4.2 in Appendix A). Remember that the variable of interest

is the gain from central clearing.

7.1.3 Correlation across markets

Above, we saw the effects of assuming correlation among transactions cleared within each CCP

on the gain from central clearing. Let us consider the effects from assuming that there is

correlation across the CCPs, that is, assuming that liabilities from trades between the same

counterparties on different markets are correlated.

We can imagine that bank i and bank j have underlying reasons for taking up derivatives

positions that are similar across the five different markets. Underlying reasons could include the
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need to hedge exposure to a certain industry (such as the oil industry). A change in the economic

outlook of a specific industry (such as a drop in the price of oil) would affect industry-specific

CDS contracts in all regions. Combined with the tendency of banks to take up similar positions

across different markets, this would lead to correlation between liability pairs across markets.
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(7.4)

Equation (7.4) illustrates the correlation structure considered in this example. The results of

this experiment are plotted in Figure 7.3, where the correlation coefficient used is ρa = 0.50.

Note that we again assume independence within each market. The results of section 7.1.1 are

included as dashed lines for comparison. We see that the decrease in netting efficiency from

fragmented clearing is unaffected by the introduction of inter-market correlation. In fact, cross-

market correlation does not alter the benefit from netting across markets by a lower number of

CCPs. However, this type of correlation does lead to a slight decrease in the gain from central

clearing. This is due to the fact that the net payables to the CCPs can take on more extreme

values.

7.2 Network sensitivity to the guarantee fund policy and fee

structure of the CCP

In this section, we analyze the sensitivity of networks to changes in the requirement of guarantee

fund contributions and the fee charged by the CCP. For simplicity, and in order to make the

results of this analysis more distinct, we again assume independent markets, as in section 7.1.1.

In other words, this example has no correlation within or across markets. Section 7.2.1 considers
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Figure 7.3: Modelling performance as the number of CCPs increase allowing for correlation across the

markets cleared by different CCPs. The dashed lines represents the results from 7.1.1. All model param-

eters are specified in Table 7.1.

the effects on systemic risk from changing the share of banks’ cash holdings that they contribute

to the guarantee funds. Section 7.2.2 considers sensitivity to the proportional fee charged by

the CCP.

7.2.1 Adjusting the guarantee fund contributions

In this section, we change the share of banks’ cash holdings contributed to CCPs’ default funds.

We let the value of bank i’s contribution range from zero to its entire cash holdings, γi, includ-

ing the two extremes of empty guarantee funds and guarantee funds consisting of the enitre

network’s cash holdings. All other parameters will be set as in Table 7.1. Note that we in this

setup hold the aggregate gross market value fixed at $1, 000 billion for every network, while the

aggregate notional amounts outstanding are still assumed to be $18, 000.

Intuitively, this range of guarantee fund contributions represents the trade-off between combina-

tions of stable banks and a higher probability of CCP default, and the combination of less stable

banks and a lower probability of CCP default. Figure 7.4 plots the results of the experiment.
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Figure 7.4: Modelling stability of financial networks when the share of banks’ cash holdings posted to

the guarantee fund ranges from zero to one. All other parameters are as specified in Table 7.1.

The most striking feature of Figure 7.4 is that the gain from central clearing with a single CCP

is unaffected by the increase in the share of cash holdings contributed to the guarantee fund by

each bank. By contrast, for the networks cleared by multiple CCPs, we observe a concave de-

crease in terminal net worth as the share of cash holdings posted to the guarantee fund increases.

To better understand why we see this peculiar difference between the single-CCP network and

the multiple-CCP networks, we can think of the following example. For each additional dollar

contributed to the guarantee fund by bank i, the single large CCP can utilize the entire dollar

to cover the potential losses. Recall that the cash holdings of bank i, from which the additional

dollar is taken, are used to settle bank i’s outstanding liabilities. Therefore, posting the extra

dollar leaves bank i one dollar closer to a scenario in which it will induce a loss to the CCP.

This loss has to be covered by the guarantee fund, which has been increased by one dollar; bank

i is one dollar closer to triggering the use of the guarantee fund, which has become one dollar

larger. For a network with a single CCP that is initially well capitalized, this will lead to an

indifference in terms of the size of the guarantee fund contributions.
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Now, if we consider the case with two CCPs, an additional dollar from bank i posted to the

guarantee funds gives them fifty cents each. For example, if bank i has a net receivable from

CCP1 and a net payable to CCP2, then the latter CCP is the only one exposed to a default by

bank i. Therefore, in such a scenario, the additional dollar from bank i to the guarantee funds

leaves the bank a whole dollar closer to inducing a loss, while only fifty cents will be used to

cover it. The fifty cents posted to CCP2 will be used to cover the losses of the default of bank

i. The fifty cents posted to the CCP not exposed to its default, CCP1, will not be lost from the

system. The only difference now, is that these fifty cents will be distributed among the surviving

clearing members at time t = 2, and so it cannot be used in the clearing process. Therefore,

these fifty cents will not activeley be used to dampen liquidation or reduce the liability shortfall.

In addition to this property, it becomes clear from Figure 7.4 that, when all banks post nothing

to the guarantee fund, all the financial networks with central clearing outperform the network

without central clearing in terms of systemic risk. This fact provides an insight as to the optimal

level of initial funding of the CCP(s). Since all networks with CCP(s) outperform the network

without central clearing when the guarantee fund(s) have the value of zero, we might think that

the initial capitalization of the CCP(s) γC is set too high.

A third observation from Figure 7.4 is that of scarcity in the liquidity of banks. For all multiple-

CCP networks, the optimal guarantee fund allocation is zero. Posting a single dollar to guarantee

funds in networks with more than a single CCP yields a lower expected terminal net worth. This

implies that the entire value of γi is most optimally allocated to bank i at time t = 1.

Note that the total initial CCP capital is $300 billion. Every dollar added to guarantee funds

must be seen in relation to this. In line with this realization, the next example considers the

extreme case where the total initial CCP capital is $0. The consequent results are plotted in

Figure 7.5.

These results show an entirely different picture. All networks with central clearing are now

initially outperformed by the no-CCP network, and have concavely increasing expected terminal

net worth when the guarantee funds are increased. The clear difference in the results between

Figures 7.4 7.5 gives us the insight that, in addition to the trade-off between stable banks and

stable CCPs, the contributions to the guarantee fund have to be seen in relation to the initial
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Figure 7.5: Modelling stability of financial networks when the CCP(s) have no initial capital (γC = 0)

and the guarantee fund contribution goes from zero to the entire cash holdings of all banks. All other

parameters are as specified in Table 7.1.

capital of the CCPs. The scarcity of liquidity among the banks in multiple-CCP networks in

Figure 7.4 was relative to the liquidity among the CCPs. In Figure 7.5, liquidity is relatively

scarce among CCPs instead, which is why the slope of all networks with central clearing has

changed.

7.2.2 Adjusting the proportional fee charged by CCPs

In addition to the requirement of an up-front contribution to a guarantee fund, the CCPs may

charge a fee, f ∈ [0, 1[ that is proportional to the sum of the liabilities cleared by bank i at

CCP ch. A similar example to the one above is considered here, only now the guarantee fund

contributions are set as in Table 7.1. We let the proportional fee charged by CCPs vary.

Figure 7.6 plots the results of an experiment in which the fee charged by CCPs is increased

from zero towards one and assuming an initial CCP capital of zero. Setting the fee close to one

represents the extreme case in which no bank with a net receivable from the CCP will receive

any significant value. This implies that liabilities are cleared in such a way that close to all value

ends up at the CCP.
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Figure 7.6: Modelling stability of financial networks when the proportional fee charged by the CCP

increases from zero towards 1 and assuming initial CCP capital of zero. All other parameters are as

specified in Table 7.1.

In the plot above we see that all multiple-CCP networks have a optimal value corresponding to

a fee charged by the CCP. Contrary, the gain in terminal net worth of a single-CCP network

is increasing over the entire range of the fee and converges towards a maximum value. This is

due to the fact that every bank’s ability to meet their liabilities in this network is independent

of the fee charged, as it can only have a net payable or net receivable. The contrary results of

the multiple-CCP networks followed from the fact that bank’s can have both a net payable and

a net receivable and so their ability to meet their liabilities is therefore dependent on the fee

charged. The difference in dependence of the banks ability to meet their liabilities, is in fact

what caused the distinction between the single-CCP network and the multiple-CCP networks

in the analysis of change in the guarantee fund policy in Figure 7.4.

This property is a very important aspect in comparison of the network with a single versus

multiple-CCP networks. The simple example of an additional dollar added to the guarantee

fund illustrated this property. In networks with multiple CCPs the additional capital from an

increase in the fees and guarantee fund contributions will be ragmented into multiple default
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resources all of which will not necessarily be utilized. In the single-CCP network all such addi-

tional can be fully utilized to stem liquidation and liability shortfall.

Despite the fact that the single-CCP network seems to converge towards a maximum gain in

terminal net worth, the allocation of value is in fact shifted from the banks to the CCP. The

insight highligths an important consideration in terms of the measure of aggregate terminal net

worth. When we focus on the value of an entire network, it is not clear where in the network

value is located and does not consider who is entititled to the value after settlement at time t = 2.

The proposed network of this thesis does in fact enable the analysis of the allocation of value

in a network. In Figure 7.7 we plot the expected terminal net worth of the single-CCP network

and a network without central clearing. In addition, we plot the expected terminal net worth of

the banks in the single-CCP network.
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Figure 7.7: Modelling stability of a zero-CCP network and a single-CCP network when the proportional

fee charged by the CCP increases from zero towards 1 and assuming initial CCP capital of zero. The

aggregate value of all banks is include as well. All other parameters are as specified in Table 7.1.

Consider the following stylized example. We consider a set of banks in a network that have a

choice between central clearing by a single CCP or bilateral trading among themselves. We also

assume that the CCP chooses whether or not to offer central clearing services, thereby putting
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its initial capital γC at risk. Both the banks and the CCP observe a fee of f , set by a regulator,

and the banks decide whether or not to apply central clearing, and the CCP decides whether or

not to offer clearing services.

For low values of f , the expected value of the CCP is actually below zero, which would indicate

that it has a significant probability of default. This can be seen from the plot by realizing that

the expected value of the CCP is given by the difference between the light blue line (the expected

aggregate value of the system) and the yellow line (the expected value of the banks). In this

case, the value of the banks is higher than the expected terminal net worth of the system, which

is observed to the left part of the figure above. For these values of f , the CCP will have an

expected value lower than that of its initial capital of zero, and so it has no incentive to offer

the service of central clearing.

On the other hand, whenever the expected terminal net value of the banks under central clearing

falls below the expected aggregate value without central clearing, the banks would choose not

to clear through the CCP. The interval between the dashed vertical lines represents the values

for f that gives both the CCP and the banks an incentive to participate in central clearing. The

division of the surplus between the blue lines in this interval will depend on the chosen value of

f by the regulator.

If central clearing is imposed as a mandatory practice, and there exists only a single monopolist

CCP, then it does in fact have an incentive to set the fee even higher than any value inside the

interval in Figure 7.7. As we move to the right in the figure, the expected terminal net worth

of the CCP (represented as the value level of the light blue line minus the yellow line) only

increases. Therefore, if mandatory clearing is imposed, the CCP has an incentive to set the fee

at a higher level than that which would incentivized central clearing if the banks had a choice.

In this way, the results in Figure 7.7 illustrate the possible pitfalls of having a single monopolist

CCP.

7.3 Drawing the interbank liabilities with a twist

We now present an example in which the setup for drawing interbank liabilities is such that the

results differ significantly from those in Figure 7.1. This experiment is not meant to contribute
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further to the analysis of systemic risk and financial stability of networks with an increasing

number of CCPs. It is included in this chapter only to illustrate the importance of ensuring

comparability across networks in terms of systemic risk.

In the present example, we return to the method of plotting the expected gain in terminal net

worth of networks for gross market values ranging from zero to two thousand. We still make

sure that the gross market value in networks with n = 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 CCPs have markets that

make up the same aggregate gross market value. The twist in this example is that the number

of markets drawn differs across networks.

For example, in a network with a single CCP, we draw liabilities corresponding to a single market

with gross market value equal to $1, 000. We obtain the terminal net worth of this network.

Next, we draw liabilities corresponding to two new markets, each with gross market value of

$500, and obtain the terminal net worth of the network in which these two markets are cleared

by two CCPs. We continue this way until we have five markets cleared by five CCPs. The

procedure is described in (7.5).

1 CCP: L =


0 L12 · · · L1m

L21 0 · · · L2m

...
...

. . .
...

Lm1 Lm2 · · · 0


︸ ︷︷ ︸

gmv=1,000 ntl=18,000

2 CCPs: Lc1 =


0 Lc1

12 · · · Lc1
1m

Lc1
21 0 · · · Lc1

2m

...
...

. . .
...

Lc1
m1 Lc1

m2 · · · 0


︸ ︷︷ ︸

gmv=500 ntl=9,000

Lc2 =


0 Lc2

12 · · · Lc2
1m

Lc2
21 0 · · · Lc2

2m

...
...

. . .
...

Lc2
m1 Lc2

m2 · · · 0


︸ ︷︷ ︸

gmv=500 ntl=9,000

(7.5)

3 CCPs: Lc1 =


0 Lc1

12 · · · Lc1
1m

Lc1
21 0 · · · Lc1

2m

...
...

. . .
...

Lc1
m1 Lc1

m2 · · · 0


︸ ︷︷ ︸

gmv=333, ntl=6,000

Lc2 =


0 Lc2

12 · · · Lc2
1m

Lc2
21 0 · · · Lc2

2m

...
...

. . .
...

Lc2
m1 Lc2

m2 · · · 0


︸ ︷︷ ︸

gmv=333, ntl=6,000

Lc2 =


0 Lc3

12 · · · Lc3
1m

Lc3
21 0 · · · Lc3

2m

...
...

. . .
...

Lc3
m1 Lc3

m2 · · · 0


︸ ︷︷ ︸

gmv=333, ntl=6,000

... ... ...
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Corresponding to the illustration in (7.5), the five-CCP system will have five markets with gross

market value of $200 billion. The differently colored pairs are meant to indicate that we assume

independence across and within markets, as in our first experiment in Figure 7.1. Figure 7.8

plots the gain in terminal net worth for the five different systems in this experiment.
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Figure 7.8: Modelling the diversification benefit seen from the perspective of the banks with independent

markets.

The results show that the systems in which clearing is performed by multiple CCPs outperform

the system with a single CCP, and that the gain in terminal net worth is increasing in the number

of CCPs. This seems quite counterintuitive in terms of the decrease in netting efficiency from

fragmented clearing predicted by Duffie and Zhu [2011] and Cont and Kokholm [2014]. It also

contradicts all earlier results in this chapter, even though all model parameters and correlation

assumptions are identical. Fortunately, these counterintuitive results have a sensible explanation.

In fact, the way in which the liabilities are drawn in this setup does not let us compare systemic

risk between networks with a different number of CCPs directly. For example, by assuming that

there is a single market in the single-CCP network, and five markets in the five-CCP network, we

give the five-CCP network a significant advantage in terms of the banks’ diversification benefit.
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This benefit follows from the fact that we draw liabilities as a single market in the single-CCP

network, and draw five new independent markets in the network of five CCPs. Even though

aggregate gross market value is equal in every system, the systems with a higher number of

markets on which the banks operate, leaves the system less exposed to initial bank defaults. In

that sense, the gains in terminal net worth observed in Figure 7.8, from increasing the number

of CCPs, are mainly due to a mitigation of the first-stage defualt risk of each bank, and not

necessarily due to financial contagion.

Perfect correlation across markets

To further illustrate that the clearing mechanism is not the leading driver of the difference in

gains in terminal net worth when the number of CCPs increases, we do the same experiment,

only this time we let the different markets be perfectly correlated. This corresponds to drawing

the liabilities of the single large market illustrated by the first matrix in (7.5), and clearing an

equal proportion with n = 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 CCPs.
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Figure 7.9: Modelling the diversification benefit seen from the perspective of the banks with perfectly

correlated markets.

The results of this experiment is plotted in Figure 7.9, and it seems that every network now
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corresponds to that of a single CCP in terms of terminal net worth. It becomes clear that

increasing the number of CCPs clearing perfectly correlated markets will not affect the terminal

net worth of the financial system. Now, the diversification benefit from the perspective of

the banks has been removed, and we see that the significant improvement from increasing the

number of CCPs was not due to any structural property, but rather due to a diversification

benefit provided to the banks stemming from drawing the liabilities in this way.
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Chapter 8

Discussion

From the numerical examples in Chapter 7 one could be tempted to draw the premature conclu-

sion that a single-CCP network is preferable as the optimal design and clearing structure of an

OTC derivatives market. However, it is important to be aware of the underlying assumptions

and their corresponding limitations of our analysis. This chapter discusses the implications of

our main assumptions of the analysis and proposes potential extentions to the presented frame-

work.

Since the analysis of systemic risk seems to suggest that central clearing by a single CCP is

preferable it is important to note that our model disregards the aspect of competition. Any

complete analysis of the optimal clearing structure of OTC derivatives markets must include an

element of competition among the CCPs, due to the adverse effects of a monopolistic postion of

a single central counterparty. We do not incorporate the banks’ choice of CCP in our framework,

and in addition our numerical examples only considers indentical CCPs. The incentive of banks

and the fact that CCPs are not identical in reality is a key factor that has to be included in the

discussion of an optimal clearing structure.

Following the mandatory clearing mandate of OTC derivative of Dodd-Frank and EMIR, the

number of CCPs has increased significantly. Some fear that the immense competition among

CCPs will lead to relaxed membership criteria, which in turn will further increase the systemic

risk of the OTC derivatives market. Furthermore, one could imagine a race to the bottom in

terms of the price of clearing, but also in terms of the size of the default fund and initial margin

requirements, further adding to the instability of the financial network. Therefore, it is key that

this competition aspect of multiple CCP-networks is analyzed in more detail.
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In addition, the default of a large interconnected bank, holding multiple CCP memberships, has

not yet challenged the stability of multiple-CCP networks. The current required fire drills do

not incorporate the default of multiple CCP clearing member. They fail to capture the inter-

connectedness of multiple-CCP networks, even though they are supposed to test and ensure the

operational ability of clearing members to participate actively in an auction. This is a fact that

regulators should be aware of.

The benefits from the additoinal margin requirements of CCPs is one of the major arguments

for central clearing. We choose to model initial margin and the contribution to the default

fund as a single payment to a CCP’s guarantee fund. This acts as a joint default resource,

and therefore, we do not account for the counterparty specific nature of initial margin in our

analysis. Incorporating the exact nature of initial margin is a natural extention of the proposed

framework. One way in which to include this in our model, would be to assume that the cash

holdings posted as initial margins are held in individual accounts by the CCPs or a third party

custodian. This prevents banks from using them to cover liabilities and prevents CCPs from

utilizing them as a joint default resource, while still stemming the liability shortfall effect of a

defaulted bank.

It would be interesting to extend the analysis to include the effect of margin requirements in

multiple-CCP networks. Recall that Glasserman et al. [2015] argue that initial margins are in

fact superlinear in the size of a clearing member’s open positions. This incentivizes banks to

divide their exposure across multiple CCPs, which in turn leads to undermargning in aggregate.

Glasserman et al. go on to argue that CCPs are aware of this fact, and set their initial margin

requirements accordingly. Incorporating such game-theoretical aspects to the proposed frame-

work seems to be an interesting extention as well.

Another possible extention would be to include the cost of default by a clearing member, i.e. the

cost associated with the default management process. In the current setup, we do not include

the costs of hedging or auctioning off a defaulted members portfolio. This is in spite of the

fact that it is common for CCPs in practice to commence such activities, and cover the related

costs by the defaulted clearing member’s posted initial margin. One way in which to include

this in our model is to assume that the cost of defaults are proportional to the liabilities of the
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defaulted bank. Under this assumption, the cost of default can be added as a fraction of the

total liabilities of the defaulted banks.

The systemic risk measure chosen in this thesis needs to be applied with caution. The question

of whether losses in economic value for a financial institution is a consequence of being a member

of the system, rather than due to some internal property is an important consideration when

we measure systemic risk in economic value. A policy-maker with the purpose of sustaining the

financial stability in a network should also rely heavily on the speed of contagion as a measure

of systemic risk. In fact, a longer period of time between possible cascades of default provides

the policy-maker with more opportunity to engage in stabilizing activities, as has been seen in

recent financial history. The systemic risk measure in this thesis does not consider the speed

of contagion. However, it could be measured as the number of steps in the fictitious default

algorithm.

Taking all of the above into consideration, the results of this thesis should be viewed as a

contribution towards determining an optimal clearing structure of OTC derivatives markets,

rather than a conclusive solution hereof.
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Chapter 9

Conclusion

This thesis studies how the introduction of multiple central counterparties affect systemic risk

in a financial network. We do this by extending the frameworks of Eisenberg and Noe [2001]

and Amini et al. [2014]. We propose a general framework that enables the theoretical analysis of

financial networks with any number of CCPs in terms of systemic risk. The framework incorpo-

rates the dependence structure of interbank liabilities and the possibility cascading defaults of

both banks and CCPs. Following Amini et al. [2014], we include a price impact from the early

liquidation by banks of long-term incestements.

We apply the model to the single-name over-the-counter credit default swaps market. When the

origin of the interbank liabilities cleared in different systems are compatible across all networks

with different numbers of CCPs, our model produces reasonable results. In line with Amini

et al. [2014], we show that a network with a single central counterparty outperforms a network

without central clearing. In addition, we show that the introduction of an additional CCP to a

network that already applies central clearing will increase systemic risk in the network. This is

in line with the prediction that the presence of multiple CCPs fragments clearing, leading to a

decrease in the benefit from multilateral netting.

This is a simplification. One significant aspect of the choice between a single and multiple CCPs

left out of analysis is that of the potentially adverse effects of the monopolistic position held by

the single CCP. The numerical examples illustrated how the size of the guarantee fund contribu-

tions and the fee structure of the CCP(s) affect the terminal net worth of the entire system. The

single CCP can in principle set the guarantee fund and fee policies so as to maximize its own

profits, which does not necessarily imply that central clearing is preferable to the banks. Even if
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it does, we have seen that the systemic risk measure applied does not capture unfair distribution.

The numerical examples are provided in order to show the potential that lies in the multiple-

CCP model in combination with the existing clearing models from the financial literature. The

numerical examples provide insight into the weaknesses of our model, as mentioned regarding

the missing competition aspect, but also in the sense that the link between terminal net worth

and systemic risk can be unclear.

However, we have shown that the actual mechanics of the clearing mechanism with multiple

CCPs is accessible. In addition, we have given examples of how the results of the settlement

model of multiple CCPs provides a solid basis for the analysis of the systemic risk impact of

structural network changes. While our thesis does not include a clear-cut conclusion as to

whether central clearing by a single CCP is preferable over any alternative, it does provide a

solid framework for further investigation.
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Appendices

Appendix A - Definitions and plots

A.1 Wrong way risk

In some cases, the level of exposure from a financial contract can be correlated with the coun-

terparty’s credit quality. If this is an adverse relationship, in the sense that the level of exposure

rises when the credit quality of the counterparty decreases, then we have what is known as

wrong-way risk (WWR). The global financial crisis highlighted the dangers of WWR when

banks lost billions of dollars due to trades with monoline issurance companies who guaranteed

mortgage-backed securities.

We distinguish between two distinct types of WWR, namely

General WWR arises when the credit quality of the counterparty is correlated with a macroe-

conomic factor that also affects the value of a transactions and thereby the exposure.

Specific WWR arises through poorly structured transactions such as counterparties posting

own or highly correlated assets as margin.

General WWR is an unavoidable consequence of trading and margining in financial markets.

However, it can be mitigated via initial margin and haircuts. Specific WWR is probably best

avoided altogether.

In the context of central clearing and margining the are two possible WWR effects to consider,

namely

Exposure WWR arises when the exposure of a transaction is adversely related to the credit

quality of the counterparty.
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Margin WWR arises in situations when the value of margin is dependent upon the credit

quality of the counterparty who has posted margin.

Central clearing can potentially disguise the exposure WWR since the CCP replaces the coun-

terparty to a trade. The WWR is essentially absorbed by the CCP, which may lead to initial

margin and default fund not being quantified properly. On the other hand, margin WWR may

be prevented by a CCP’s strong standards of what is accepted as margin.
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A.2 Addtional loss allocation methods

This appendix introduces the additional methods of allocating losses mentioned in Table 3.1.

Variation margin gains haircutting

Since the CCP holds a matched book a gain in the market value of one transaction will be

offset by an equal reduction in market value of another transaction. As variation margin (VM)

is adjusted corresponding to the market value of the transaction, the amount posted to and

received by the CCP is equal. If the value of a defaulted clearing member portfolio decreases

during the default management process (including any VM not received prior to being declared

default) the ratio of posted and received VM, mentioned above, does no longer apply. If the

CCP is in liquidity need it can offset the missing incoming VM by applying a haircut to the

gains in VM claims of solvent clearing members. This method of allocating losses is know as

variation margin gains haircutting (VMGH). It should be noted that this haircut is only applied

to the clearing members who have seen a gain VM following the the default. Clearing members

who have experienced reduction VM since the default of the fellow clearing members will not

be able to apply the haircut to this reductiong and are still required to post VM in full.

Complete tear-up

In extreme scenarios, a CCP can apply complete tear-up where all affected contracts are termi-

nated. The CCP would then calculate the net obligation (including aspects such as VMGH) to

all its clearing members and cash settle these proportionally. It should be noted that complete

tear-up is incompatible with survival of the CCP, and is therefore only a method that should

be applied as a final resort. The CCP could in theory subsequently resume its business and

accept clearing new contracts for clearing, but is unlikely that any member would want to use

its clearing services following the complete tear-up, and so it is most likely that closure of the

CCP follows.
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A.3 Qualifying CCP

A qualifying central counterparty (QCCP) is an entity that is licensed to operate as a CCP

(including a license granted by way of confirming an exemption), and is permitted by the appro-

priate regulator/overseer to operate as such with respect to the products offered. This is subject

to the provision that the CCP is based and prudentially supervised in a jurisdiction where the

relevant regulator/overseer has established, and publicly indicated that it applies to the CCP

on an ongoing basis, domestic rules and regulations that are consistent with the CPSS-IOSCO

Principles for Financial Market Infrastructures.

As is the case more generally, banking supervisors still reserve the right to require banks in their

jurisdictions to hold additional capital against their exposures to such CCPs via Pillar 2. This

might be appropriate where, for example, an external assessment such as an FSAP has found

material shortcomings in the CCP or the regulation of CCPs, and the CCP and/or the CCP

regulator have not since publicly addressed the issues identified.

Where the CCP is in a jurisdiction that does not have a CCP regulator applying the Principles

to the CCP, then the banking supervisor may make the determination of whether the CCP

meets this definition.

In addition, for a CCP to be considered a QCCP, the terms defined in paragraphs 122 and 123

of this Annex for the purposes of calculating the capital requirements for default fund exposures

must be made available or calculated in accordance with paragraph 124 of this Annex.
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A.4 Plots of terminal net worth

This appendix provides plots corresponding to Figures 7.1, 7.2, 7.3, 7.4, 7.5, 7.6, 7.8, and 7.9.

Instead of plotting the gain in terminal net worth from central clearing, we here show the

simulated values for the expected terminal net worth for each network, including that of the

network without central clearing. Figure 7.7 already includes the terminal net worth, and so

there is no need to plot the values here as well. This is intended to give provide the data behind

the figures that only plot the gain in terminal net worth in the numerical examples.
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Figure A.4.1: Estimated expected terminal net worth of systems with n = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 CCPs. These

values form the basis of Figure 7.1
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Figure A.4.2: Estimated expected terminal net worth of systems with n = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 CCPs. These

values form the basis of Figure 7.2
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Figure A.4.3: Estimated expected terminal net worth of systems with n = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 CCPs. These

values form the basis of Figure 7.3
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Figure A.4.4: Estimated expected terminal net worth of systems with n = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 CCPs. These

values form the basis of Figure 7.4
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Figure A.4.5: Estimated expected terminal net worth of systems with n = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 CCPs. These

values form the basis of Figure 7.5
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Figure A.4.6: Estimated expected terminal net worth of systems with n = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 CCPs. These

values form the basis of Figure 7.6
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Figure A.4.7: Estimated expected terminal net worth of systems with n = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 CCPs. These

values form the basis of Figure 7.8
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Figure A.4.8: Estimated expected terminal net worth of systems with n = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 CCPs. These

values form the basis of Figure 7.9
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Appendix B - Technical model specifications

B.1 Drawing interbank liabilities with intra-market correlations

The calibration technique described in section 6.2.1 can easily be expanded so as to provide for

correlation within each liability matrix, where each matrix represents the interbank liabilities

between all banks in one market. This correlation structure is what we illustrated with the

colors in equation (7.3).

The method described in section 6.2.1, of drawing the liability pairs before netting from the bi-

variate distribution will not allow correlation beyond each pair. If we instead draw the amount

owed from all banks i to every bank j 6= i before netting from the multivariate normal distri-

bution, we allow for correlation between all transactions within that market. Let us assume

that all amounts owed between banks before netting are correlated with the same correlation

coefficient, ρw. All amounts owed before netting makes up a set of m2 −m random numbers,

since the diagonals are zero (bank i does not owe itself anything). Thus, the multivariate normal

distribution will have the mean vector of length m2 −m and, with all elements equal to zero,

and a variance-covariance structure given by

σw =



σ2
11 σ12 ρwσ11σ11 ρwσ33σ11 · · · ρwσ11σ11 ρwσ11σmm ρwσ22σ11 ρwσ33σ11 · · ·

σ21 σ2
22 ρwσ11σ22 ρwσ33σ22 · · · ρwσ22σ11 ρwσ22σmm ρwσ22σ22 ρwσ33σ22 · · ·

ρwσ11σ11 ρwσ22σ11 σ2
11 σ13 · · · ρwσ11σ11 ρwσ11σmm ρwσ22σ11 ρwσ33σ11 · · ·

ρwσ11σ33 ρwσ22σ33 σ31 σ2
33 · · · ρwσ33σ11 ρwσ33σmm ρwσ22σ33 ρwσ33σ33 · · ·

...
...

...
...

. . .
...

...
...

... · · ·

ρwσ11σ11 ρwσ22σ11 ρwσ11σ11 ρwσ33σ11 · · · σ2
11 σ1m ρwσ22σ11 ρwσ33σ11 · · ·

ρwσ11σmm ρwσ22σmm ρwσ11σmm ρwσ33σmm · · · σm1 σ2
mm ρwσ22σmm ρwσ33σmm · · ·

ρwσ11σ22 ρwσ22σ22 ρwσ11σ22 ρwσ33σ22 · · · ρwσ11σ22 ρwσmmσ22 σ2
22 σ23 · · ·

ρwσ11σ33 ρwσ22σ33 ρwσ11σ33 ρwσ33σ33 · · · ρwσ11σ33 ρwσ33σmm σ32 σ2
33 · · ·

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
. . .



, (B.1.1)

where σij is determined as in section 6.2.1, based on σ, calibrated so as to match the desired

gross market value. If the new covariance structure distorts the expected gross market value

significantly, one can use numerical methods to estimate the value of σ that yields a given gross

market value.
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The multivariate normal distribution described by the zero-vector and the covariance matrix

(B.1.1) will produce m2 − m random numbers, Y12, Y21, Y13, Y31, . . . . As in section 6.2.1, we

treat their absolute values as the amounts owed before netting from every bank i to every other

bank j 6= i in the specific market. Therefore, entries in the liability matrix Lch , corresponding

to the specific market, will be set to

L12 = (|Y12| − |Y21|, 0)+

L21 = (|Y21| − |Y12|, 0)+

L13 = (|Y13| − |Y31|, 0)+

L31 = (|Y31| − |Y13|, 0)+

...

Lm−1m = (|Ym−1m| − |Ymm−1|, 0)+

Lmm−1 = (|Ymm−1| − |Ym−1m|, 0)+

In the numerical example Correlation within each market, we have used this technique, and

repeated it fice times, in order to simulate liabilities corresponding to five independent markets,

each with transactions with correlation among them.
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B.2 Drawing interbank liabilities with inter-market correlations

The calibration technique described in section 6.2.1 can also be expanded so as to provide for

correlation among multiple liability matrices, where each matrix represents the interbank liabil-

ities between all banks in one market.

Simulating perfectly correlated markets would require drawing a single liability matrix, with the

total notional amounts outstanding and gross market values, using a weighted average of the

market fractions of each bank. The perfectly dependent liability matrices are then obtained by

dividing the total liability matrix into n pieces according to their gross market values.

The simulation of imperfectly correlated markets, on the other hand, requires a slight alteration

of the technique above. It can be done by drawing 2 × n values from the multivariate normal

distribution with mean zero and the following variance-covariance matrix:



σ2
111

σ121 ρ12σ111σ111 0 · · · ρ1nσ111σ111 0

σ211 σ2
221

0 ρ12σ221σ221 · · · 0 ρ1nσ221σ221

ρ12σ111σ111 0 σ2
112

σ122 · · · ρ2nσ111σ111 0

0 ρ12σ221σ221 σ212 σ2
222

· · · 0 ρ2nσ221σ221

...
...

...
...

. . .
...

...

ρ12σ111σ111 0 ρ1nσ111σ111 0 · · · σ2
11n σ12n

0 ρ12σ221σ221 0 ρ2nσ221σ221 · · · σ21n σ2
22n


(B.2.1)

Here, ρgh corresponds to the correlation between markets g and h, and σijh is calibrated using

the same principle as in section 6.2.1, corresponding to the gross market value of market h,

gmvh, and the vector of banks’ fraction of market h, sch .

Now, every draw from the multivariate normal distribution will give a set of 2 × n variables,

(Y1, Y2, . . . , Yn, Yn+1, . . . , Y2n). The will be used in the same manner as above to create n liability

12



matrices, one for each CCP:

Lc1
ij = (|Y1 − Y2|)+

Lc1
ji = (|Y2 − Y1|)+

Lc2
ij = (|Y3 − Y4|)+

Lc2
ji = (|Y4 − Y3|)+

...

Lcn
ij = (|Y2n−1 − Y2n|)+

Lcn
ji = (|Y2n − Y2n−1|)+

In this way, the desired correlation between the different CCPs’ markets is obtained, and the

different markets have gross market values corresponding to the assumptions made.
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B.3 Simulation model code

The numerical examples in this thesis were simulated using R. The implementation of all models

(Eisenberg and Noe [2001], Amini et al. [2014], and the proposed model) are the work of the

authors of this thesis. We take full responsibility for any errors. This part of the appendix

contains the entire code used to obtain the results of our plots. We have two main files, one with

a set of functions written to make computations from the model parameters, and one containing

the general model parameters used in all or most experiments. The function file includes the

following functions:

cholCova The function cholCova designs the appropriate variance-covariance matrix, taking

the market fractions, notional amounts, gross market values and correlation structure

between markets into account. The output of the function is Cholesky-decomposed matrix.

The decomposition lets us avoid inverting the matrix in each simulation as part of the

random draw of a bi- or multivariate distribution.

drawLiab The function drawLiab uses subsets of the decomposed variance-covarinace matrix

to draw the sets of liabilities Y before netting and feed them into the after-netting liability

matrix, L.

valuZero The function valuZero takes the netted liability matrix as input and runs the Eisen-

berg and Noe [2001] algorithm. The output of this function is a vector of each bank’s

terminal net worth.

valuSing The function valuSing takes the netted liability matrix as input and applies the

model of Amini et al. [2014] of a single CCP. The output is a vector each bank’s and the

CCP’s terminal net worth (vector length: m+ 1).

valuMult The function valuMult takes the netted liability matrix, and the number of CCPs,

n, as input and applies the model developed in this thesis of central clearing by multiple

CCPs. The output is a vector of each bank’s and each CCP’s terminal net worth (vector

length: m+ n).

The codes are given below. The list of parameter values is also given in the file defVars. To

illustrate how these functions are applied we also present the file sim1, with containing the code

for simulation and plotting Figure 7.1.
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Table 1: cholCova function for variance-covariance matrix design

cholCova ← function ( f rac ,GRMV,TNOT,cCCP) {

n ← ncol (cCCP)

cova ← matrix (0 ,m∗n ,m∗n)

for ( c in 1 : n ) {

sigm ← ( sqrt (2∗pi )∗GRMV[ c ] ) /(2∗TNOT[ c ] )

for ( i in 1 : (m−1) ) {

cova [ i +(c−1)∗m, i +(c−1)∗m]

← ( sigm∗TNOT[ c ] ∗ f r a c [ i , c ] ∗ f r a c [ i , c ] /sum( f r a c [−i , c ] ) )∧2

for ( j in ( i +1) :m) {

cova [ i +(c−1)∗m, j +(c−1)∗m]

← sigm∗TNOT[ c ] ∗ f r a c [ i , c ] ∗ f r a c [ j , c ] /sum( f r a c [−i , c ] )

cova [ j +(c−1)∗m, i +(c−1)∗m]

← sigm∗TNOT[ c ] ∗ f r a c [ j , c ] ∗ f r a c [ i , c ] /sum( f r a c [−j , c ] )

}}

cova [m∗c ,m∗c ] ← ( sigm∗TNOT[ c ] ∗ f r a c [m, c ] ∗ f r a c [m, c ] /sum( f r a c [−m, c ] ) )∧2

}

i f (n>1){

for ( c1 in 0 : ( n−2) ) {

for ( c2 in ( c1+1) : ( n−1) ) {

for ( i in 1 :m) {

cova [ i+c1∗m, i+c2∗m]

← cCCP [ ( c1+1) , ( c2+1) ] ∗sqrt ( cova [ i+c1∗m, i+c1∗m] ) ∗sqrt ( cova [ i+c2∗m, i+c2∗m] )

cova [ i+c2∗m, i+c1∗m]

← cCCP [ ( c1+1) , ( c2+1) ] ∗sqrt ( cova [ i+c1∗m, i+c1∗m] ) ∗sqrt ( cova [ i+c2∗m, i+c2∗m] )

}}}}

return ( chol ( cova ) )

}
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Table 2: drawLiab function for drawing random interbank liabilities

drawLiab ← function ( deco ) {

n ← ncol ( deco )/m

i f (n==1){

Liab ← matrix (0 ,m,m)

for ( i in 1 : (m−1) ) {

for ( j in ( i +1) :m) {

vecX

← matrix (rnorm(2 ) ,ncol=2)%∗%deco [ c ( i , j ) , c ( i , j ) ]

Liab [ i , j ]

← i f e l s e (abs ( vecX [ 1 ] )−abs ( vecX [ 2 ] ) >0,abs ( vecX [ 1 ] )−abs ( vecX [ 2 ] ) , 0 )

Liab [ j , i ]

← i f e l s e (abs ( vecX [ 2 ] )−abs ( vecX [ 1 ] ) >0,abs ( vecX [ 2 ] )−abs ( vecX [ 1 ] ) , 0 )

}}

} else {

Liab ← matrix (0 ,m,m∗n)

matD ← matrix (NA, 2∗n , 2∗n) ; k ← 1

for ( i in 1 : ( 2∗n) ) {

l ← 1

for ( j in 1 : ( 2∗n) ) {

matD [ i , j ] ← deco [ k , l ]

i f ( ( j/n)%%1==0) l ← l +(m−1) else l ← l+1

}

i f ( ( i /n)%%1==0) k ← k+(m−1) else k ← k+1

}

for ( i in 1 : (m−1) ) {

for ( j in ( i +1) :m) {

vecX ← matrix (rnorm(2∗n) ,ncol=2∗n)%∗%matD

for ( c in 1 : n ) {

Liab [ i , j +(c−1)∗m]

← i f e l s e (abs ( vecX[1+2∗ (c−1) ] )−abs ( vecX[2+2∗ (c−1) ] ) >0,abs ( vecX[1+2∗ (c−1) ] )−abs ( vecX

[2+2∗ (c−1) ] ) , 0 )

Liab [ j , i +(c−1)∗m]

← i f e l s e (abs ( vecX[2+2∗ (c−1) ] )−abs ( vecX[1+2∗ (c−1) ] ) >0,abs ( vecX[2+2∗ (c−1) ] )−abs ( vecX

[1+2∗ (c−1) ] ) , 0 )

}}}

}

return ( Liab )

}
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Table 3: valuZero function for Eisenberg and Noe [2001] procedure (no central clearing)

valuZero ← function (matL) {

totL ← l ← rowSums(matL)

matP ← i f e l s e (matrix ( rep ( totL ,m) ,m,m)>0,matL/rep (matrix ( rep ( totL ,m) ,m,m) ) ,0 ) ; d ← rep (NA,

m)

k ← t ← 0

repeat {

k ← k + 1

cash ← gamm+p i l l+colSums ( a s . v e c t o r ( l )∗matP)−totL

i f ( isTRUE( a l l . e q u a l (d ,which( cash<0 ) ) ) ) break else d ← which( cash<0 )

s ← which( cash≥0)

i f ( length (d)==0) break ; i f ( length ( s )==0) break

cons ← gamm[ d]+ p i l l [ d]+colSums (matrix ( totL [ s ] ∗matP [ s , d ] , ncol=length (d) ) )

matX ← −t (matP [ d , d ]−diag ( length (d) ) )

l [ d ] ← solve (matX , cons )

i f (k>m) {print ("Looping ( no CCP)" ) ; break}

}

z ← i f e l s e (gamm+colSums ( l ∗matP)−totL>0 ,0 ,−(gamm+colSums ( l ∗matP)−totL ) )/rep ( p i l l )

Z ← i f e l s e (z<1 , z , 1 )

A ← gamm+Z∗ p i l l +(1−Z)∗p l i q+colSums ( l ∗matP)

W0 ← A−totL

return (W0)

}
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Table 4: valuSing function for Amini et al. [2014] model with a single central counterparty

valuSing ← function (matL) {

vecL ← colSums (matL)−rowSums(matL)

vLic ← i f e l s e ( vecL+gufu<0 , abs ( vecL+gufu ) ,0 )

veLp ← i f e l s e ( vecL>0,vecL , 0 )

vLci ← (1−cfee )∗veLp ; veLc ← sum( vLci )

G ← i f e l s e ( vecL+gufu>0,vecL+gufu , 0 )−veLp ; totG ← sum(G)

Z ← i f e l s e ( i f e l s e (gamm−gufu−vLic<0 , abs (gamm−gufu−vLic ) ,0 )/rep ( p i l l )<1 , i f e l s e (

gamm−gufu−vLic<0 , abs (gamm−gufu−vLic ) ,0 )/rep ( p i l l ) , 1 )

LiSt ← i f e l s e ( vLic< (gamm+pi l l−gu fu ) , vLic , (gamm+pi l l−gu fu ) )

AcSt ← gamc+sum( gufu )+sum( LiSt )

LcSt ← i f e l s e ( AcSt<veLc , AcSt , veLc )

i f ( veLc>0) mPic ← vLci/veLc else mPic ← 0

tStG ← i f e l s e ( t o tG< i f e l s e (AcSt−LcSt−gamc−sum( c f e e∗veLp )>0,AcSt−LcSt−gamc−sum( c f e e∗veLp )

,0 ) , totG , i f e l s e (AcSt−LcSt−gamc−sum( c f e e∗veLp )>0,AcSt−LcSt−gamc−sum( c f e e∗veLp ) ,0 ) )

StGu ← i f e l s e ( rep ( totG ,m)>0,G/totG∗tStG , 0 )

Wc ← AcSt−veLc−tStG

ASt ← gamm+Z∗ p i l l +(1−Z)∗p l i q+LcSt∗mPic+StGu−gufu

Wi ← ASt−vLic

return ( c (Wc,Wi) )

}
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Table 5: valuMult function for obtaining terminal net worth of system with multiple CCPs. This function applies Algorithm

2 illuatrated in Table 5.2

valuMult ← function (matL ,gamC, gufC ) {

nCCP ← length (gamC)

arrL ← array (matL ,dim=c (m,m,nCCP) )

vecL ← colSums ( arrL )−colSums (aperm( arrL , c ( 2 , 1 , 3 ) ) )

veLp ← i f e l s e ( vecL>0,vecL , 0 )

vLic ← i f e l s e ( vecL+gufC<0 , abs ( vecL+gufC ) ,0 )

vLiC ← rowSums( vLic )

vLci ← (1−cfee )∗veLp

vLCi ← x ← colSums ( vLci )

P i i c ← i f e l s e (matrix ( rep ( vLiC ,nCCP) ,m,nCCP)>0, vLic/rep ( vLiC ) ,0 )

P i c i ← i f e l s e ( t (matrix ( rep ( vLCi ,m) ,nCCP,m) )>0, vLci/t (matrix ( vLCi ,nCCP,m) ) ,0 )

b i ← gamm+p i l l+rowSums ( (1−cfee )∗veLp−gufC )

l ← a s . v e c t o r ( i f e l s e ( bi<vLiC , bi , vLiC ) )

d2 ← rep (NA,nCCP)

k ← 0

dumm1 ← 0

dumm2 ← 0

dumm3 ← 1

repeat{

k ← k+1

bC ← gamC+colSums ( gufC+l ∗Piic−vLci )

d ← which(bC<0)

i f ( length (d)==0) break

i f ( isTRUE( a l l . e q u a l (d , d2 ) ) ) break

const ← c ( i f e l s e (bC<0,gamC+colSums ( gufC ) , vLCi ) , i f e l s e ( bi>vLiC , vLiC ,gamm+pill−rowSums (

gufC ) ) )

temp ← rbind (diag (nCCP) , i f e l s e (matrix ( rep ( bi ,nCCP) ,m,nCCP)>matrix ( rep ( vLiC ,nCCP) ,m,nCCP

) ,0 ,−Pici ) )

X ← cbind ( temp , rbind ( i f e l s e (matrix ( rep (bC,m) ,nCCP,m) >0 ,0 ,−t ( P i i c ) ) ,diag (m) ) )

i f ( length (which( colSums (X[ , 1 :nCCP] ) ==1))>0) dumm1 ← 1

i f ( length (which( rowSums(X[ 1 : nCCP, ] ) ==1))>0) dumm1 ← 1

i f ( length (which( colSums (X[ , (nCCP+1) : (nCCP+m) ] ) ==1))>0) dumm2 ← 1

i f ( length (which( rowSums(X[ (nCCP+1) : (nCCP+m) , ] ) ==1))>0) dumm2 ← 1

x ← solve (X, const )

b i ← gamm+p i l l+rowSums( x [ 1 :nCCP] ∗Pici−gufC )

l ← i f e l s e ( x [ 1 :m+nCCP]>vLiC , vLiC , x [ 1 :m+nCCP] )

d2 ← d

i f ( k==(nCCP+1) & dumm1==0 & dumm2==0) {print (round(X, 2 ) ) }

i f ( k==(nCCP+1) & dumm1==1) {print (" S i n g u l a r i t y due to CCP" ) ; dumm3 ← 0 ; break}

i f ( k==(nCCP+1) & dumm2==1) {print (" S i n g u l a r i t y due to bank" ) ; dumm3 ← 0 ; break}

}
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ACSt ← gamC+colSums ( gufC )+colSums ( l ∗P i i c )

LCSt ← i f e l s e (ACSt<x [ 1 :nCCP] , ACSt , x [ 1 :nCCP] )

G ← i f e l s e ( vecL+gufC>0,vecL+gufC , 0 )−(1−cfee )∗veLp

totG ← colSums (G)

tmp1 ← ACSt−gamC−LCSt−colSums( c f e e∗veLp )

tmp2 ← gamm+rowSums(LCSt∗P i c i )−vLiC−rowSums( gufC )

tStG ← i f e l s e ( totG>i f e l s e ( tmp1>0,tmp1 , 0 ) , i f e l s e ( tmp1>0,tmp1 , 0 ) , totG )

StGu ← i f e l s e (matrix ( rep ( totG , each=m) ,m,nCCP)>0,G/rep ( totG , each=m)∗tStG , 0 )

Z ← i f e l s e ( i f e l s e (tmp2<0 , abs ( tmp2) ,0 )/rep ( p i l l ) >1 ,1 , i f e l s e (tmp2<0 , abs ( tmp2) ,0 )/rep ( p i l l )

)

WC ← ACSt−vLCi−tStG

AiSt ← gamm+Z∗ p i l l +(1−Z)∗p l i q+rowSums(LCSt∗P i c i )+rowSums(StGu)−rowSums( gufC )

W ← AiSt−vLiC

return ( c (WC,W,dumm3) )

}
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Table 6: defVars file for defining the parameter values of the model

d i r1 ← #specify directory in which to store simulation data

fend ← " .Rdat"

m ← 10

cCCP ← matrix ( c (1 ) , 1 , 1 )

f r a c ← rep (1/m,m)

gamm ← f r a c∗400

TNOT ← matrix (18000 ,1 ,1 )

cCC5 ← matrix ( 0 , 5 , 5 )

cCC5 [ l o w e r . t r i (cCC5) ] ← rep (0 .5 , ( 5∧2−5)/2)

cCC5 [ u p p e r . t r i (cCC5) ] ← cCC5 [ l o w e r . t r i (cCC5) ]

p l i q ← f r a c∗300

p i l l ← p l i q∗0 . 5

gufu ← gamm∗0 . 2

gamc ← 300

c f e e ← 0

n ← 2

gam2 ← rep (gamc , 2 )∗(1/2)

phi2 ← rep (1/n , n)

guf2 ← gufu%∗%t ( phi2 )

n ← 3

gam3 ← rep (gamc , 3 )∗(1/3)

phi3 ← rep (1/n , n)

guf3 ← gufu%∗%t ( phi3 )

n ← 4

gam4 ← rep (gamc , n)∗(1/n)

phi4 ← rep (1/n , n)

guf4 ← gufu%∗%t ( phi4 )

n ← 5

gam5 ← rep (gamc , n)∗(1/n)

phi5 ← rep (1/n , n)

guf5 ← gufu%∗%t ( phi5 )
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Table 7: sim1 file for generating the results in plot 7.1

rm( l i s t=l s ( a l l=TRUE) )

setwd ( ) #specify directory for files functions and defVars file.

source (" f unc t i on s .R " )

source ("defVars.R" )

totV ← sum( p l i q )+sum(gamm)+gamc

totV

ngmv ← 50

gmax ← 2∗1000

gmin ← 400

g inc ← (gmax−gmin)/ngmv

nsim ← 50000

r e s0 ← r e s1 ← r e s2 ← r e s3 ← r e s4 ← r e s5 ← matrix (0 ,ngmv , 3 )

for ( i in 1 :ngmv) {

print ( i )

GRMV ← matrix ( gmin+ginc∗ i , 1 , 1 )

r e s0 [ i , 1 ] ← r e s1 [ i , 1 ] ← r e s2 [ i , 1 ] ← r e s3 [ i , 1 ] ← r e s4 [ i , 1 ] ← r e s5 [ i , 1 ] ← GRMV

dec1 ← cholCova (matrix ( f rac ,m, 1 ) ,GRMV,TNOT,cCCP)

dec2 ← cholCova (matrix ( f rac ,m, 1 ) ,GRMV∗phi2 ,TNOT∗phi2 , cCCP)

dec3 ← cholCova (matrix ( f rac ,m, 1 ) ,GRMV∗phi3 ,TNOT∗phi3 , cCCP)

dec4 ← cholCova (matrix ( f rac ,m, 1 ) ,GRMV∗phi4 ,TNOT∗phi4 , cCCP)

dec5 ← cholCova (matrix ( f rac ,m, 1 ) ,GRMV∗phi5 ,TNOT∗phi5 , cCCP)

for ( s in 1 : nsim ) {

mat1 ← drawLiab ( dec1 )

mat2 ← c ( drawLiab ( dec2 ) , drawLiab ( dec2 ) )

mat3 ← c ( drawLiab ( dec3 ) , drawLiab ( dec3 ) , drawLiab ( dec3 ) )

mat4 ← c ( drawLiab ( dec4 ) , drawLiab ( dec4 ) , drawLiab ( dec4 ) , drawLiab ( dec4 ) )

mat5 ← c ( drawLiab ( dec5 ) , drawLiab ( dec5 ) , drawLiab ( dec5 ) , drawLiab ( dec5 ) , drawLiab ( dec5 ) )

r e s0 [ i , 2 ] ← r e s0 [ i , 2 ] + sum( valuZero ( mat1 ) )

r e s1 [ i , 2 ] ← r e s1 [ i , 2 ] + sum( va luSing ( mat1 ) )

temp ← valuMult (mat2 , gam2 , guf2 ) ; n ← 2

i f ( temp [ n+m+1]==1) r e s2 [ i , 2 ] ← r e s2 [ i , 2 ] + sum( temp [ 1 : (m+n) ] )

r e s2 [ i , 3 ] ← r e s2 [ i , 3 ] + temp [ n+m+1]

temp ← valuMult (mat3 , gam3 , guf3 ) ; n ← 3

i f ( temp [ n+m+1]==1) r e s3 [ i , 2 ] ← r e s3 [ i , 2 ] + sum( temp [ 1 : (m+n) ] )

r e s3 [ i , 3 ] ← r e s3 [ i , 3 ] + temp [ n+m+1]

temp ← valuMult (mat4 , gam4 , guf4 ) ; n ← 4

i f ( temp [ n+m+1]==1) r e s4 [ i , 2 ] ← r e s4 [ i , 2 ] + sum( temp [ 1 : (m+n) ] )

r e s4 [ i , 3 ] ← r e s4 [ i , 3 ] + temp [ n+m+1]

temp ← valuMult (mat5 , gam5 , guf5 ) ; n ← 5

i f ( temp [ n+m+1]==1) r e s5 [ i , 2 ] ← r e s5 [ i , 2 ] + sum( temp [ 1 : (m+n) ] )

r e s5 [ i , 3 ] ← r e s5 [ i , 3 ] + temp [ n+m+1]

}}
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r e f e ← c ( totV , r e s0 [ , 2 ] ∗(1/nsim )+gamc)

p l t 0 ← cbind ( c (0 , r e s0 [ , 1 ] ) , c ( totV , r e s0 [ , 2 ] ∗(1/nsim )+gamc)−refe )

p l t 1 ← cbind ( c (0 , r e s1 [ , 1 ] ) , c ( totV , r e s1 [ , 2 ] ∗(1/nsim ) )−refe )

p l t 2 ← cbind ( c (0 , r e s2 [ , 1 ] ) , c ( totV , r e s2 [ , 2 ] / r e s2 [ , 3 ] ) −refe )

p l t 3 ← cbind ( c (0 , r e s3 [ , 1 ] ) , c ( totV , r e s3 [ , 2 ] / r e s3 [ , 3 ] ) −refe )

p l t 4 ← cbind ( c (0 , r e s4 [ , 1 ] ) , c ( totV , r e s4 [ , 2 ] / r e s4 [ , 3 ] ) −refe )

p l t 5 ← cbind ( c (0 , r e s5 [ , 1 ] ) , c ( totV , r e s5 [ , 2 ] / r e s5 [ , 3 ] ) −refe )

f i l 1 ← paste ( d ir1 , "plot1 .Rdat " , sep="" )

f i l 2 ← paste ( d ir1 , "plot1raw.Rdat" , sep="" )

l ibrary (MASS)

wr i t e .mat r i x (cbind ( p lt0 , p l t1 , p lt2 , p lt3 , p lt4 , p l t 5 ) , f i l 1 )

wr i t e .mat r i x (cbind ( res0 , res1 , res2 , res3 , res4 , r e s5 ) , f i l 2 )

Table 8: The following code will plot the data simulated using the file sim1, as in Figure 7.1.

thck ← 2

temp ← c ( p l t 0 [ , 2 ] , p l t 1 [ , 2 ] , p l t 2 [ , 2 ] , p l t 3 [ , 2 ] , p l t 4 [ , 2 ] , p l t 5 [ , 2 ] )

rang ← range (min( temp ) ,max( temp ) )

co l o ← c ( t o p o . c o l o r s (12) [ 2 ] , t o p o . c o l o r s (12) [ 4 ] , t o p o . c o l o r s (12) [ 6 ] ,

t o p o . c o l o r s (12) [ 8 ] , t o p o . c o l o r s (12) [ 1 2 ] , t o p o . c o l o r s (12) [ 1 0 ] )

plot ( p lt0 , type=’ l ’ , y lab="Gain in expected te rmina l net worth" ,

x lab="Gross market va lue " , c e x . l a b=1.5 ,

xl im=c (0 , gmax+70) , yl im=rang , lwd=thck , l t y =2,col=co lo [ 1 ] )

l ines ( p lt1 , col=co lo [ 2 ] , lwd=thck )

l ines ( p lt2 , col=co lo [ 3 ] , lwd=thck )

l ines ( p lt3 , col=co lo [ 4 ] , lwd=thck )

l ines ( p lt4 , col=co lo [ 5 ] , lwd=thck )

l ines ( p lt5 , col=co lo [ 6 ] , lwd=thck )

text ( x=gmax+20,y=p l t0 [ ( ngmv+1) , 2 ] , "No CCP" , adj =0)

text ( x=gmax+20,y=p l t1 [ ( ngmv+1) , 2 ] , "1 CCP " , adj =0)

text ( x=gmax+20,y=p l t2 [ ( ngmv+1) , 2 ] , "2 CCPs" , adj =0)

text ( x=gmax+20,y=p l t3 [ ( ngmv+1) , 2 ] , "3 CCPs" , adj =0)

text ( x=gmax+20,y=p l t4 [ ( ngmv+1) , 2 ] , "4 CCPs" , adj =0)

text ( x=gmax+20,y=p l t5 [ ( ngmv+1) , 2 ] , "5 CCPs" , adj =0)
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